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INTRODUCTTON 
In our age one voice, that of T. s. Eliot has 
sounded clearly and unswerTingly the need for an intel-
lectual and spiritual clearing house, but his message 
has lost much of its import because men are sundered from 
each other by their specialized preoccupations. Gone 
is the fluidity of cosmopolitan education, when a degree 
designated a knowledge of the "arts" and the "sciences." 
As a result, eTen an educated man, eTen a literary 
critic, may miss a very important facet in a literary 
work that may well elucidate its hidden connotations. 
Since the aim of this dissertation is to point out 
the reflections of st. John of the Cross in the work 
of T. s. Eliot, it will illumine one blind spot 
among the "masters in Israel." 
During the second decade ·of the twentieth century 
modern man, sore and anguished from the cataclysm of World 
War I, examined and found himself wanting. Then, as in 
all ages, the more discerning eye, the more sensitive 
indiTiduals sought to c~tch in words the depths of man's 
soul that too often elude the casual searcher. And there 
arose among the seers of the 1920's, among the writers 
who presented the new-found freedom, among those who dis-
carded old values, and who gloried to cast off shackles of 
i 
convention one man who probed the modern spirit and round 
that its depths were shallowness, and that its soul was 
stretched taut on a horizontal plane, flat, and bored, 
"measuring life with coffee spoons.n1 
With the publication ot "Prutrock" Eliot was acclaimed 
the "voice ot the age." · Here was the man who caught the 
ominous sound of "Time\! winged chariot hurrying near." 
With the devotees of the Jazz Age, Eliot was the master 
artist who caught the ennui enjoyed by those who would eat, 
drink, and be merry. Yet, as early as 1930 Charles Willi~ 
detected another note as he read through these lines of 
"Pru.frook:": 
I am no prophet--and here•s no great 
matter; 
I have seen the moment of my greatness 
flicker, 
And I have seen the eternal Footman 
hold my coat and snicker, 
And, in short, I was afraid. 
Dante and St. John ot the Cross--what 
interpreters of poetry are these? Can 
this hell be rather the place of . 
purgation and has the eternal Footman 
himse~f some likeness to the Ancient ot 
Days? 
1T. s. Eliot, "The Love Song ot J. Alfred Prufrock:," 
The Complete Poems and Plays. (New York: Harcourt, Brace 
and Company, 1930), P• 1. cited hereafter by titles or 
works, and pagination of this edition with the exception 
ot ·The Rock. 
2Charlea Williams, Poetr! at Present. {London: 
Oxford University Press, 1930, p. 173. . 
ii 
Although the impact of Dante upon Eliot's thought ha s been 
recognized , the importance of St. John of the Cross ha s not 
been sufficiently expl ored . When VJilli !3.ms co.mrnent s on t h e 
second epi gr a)h of Sweeney Afonistes, t hat pertinent passage 
from St. John of the Cross , thi s critic is conscious of 
the anagogical m~irrors: 
In an age plagued by f a cile and therefore 
f a l se mysticism the full harshne ss of 
t hat extract i s apt t o be overlooked . 
Nir . Eliot has himself de yrecated t he 
finding of cosmic significance in his 
work . But pr ayer and the medit ati on 
of the mystic must have no very 
di ffe r ent suggestions a s signs to 
;oetry than as s i gns to the a cted 
poetry which we call living . ' 
Those who a ccla i med Eliot the poet laurea te of the 
-~ l aming Youth Era were .::;uzzled at the _p ublication of 
The VIa ste Land , that hi ghly ambi guous poem, the full 
me aning of which troubled s o many in t he 1920's. 'l1hirt y 
ye ars later, after Eliot ha s published both critica l ana l yses 
and poetry of many kinds , the crit ic of the 19 50 ' s can 
s e.y with assuranc e , " Ivir . ".:.oli ot's wor .k i s all of a pi ece , 11 
and Miss Elizabeth Drew can name a cogent study , T. S . 
Eliot: The Desi gn of Hi s Poetry . 
3~'Ti lli aro.s , Poetry a t Present, p . 173 . ~J:he two parts 
of Sweeney Agonistes 'Nere first ~ublished in The Criterion : 
"Fragment of a Prologuerr in October 1926 and 11 J!,ragrnent of 
an Agon" i n J anuary 19 27. The melodrama vms t hen Imbli shed 
separately in December 1932. 
iii 
Analytical minds present many reasons for the unity 
of Eliot's thought and poetry: his concern with time, 
with history, and with modern civilization. David Daiehes 
observes: 
It is true that in his earlier work 
he concerns himself with negative 
(critical) tasks and in his later' ' 
work with the positive (propagandist) 
one, but you must have values before r 
you can be critical, and Eliot's 
illumination of the hollowness -of 
contemporary middle class activity 
in his early poems derives from the 
same attitude which he pxpresses in 
much of his later work.~ 
Eliot•s search for the underlying causes of the sterility 
of modern ciYilization has been described by Vivian de 
Sola Pinto as a "voyage within, across distant horizons 
and to stranger countries than any visible to the actual 
senses."5 Pinto finds: 
••• Eliot•a "Voyage Within" has 
taken him as far as the negative 
side of religion; it was almost 
inevitable that he should proceed 
from this point tg positive 
religious belief. 
4navid Daiches, Poetrtiand the Modern World. 
(Chicago: University of C~cago Press, 1940), P• 103. 
· 5vivian de Sola Pinto, Crisis in English Poetrr. 
(New York: HUtchinson's University Press, 1951), p. 13. 
6Ibid. P• 175. 
iv 
Even to the most casual reader or Eliot's poetry, the 
concept of man as a "subtle knot" of body and soul is 
apparent. Cartesian dualism is rejected in Eliot•s 
search for the "unified sensibility." 
Eliot's candor in presenting the wastelander 
received much praise, and there were few who confeased 
an inability to understand this conception of man pre-
sented in Eliot's earlier poetry. However, when his 
emphasis shifted to the spiritual aspect or man, critics 
were slow to follow. Some rew rollowing Williams' 
suggestion, or perhaps because the evidence became more 
apparent, have recognized that St. John or the Cross, the 
Spanish mystic of the sixteenth century. has a share in 
the thought processes of Eliot. 
F. o. Matthiessen in The Achievement of T. s. Eliot 
indicated as early as 1936 Eliot•s use of passages from 
st. John of the Cross. Matthiessen considers the work of 
st. John of the Cross to be a "devotional monument.n7 
There is no attempt to explain the aptness of the 
quotations nor Eliot•• use of them. Leonard Unger's 
7F. o. Matthiessen, The Achievement of T. s. Eliot. 
(New York: OXford University press, 1947, second 
edition revised), p. 124. 
'Y 
commentary on "Ash Wednesday," for example, reveals a 
limited knowledge of the complete works and the 
terminology of St. John of the Cross. He writes: 
The relationship which Eliot has 
indicated as existing between The 
Waste Land and Miss Weston's From 
Ritual to Romance is parallelea;-
as we shall soon observe, by that 
existing between Ash Wednesdat · 
and The Dark Night of the Sou , 
a prose work of the sixteenth century 
Spanish mystic, St. John of the 
Cross. The Ascent, counsel for 
the active way of purgation, is 
intended for proficients; the Dark 
~igh~, ~ounsel8for the passive way, o egJ.nners. 
Mr. Unger is guilty of an inaccurate reading of St. John, 
who is perfectly explicit in his explanation of terms. 
Writing of the Ascent of Mount Carmel and of the Dark 
Night of the Soul, he says: 
The first night or purgation is 
of the sensual part of the soul 
which is treated in the first part 
of the book (Ascent of Mopnt Carmel). 
And the second is of the spiritual 
part; of this speaks the second 
stanza which follows; and of this 
we shall treat likewise, in the 
8teonard Unger, "T. s. Eliot," T. s. Eliot: 
A Selected Criti~ue, editor ·Leonard Unger. 
fNew York: Rine art &Company, Inc., 1948), p. 350. 
Cited hereafter as Selected Critique. 
vi 
second and third part 6 with respect 
to the activit~ or the soul; and in 
the rourth9part, with respect to passivity. 
st. John's phrase "the fourth part" refers to 1'the dark 
.. 
night of the spirit," of which he says: 
And the second night, or purification, 
pertains to those Who are already pro-
ficient occurring at the time when God 
desires to set them in the state of 
union with God; and this latter night 
is more obscure and dark and terrible 0 purgation, as we shall say afterwards.1 
we may well ask how such a scholarly critic as 
Mr. Unger could have misinterpreted the thought of St. John 
or the Cross. One explanation suggests itself. The two 
prose works, Ascent of Mount Carmel and Dark Night, are 
companion pieces and are included in Volume One or 
E. Allison Peers• detailed and scholarly edition of the 
9complete Works of St. John of the Cross. 
E. Allison Peers, editor and .translator ?rom the critical 
edition of P. Silverio de Santa Teresa, C.D., 3 Volumes: 
"Ascent of Mount Carmel" and "Dark Night or the Soul"; 
"Spiritual Canticle"; "Living .Flame of Love," "Cautions," 
"Spiritual Sentences and Maxims," Letters, SUndry 
Documents, Appendices, Select Bibliography, Indices. 
(Maryland; The Newman Preas, 1949), "Dark Night, 11 Book 1, 
P• 335. 
10Loc cit. 
vii 
Complete Works of St. John of the Cross. In the table of 
contents to the Dark Night (p. xv) Book 1, Chapter I, there 
is the following notation: "Sets down the first line and 
begins to treat of the imperfections of beginners." Did 
Mr. Unger see only this and miss entirely what St. John 
of the Cross states so explicitly in his Prologue?· 
Before we enter upon the exposition of 
these stanzas, it is well to understand 
here that the soul that utters them is 
now in the state of perfection, which 
is the union of love with God, having 
already passed through severe trials 
and straits, by means of spiritual 
exercises in the narrow way_ of eternal 
life whereof Our Saviour speaks in the 
Gospel, along which way the soul 
ordinarily passes to reaci1this high and happy union with God. 
viii 
Again, another highly respected critic, Mr. James Johnson 
Sweeney, is guilty of inaccuracies. Commenting upon the 
motif o£ "darkness" that permeates "East Coker," Mr. Sweeney 
observes that the concluding lines of Section III call 
for detachment and faith. He then continues: 
And it is clear that Eliot wants 
the source of these lines to be easily 
recognizable in order that his reference 
may enjoy the advantage of all the 
accumulated commentary and explanation 
linked to St. John of the Cross' 
mystical philosophy. We can see this 
llDark Night, Book 1, p. 348. 
from the closeness with which he 
makes them echo a translation of 
the saint's own words: 
••• In order to arrive at 
having pleasure in everything, 
Desire i! have pleasure in 
nothing. • • 
What the mystical philosophy of St. John of the Cross is, 
. Mr. Sweeney does not say, nor would he be expected to say 
it in a short paper. But his references to the text of 
St. John are incorrect. He places the quotation from the 
Saint's work in the Dark Night of the Soul when it belongs 
in the Ascent of Mount Carmel, Book 1, Chapter XIII. 
Miss Helen Gardner has been more accurate in handling 
Peers' translation of St. John of the Cross. She 
establishes the correct reference for Eliot's "In order 
to arrive," etc., and she is the first to present the fact 
that St. John wrote other works besides the Dark Night: 
The riddling passage at the close 
of the first movement is an almost 
riddling renderin~ of the maxims 
under the 'figure' which stands as 
frontispiece to The Ascent of Mount 
Carmel, and which appear in a slightly 
different form at the close of the 
thirteenth chaptir of the first book 
of the treatise. j 
12James Johnson Sweeney, "East Coker," Selected 
Critique, p.408. 
13Helen Gardner, The Art of T. S. Eliot. (New York: 
E •. P. Dutton & Co., 1950), p. 168. 
ix 
Miss Gardner's work is one that any study of ·Eliot must 
take into consideration; but since her field is the "art" 
of Eliot 1 she considers influences only as part of her 
plan. 
By his own admission Raymond Preston's 'Four Quartets• 
Rehearsed is an annotation.l4 Preston finds that St. John 
of the Cross has influenced Eliot in the Four Quartets. 
Yet 1 this "annotation" has a serious flaw. Preston does 
what neither St. John of the Cross nor Eliot has done. 
He limits to the religious the type of soul which may 
participate in the mystical experience. Furthermore 1 
since he states that "a study of st. John of the Cross is 
outside the scope of this essay," he presupposes much 
information on the part of his reader: 
Eliot several times refers to the 
latter condition (the •way of 
negation•) which is called in 
East Coker •the darkness of God.• ••• 
• . • It is a complete detachment , 
in \hich, in the discipline of 
st. John the religious is purified 
in readiness for the divine union--a 
discipline of contemplation beauti-
fully describei5in the middle of the third section. 
14Raymond Preston1 'Four ~artets' Rehearsed. (New York: Sheed & Ward, 1947~ P• 64. 
l5Ibid., P• 19~ 
X 
In a letter written to the writer o£ this dissertation 
Eliot says, "I was pleased by your remark that I had 
attempted •to catch an experience within the scope o£ any 
- 16 
sincere man.'" It is not, then, the religious for whom 
Eliot writes, as it is not the religious alone who is the 
contemplative. True, this state makes it easier to attain 
to the close union with God that st. John of the Cross 
depicts, but to all who are willing to pay the price the 
doors of prayer will be opened. In £act, St. John o£ the 
Cross wrote his last and most exalted book the Living 
Flame at the request of one of his spiritual children, 
Dona Ana Penssola, a Segovian widow. Alt~ough much o£ 
his work was written at the request of the Discalced 
Carmelites, his interest in souls was not circumscribed 
by the four walls of a monastery; in his belief, as also 
in Eliot's, all men are urged to "taste and see that the 
Lord is sweet" (~. 33:9). 
Such, then, has been some critics' appraisal o£ the 
influence o£ st. John of the Cross on the works of 
16cr. questions and letter in the Appendix. 
xi 
xii 
T. s. Eliot. Is there a need for further elaboration? Each, 
it will be noticed, simply takes a passage "in toto" out 
-
of the philosophical explanation that St. John of the 
Cross made of his various poems, and cites it as a proof 
of one of the sources of the poem \hich the critic is 
analyzing. There is little attempt to place the passage 
in its context, and no orientation to the mystical 
teaching of St. John of the Cross. 
Significant too is the fact that the man himself was 
little known in literary circles until 1943 When 
E. M. Stephenson wrote a abort biographical sketch taken 
from the Roman Missal. Miss Stephenson's critical remarks 
are important, as are Mr. Preston's, in that she identifies 
certain passages after a discussion with Eliot on 
NoTember 24, 1943.17 Preston, too, in his introduction 
thanks "Mr. Eliot for reading the first draft of this 
18 
essay and for adding some interesting notes." 
17E. M. Stephenson, T. s. Eliot and the Lay Reader. 
(London: The Fortune Press, 1948), p. 79. Miss Stephenson's 
discussions with Eliot will be considered in the chapter on-
"Ash Wednesda£•" It is sufficient to say here that Eliot's 
theme or the en stairs, according to Miss Stephenson, is ., 
developed in greater detail "in the further work following 
(The Ascent of Mount Carmel) _called the Dark Night of the 
Soul." 
18Preston, 'Four Quartets' Rehearsed, p. vi. 
As a matter of fact, none or the notes has to do with St. John 
of the Cross, but there is a point that Eliot knew that this 
study was being made which indicates parallels between his 
work and that of St. John of the Cross. 
xiii 
His letter, however, proves con~lusively that Eliot knew 
St. John of the Cross. To the question, "Have you any 
observations that you care to make anent this subject as a 
contribution toward widening the spiritual knowledge of 
men, knowledge so pitifully narrow in this age of 
specialization?" Eliot responds: 
I do not know how to answer this 
question, because I do not see that 
anything short of an essay on the 
subject would provide the answer. 
My opinion is that for the ordinary 
person like myself, some acquaintance 
with the work of such a mystic 
of the spiritual life as st. John is 
desirable, if only to1~cquire .the highest criteria ••• 
The aim of this dissertation is to supply the essay 
to which Eliot refers. Its scope will include a brief 
exposition of the mystical thought of St. John of· the 
Cross; it will trace overtones of this thought in the 
poetry of T. s. Eliot, that an understanding of St. John 
of the Cross may make clear the poetry of Eliot in much 
the same way that a comprehension of st. Thomas Aquinas• 
Su1mna Theologica enriches Dante•s Divina Comedia. Eliot 
himself elucidates this point: 
.. ~ i n good allegory, like Dante•s, 
it is not necessary to understand -the 
19cf. letter in the Appendix. 
meaning first to enjoy the poetry, but 
that our enjoyment of the poetry m~l5es 
us want to understand the meaning. 
If critical commentary is any criterion of the number 
who enjoy Eliot's poetry, then there is always a need for 
that type of interpretive criticism which Eliot calls 
"factual." 
And the most important qualifications 
which I have been able to find which 
accounts for the peculiar importance 
of the criticism of practitioners is 
that a critic must have a very highly 
developed sens'e of . fact ••• And for 
every success in this type of writing, 
there will be thousands of impostures. 
Instead of insight, you get a fiction. 
Your test is to apply it again and again 
and again to the original. with your 
views of the original to guide you. 
But there is no one to guarantee your 
competence, and once again, we find 
ourselves in a dilemma. • • .But it 
is fairly certain that "interpretation" 
is only legitimate when _it is not 
interpretation at all, but merely 
putting the .reader in possession of 
facts w~ich he would othe~wise have 
missed. 
xiv 
In the process of arriving at this "factual" criticism 
Eliot in his essay on "Dante" has stated a plan good to 
follow, that is, to go to the text: 
New 
PP• 
The effect of many books about Dante 
is to give the impression that it is 
more necessary to read about him than 
20T. s. Eliot, "Dante," Selected Essa!s, 1917-1932. 
York: (Harcourt _Brace and Company, 19 2), P• 229. 
21E1iot·, "The Function of Criticism," Selected Essays, 
19-20. 
to read what he has written •••• With 
Dante there is just as much need for 
concentrating on the text, anQ all 
the more because Dante's mind is more 
remote from the ways of thinking and 
fee~'ng in which we have been brought 
up. 
As a result of the examination of the text of the poetry 
and drama of Eliot to indicate the reflections in them of 
the mystical doctrine of St.John of the Cross, this study 
will show that Eliot is in the vanguard of the stirring 
of a new revolution in literary thinking such as Philip 
Scharper notes: 
Contemporary authors are rediscovering 
old techniques, are beginning to move 
more easily in a world of tradition 
rather than private symbols and employ 
language that avoids the old extremes 
of highclass re~orting and purely 
private j argon.G~+ 
XT 
The text, then, i s the primary source. The meticulous 
scholarship and penetrating, critical analyses of students 
of the poetry and drama of Eliot have aided me in many more 
instances than I have, no doubt, acknowledged. But in 
tracing the consistent influence of st. John of the Cross 
on the poetry and drama of Eliot, I am, so tar as I know, 
exploring virgin territory, and at many points previoua 
criticism does not touch upon my specific aim. 
2.3 
Eliot, "Dante," Selectei Essays, pp. 2.36-2.37-
24Philip Scharper, "ProTidence and Modern Literature,tt 
America, Vol. 87, August .2, 1952, p. 441. 
The writing of this dissertation has put me under 
many happy obligations . Like other students of 
T. S . Eliot I am privileged to record his kindness to 
me and his .valuable response to my letter. It is a 
pleasure to tha~~ Rev. James F . Redding , Ph.D ., 
Professor of Philosophy, Emmanuel College, and Hev. Louis 
A. Ryan , O.P., A. M., S.T .Lr., Professor of Theology, 
Providence College and Emmanuel College. I am e~pecially 
grateful to Sister Berchmans Louise, S . N.D . of t he English 
Depart ment, ~mmanuel College, who fostered and guided this 
work through its development and put at my disposal her 
wide knowledge of St . John of the Cross and of English 
literature. It is discharging a debt with sincere thanks 
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CHAPTER 1 
SAINT JOHN OF THE CROSS, POET AND PHILOSOPHER 
Facts have a cogency that admits no substitute; for 
biographical data serve to place man in his milieu, and 
if he is a writer to illuminate his works. St. John of 
the Gross is called the Doctor of Mystical Theology and 
is an authority on the theological and psychological 
aspects of mysticism, but before committing to paper his 
precepts on love of God and detachment from self, he 
lived them. 
Born Juam de Yepes at Fontiveros near Avila, his 
early life was spent in the ordinary pursuits of learning, 
about Which none of the dates can be substantiated until 
his entrance into the Carmelite Monastery where he took 
the habit in 1563, assuming the name of Juan de san Natias. 
He was professed in this monastery in 1564, and in the same 
year entered ·the University of Salamanca where he pursued 
the studies ot scholastic philosophy. E. Allison Peers, 
editor of the definitive edition of the works of st. John 
of the Cross, characterizes this period of his life: 
I · 
How much St. Jehn of the Cross owed to 
his studies of scholastic philosophy 
in the University of Salamanca, it is 
difficult to say. If we examine the 
history of that University and read 
of its severe discipline we shall be 
1 
in no danger of under-estimating the 
effect which it must have produced 
upon so agile and alert an intellect. 
Further we note the constant parallelisms 
and the infrequent. divergences between 
the doctrines of St. John of the Cross; 
and St. Thomas. Yet we must not forget 
the student tag guod natura non dat, 
Salmantica non praestat. Nothing but 
natural genius could impart the vigour 
and clarity which enhance all St. John 
of the Cross' argQments and nothing 
but his own deep and varied experience 
could have made him what he may well 
be termed--the greatest psycfologist 
in the history of mysticism. 
st. John of the Cross was ordained priest early in 
the summer of 1567. When in the September of the same 
year he .met st. Teresa of Avila, who asked him to join 
the Discalced Carmelites, he did so, taking the vows 
of the Reform as St. John of the Cross. Opposition 
to the Reform began immedia tely, but open hostility 
between the Calced (those who lived under a mitiga:t.ed 
Fule) and the Disc.ale.ed (those who practised the 
primitive rule with its many austerities} broke out 
in 1572. During his imprisonment by the Calo~ed in 
1577 he wrote seventeen stanzas. of the Spiritual 
Canticle, and perhaps the poem, Dark Night. After his 
release in 1578 he began his philosophical co~~entaries 
1Peers, General Introduction, Vol. I, p. xi .. 
2 
on this latter poem in the treatise Ascent of Mount Carmel, 
and on the Spiritual Canticle. Since he did not finish 
the former work until 1588, by this time he had also 
completed his remaining prose works, . which includ.e the 
Dark Night of the Soul and the Living Flame. The reason 
for the ten years• delay is not too difficult to find, 
tor he was Tery much occupied with the affairs of his 
order, in Which he held responsible positions: rector 
of the Carmelite House at Baeza, Vice ProTincial of 
Andalusia, Prior of Granada, and finally elected-
Provincial ot Mexico in June 1591. Because of his ill 
health this appointment was :revoked, and st. John of the 
Cross died September 2, 1591. In 1675 he was beatified 
by Clement X; in 1726, canonized by Benedict ·XIII; in 
1926, deilared a Doctor of the Un1Tersal Church by 
Pope Pius XI. 
What claim has St. John of the Cross on our 
admi~ation? Allison Peers likena him to St. Thomas Aquinas. 
One recalls that Dante, Eliot's taTorite poet, is the 
master mind that beat out the gold of the Summa T.heologica 
into terza rima. Peers says: 
It is not going too tar to liken the 
place taken by St. John of the Cross 
in mystical theology to that of 
st. Thomas in dogmatic; st. Thomas 
laid hold upon the tmm.nse store of 
material which had accumulated in 
the domain of dogmatic theology and 
subjected it to the iron discipline 
of reason. That he did the same for 
mystical theology is the great claim ot 
st. John of the Cross upon our admiration. 
Through St. Thomas speaks the ecclesiastical 
tradition ot many ages on questions ot 
religious beliet; through st. John 
speaks an equally venerable tradition 
on questions ot Divine Love. Both 
writers oombined .. sahthood with genius •••• 
Both created instruments adequate to 
the greatness of their task: St. Thomas' 
clear, decisive reasoning processes 
give us the formula appropriate to 
eaoh and every need ot the understanding; 
st. John clothes his teaching in 
mellower and more appealing language; 
as befits the exponent ot the science 
ot love. We may describe the treatises 
ot St. John ot the Cross as the true2 Summa Angelica ot mTStical theology. 
Peers is correct when he speaks of the mellower 
language ot st. John of the Cross, for not only was he a 
philosopher of no mean order., but he is recognized as one 
of the greatest of the Spanish lyrical poets. His prose 
writings, .Ascent ot Mount Carmel, Dark Night, Spiritllal 
Canticle, Living ~lame are expositions ot these poems, 
entitled Dark Night, Spiritual Canticle, and Living ~lame. 
Reo:ause the language ot St. John on so profound and abstruse 
a subject is at once original, energetic, precise, and 
reflective of no school and ot no other writer whatsoever,3 
.
2Peers:, General Introduction, Vol. I, p. :tlvi. 
3cf. 1:bi4., pp. xl.vi-xlvii. 
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he would appear to be a notable e:meptioa to Eliot's 
estimate ot the poet philosopher: 
I believe that tor a poet to be 
also a philosopher he woUld haTe 
to be virtually two mea; I cannot 
think ot any example ot this 
tbrough schizophrenia, nor can I 
see anything to be gained by it: 
the work is better performed 
·inside two skulls than one.~ 
Peers would. except St. J'oh.n ot the Cross and suggest tha'l 
he did accomplish both: 
It is perhaps not an exaggeration 
to say that the verse and prose 
works combined ot st. John ot the 
Cross torm at onoe .the .most 
grandiose and mos't melodious 
spiritual canticle tQ which any 
one man has ever given utterance. 
It is impossible, in the apace at 
our disposal, to quote at a117 length 
trODL the Spanish critics who have 
paid tribute to its comprehensiveaess 
and protundity.S 
Whether or not we agree wholly w1 th Peers, it is 
certain that st. John ot the Gross studied deeply 'the 
writings 1n the m¥Stieal tradition ot his time:. His is 
the achievement ot c.laritying an.d ordering the n.gue and 
undisciplined ter.a ot medieval ~tics so that the~ haTe 
cOJile to have 'Ule solidity an4 substance ot scholastic 
4T. s. Eliot, The Use ot Poetry and the Use ot 
Criticiaa. (Cambridge; Hirvard University Press, l93)}, 
p. 90. 
Speers, General Introduction, Vol. I, p. xlviii. 
; 
philosophy. Through the writings of the fourth century 
pseudo-Dionysius, Pl.otinus, the disciple of Plato, 
influenced St. John of the Cross, though this factor, 
as Peers notes, is less strong in the works of St. Hohn 
than it is in those of his contemporaries. Dionysius 
learned from Plotinus the metaphor of the "dark night," 
and the terms "purgatiYe," illlm11natiYe," and 11un1t1Te." 
The use of these terms (necessary to understand Eliot's 
poetry of detachment) is one instance ot the permanent 
influence of Neo-Platonism on the language ot the spiritual 
life. 
In passing it would be noted that in all expositions 
of Western mJSticism . sin~e . the p~~udo-Dionysius the ter.mB 
"ways," "the purgative way," etc., haTe been used to 
describe a habitual state of soul, although these terms 
are more than a conTenient me§nS of demarcation. In the 
first place, each of the "ways" has many SUbdiTiSions and 
side-paths, as many as there are souls in the world. As 
no two faces are alike, so neither are any two souls alike; 
as every man's natural lite is different from that ot every 
other, so is eyery man•s spiritua1 life unique. In the 
second place (and this will be important When dealing with 
Eliot's "Ash Wednesday") the "ways" are not separated from 
each other by a hard and tast line; a soul does not wake up 
one day to find himself in the illuminative way nor 1n the 
unit1Te way. 
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. St. John points out in the Dark Night that the actiTe 
night ot the sense and spirit (the purgative way) leaves . 
the senses and faculties well prepared, though not 
completely, tor the reception ot the Divine intluences 
and illuminations. Bet ore explailling the nature and 
ettects ot the passive night, Saint JohB explaina certain 
imperfections tound in those Who are about to enter this 
passive night: 
In order that this may be seen more 
clearly (these imperfections) we shall 
describe -it by reference to the seven 
capital sins ••• whereby it will be 
clearly seen how like ohildreg are 
these persons in all they do. 
Theae persona, it will be remembered, are those who have 
passed through the active night ot the senses and spirit 
and are being prepare~ tor the passive night ot sense 
and spirit. 
In order to avoid misconceptions about the use or 
the key terms ot mTStieism, it is well to observe that 
Roman Catholic theologians ditter as to precisely in 
which ot the "three ways" the mystical experience takes 
~ ..• 
pl.ace. Auguste PoulaiD., s. J. holds that mysticism ttin 
-
se" belongs to the unitive way, and not until a soul has 
reached this way does God,as it ware,litt it up and act 
directly upon it without the mediation ot the senses.; 
that only at this stage is there intused contemplation 
6nark Night, Book 1, PP· 351-352. 
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Which Eliot presents, or tries to present, in the last 
lines of "Little Gidd1ng. 11 On the other hand, Reginald 
Garrigou-Lagrange, O.P. concludes that infused contempla-
tion (the direct action of God upon the soul and the 
humble submission to God by the soul) is the normal way 
of sanctity, and that it is not extraordinary, as the 
thesis of Father Poulain suggests. Father ~arrigou­
Lagrange maintains that supernatural life which man 
receiTes at Baptism is a complete spiritual organism7 
Which has to grow and deTelop until he enters heayen. 
The root principle of this undying organism is sanctifying 
grace rec•iTed in the yery essence of the soul. From this 
grace proceed the infused virtues: the theological virtues, 
faith~ hope, and the gr~atest, charity; the infused moral 
virtues: prudence, justice, fortitude, and temperance, 
8 
which perfect man in his implementing the means of salvation. 
Finally, man is given the seven gifts of the Holy Ghost, 
in order to supply the deficiencies of these virtues, which 
in the twilight of faith and under the direction of prudence 
still act in too human a fashion. S~ce all these infused 
virtues and gifts grow with sanctifying grace, so they 
develop simultaneously, just as the fiTe fingers of the 
7cr. Reginald Garrigou-Lagrange, O.P., The Three 
wa!s of the Spiritual Life. (Maryland: The Newman Press, 
19 o), vot. I, PP· 2o-3o. 
hand or the organa ot the body. Father Garrigou-Lagrange 
is but amplifying a concept ot st. Thomas Acquin.as who 
c.ompares the development of the interior lite to the 
three divisions ot physical life: childhood, youth, and 
manhood. · Each one or these three states is different. 
~e child is unable to organize in a. rational manner, as 
it follows the lead ot the imagination and the impulse o~ 
sense. The youth during the period ot puberty is 
characterized by a transformation which is not only 
physiological, but also psychological, intellectual, and 
moral. The adult, who is not merely · a young .man grown 
old, has a new mentality and is preoccupied with wider 
questions than the youth.s 
Row the important fact to be notice& (for we in-tend 
to follow lather Garrigou-Lagran~'s definition ot 
spiritual growth) is that just as there is the crisis o~ 
puberty, more or less manifest, and more or less sucoess-
tully passed between childhood and adolescence, so in the 
spiritual life there is an analQ~Ous crisis that st. John 
of the Cross examines in the . .Ascent of Mount Carmel. 
St. John omits from the Ascent the rudiments of the 
spiritual lite, the keeping of the o.ommandments., the 
8ct. SWIII8. Theologioa, I IIae, q. 6)/&1, art. ). 
Ct. analysis of "Animula" where .Eliot follows this 
Thomistic conception ot spiritual growth. 
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necessity ot prayer, and lemands almost t.mediatelr ot 
the soul which wishes to reach the Union ot Light that: 
it pass through a series ot purifications. This self-
emptying is accomplished in two ways: by the soul's 
own efforts, with the help ot sanctifying grace, and by 
the action ot' God, ezolusively, in which the individual 
has no part whatsoever. In the Ascent st. John deals 
with the active night, that is, that purification in 
whioh the soul plays its role. In Book 1 he disouases 
the active night ot' sense and in Books 2 and ) the aotiTe 
night ot the spirit. Peers presents the plan of st. JohA 
ot the Cross: 
The first obstacle upon whioh st. John 
of the Cross expends his analytical skill 
is that obstacle which the pilgria soul 
first meets--the senses •••• Finally he 
gives a complete synthesis ot the 
prooecl.ure that must be adopted by 
the pilgrim in relation to this par~ 
ot his journey; the toroe of this ia 
intensified by those striking maxims 
and distichs which Jll8.ke9chapter xiii of Book I so memorable. 
In Book 2 st. Johm explains the second stanza ot his . 
poem as in Book 1 he explains the tirst. Since this is an 
exposition ot the active night ot the spirit, he shows tha~ 
10 
·9Peers, Introduction to AScent ot Mount Carmel), p. ). 
Peers speaks in this Introduction of the soUl pass!Dg thro~ 
a tunnel ot impenetrable obscurity; this is an interesting 
fact in view of the metaphor that Eliot uses in "East Coker.• 
although faith is to the soul as a dark night, ye~ it ia 
the safest ot guides. It is tr•• hia illustrations 1n 
this book are very complicated, but they reveal, none 
the less, his knowledge, not only of philosophy and 
theology, but ot individual souls. Peers states 1n 
regard to the penetrating chapters on the impediments to 
union, the passages on visions, locutions, and revelati~ns: 
It may be ·doubted it in its owa field 
this second book has ever been surpassea.. 10 
Aa Book 2 examines minutely the understanding as i ~ 
is an obstacle to Divine Union, so in the next book 
St. John treats at lesser length the obstacles that ooae 
trom the will and the memory. In the treatment of the 
will st. John of the Cross employs profound familiarity 
with the hUIIB.ll soul. st. John does not examine all the 
stanzas ot his poem, nor does he explain in detail each 
line, and the Aacent is curtailed even with some abrup-t-
ness. Peers observes: 
We cannot estimate ot how muoh the 
sudden curtailment ot the Ascent ot 
llount Carmel has robbed us ••• lDJr 
truncation, when the author ia a 
St. John ot the Cross, •yst be 
considered irreparable.J.:1 
lOpaera, Introduction to Ascent ot Mount Car.mel, p. 4. 
11~., p. 5· 
ll 
When the soul has passed through the active night of 
senses and the active night of spirit, it is ready to 
participate in the crisis that marks the end of the stage 
of beginners and the commencement of that of proficients, 
or to keep the metaphor of the spiritual organism, it 
goes from childhood to youth. In the Dark Night St. John 
of the Cross describ~ · these phen~mena. Explicating the 
same poem, which incidentally ·embraces the whole of the 
mystical life, St. John writes of the scope of his work: 
And the seeon& night, or purification, 
pertains to those who are already 
proficient, occurring at the time 
when God desires to set them in 
the state of union with God; and 
this latter night is a more obscure 
and dark and terrible purgaf~on, 
as we shall say afterwards. 
12 
Here he analyzes the passive night of the sense which 
is "common" and comes to many; whereas that of the spirit 
"is the portion of very few." It is this passive night , 
of the spirit which is more painful than those which have 
preceded it. St. Jchn of the Cross considers this the 
Dark Night par excellence: 
The night which we have called that 
of sense may and should be called a 
kind of correction and restraint of 
the desire rather than purgation. 
12nark Night of the Soul, Book 1, Introduction, p.335. 
The reason is that all the imperfections 
and disorders of the sensual part have 
their strength and root in the spirit, 
where all habits both good and bad, 
are brought into subjection, and thus, 
until these are purged, the rebellions 
and depr'vities ot sense cannot be 
purged. . . 
In the chapters describing the pain and affliction 
eaused by the purgation st. John of the Cross resorta to 
metaphor in order to explain the progress of the soul on 
its path to Divine union with God. After the dark 
contemplati~n comes the dawn of fire, and st. John 
(followed by Eliot) makes the comparison between spiritual 
purgation and the log of wood which gradually becomes 
purified through being immersed in fire until it takes 
on the properties of fire. The soul is in the unitive 
way as st. John of the Cross: explains: 
For this is an enkindling of love 
in the spirit, where, in the midst 
of these dark afflictions, the soul 
feels itself to be keenly and 
acutely wounded in strong Divine 
love, and to have a certain 
realization and foretaste of God •••• 
This love has in it something ot 
union with God •••• What the soul. does 
here is to give its consent: the war.m.th 
and strength and temper and passion 
of love--or enkindling, as the soul 
calls it--belong only to the love ot 
God which enter$ increasingly into 
union with it.~4 
l3Dark Nig.b.t, Bk. 2, p. 4.02. 
14ibid., p. 43). 
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Whether Eliot in his poetry goes beyond the first 
TOlume of Peers• translation ot st. John ot the Cross• 
Ascent ot Mount Carmel and the Dark Night i~ . a question 
open tor discussion. Because "Littl.e Gidding" hints 
at this D1T1ne union, and because Eliot emphasizes the 
Incarnation throughout all his poetry, it is pertinent 
to examine wnat the other two Tolumes of the works .ot 
st. John ot the Cross include. In th• Spiritual Canticle 
and the Living Flame St. John ot the Cross tills in part 
measure the great gap made by the premature truncation ot 
the Dark Night which closes with the description of the 
excellent properties of the spiritual night of infused 
contemplation, the direct action of God upon the soul. 
14 
In the poems, which these books are explaining, the soul 
is seeking Christ, the Spouse, Who is the Mediator between 
God and itself. The books, then, establish the status ot 
the proficient who has passed through the crisis ot the 
dark night of purgation, from the illuminative to the 
unitive way, the condition ot the soul that has grown 
to adulthood. These .two volumes do not play the large 
part that the Ascent and the ·Dark Night do in the works 
ot Eliot• Of the Ascent and Dark Night Peers has this 
summary: 
I ·t is ditficul t to express adequately 
the sense of loss that one feels at 
the premature truncation of this 
treatise ••• Nowhere else does the 
genius ot St. John ot the Cross 
tor intusing philosophy into his 
mystical dissertations tind suoh 
an outlet as here. Nowhere else, 
again, is he quite so appealingly 
human; for, though he is hUID8.11 
even in his loftiest and sublimest 
passages, this intermingling ot 
philosophy with mystical theology 
makes him seem particularl.r so~ 
These treatises are a wonderful 
illustration of the theological 
truth that grace, tar from 
destroying nature, ennobles and dignities 
it, ot the wa.r in which the natural 
and supernatural oan agree together, 
the principles ot sound reason and 
the manifestations of Divine graee.l5 
" 
The doctrine ot St. John of the Cross has been 
repudiated, too, by the words, "This saying is har4 and 
' 
who can hear it?" To these who want spirituality made 
easy, only one answer may be made: a reiteration ot the 
teaching ot the Mystical Doctor, with the reminder that 
when he speaks ot the three ways of the spiritual lite 
he takes them not in their attenuated sense, but in th.e.ir 
normal and plenary sense; he is the teacher ot those -who 
wish to arrive as directly as possible to God." 
1.5 
~is last observation is ot moment tor it raises the 
question concerning natural mysticiam. Peers has aaphasized 
a point that is telling here, that supernature is built on 
nature. With tkis thought in .mind, what is the status ot 
15Pee:n, "Introduction to the Dark Night.," p. 340. 
natural mysticism among the non-Christian peoples where 
it is most manifest? Asceticism for the Hindu, for 
example, is often to be sought on its own acooun~ un~il 
its practices beeome 1nhuman. Since the mystic stat-e 
proves that contact with another world is possible, this 
state is cultivated until life in the present is utterly 
repudiated or looked upon as something evil. Thus, on 
the one hand, religion becomes divorced from lite, and on 
the other han~ separated even from God. It is ~itfioult 
16 
to say what the Brahmin or _ the Buddhist meaus by God, and 
this all the more it he is highly educated 1n the philosoph7 
ot his belief. .One need go no farther than Irving Babbitt, 
a modern disciple ot Hindu mysticia., for proof of this 
last statement, tor his inner cheek became for him God. 
While the Hindu mystic repudiates the body in his 
attempt to reach Divine \UI.ion, William Ralph Inge exal'ts 
reason: 
What we can and must transcend, it we 
would make any progress in Divine 
knowledge, is not reason, but that 
shal low rationalism w.hioh regards the 
data on which we ean reasollll as a fixed 
quantity, known to all, and which lle.sea 
itself om a formal logic, utterly 6 unsuited to a spiritual view of thinga.1 
16william Ralph Dage, Christian ¥fsticisa, (London: 
Methuen & Co., Ltd., 1948, eighth ed1 oii)l, p. 19.. . 
MYstical prayer .Dean Inge regards as experiences neither 
more nor less than other mental processes: 
• • .a genius fer religious experience 
is like other exceptional enaowments; 
••• it can be acquired or perfected 
only by arduous discipline.~? 
Another student in the fie-lei., Evelyn Underhill iJl 
1910 wrote her book, MySticis~~which by 19)0 had gone in~o 
~elve editions. An examinat i on ot the early editions and 
the twelfth proves that Miss Underhill has been eonsisten~ 
in her definition ot mysticism: 
Broadly speaking, I understand it to 
be the expression ot the innate 
tendency ot the human spirit towards 
complete harmony with the transcendental 
order; whatever be the theological 
formula under which that order is 
understood •••• Whether the end be 
called the Gocl ot . . Christianity, the 
World-soul ot Pantheism, the Absolute 
ot Philosophy, the desire to attain 
it an4 the movement towards it. • .is 
the proper subject ot mysticism.l8 . 
17 
Like Dean Inge she believes that the "Jqtstios are naturally 
gifted mind~, closely related to all possessors ot genius 
ot aay kind, all potential artists ~tl. 9 The only line ot 
demarcation betwee~ the artist and the mystic is that in 
.17william .Ralph Inge, Christian ;stioiam, (London: 
Methuen & Co., Ltd., 1948), •iihth edion, p. rli. 
and 
18Evel.Yn Underhill, ~stioism.. 
Company, 1949), twelt~ edition, 
19Ibid., Ct. pp. 75-76. 
(London: E. P. Dutton 
pp. xiv-xv. 
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the latter "such powers transcend the merely artistic and 
visionary stage, and are exalted to the point of genius.n20 
The essential point of Miss Underhill's thesis is that 
mysticism is a progress of the mind (in the best cases 
moral and ascetioal) towards a reality which it is of 
itself capable of attaining. 
However, as a result· :of close study and meditation 
during twenty years, Miss Underhill in 1930 has qualified 
some of her early statements • . In her early editions she 
maintained, "Attempts to limit mystical truth to the 
formulae of any one religion are futile.n21 In the twelfth 
edition (1930) Miss Underhill writes: 
The true mystic--the person with a 
genius for God--hardly needs a map himself. 
He steers a compass course across the 
"vast and stormy sea of the divine." 
It is characteristic of his intellectual 
humility, however, that he is commonly 
willing to use the map of the community 
in which he finds himself •••• 
Without prejudice to individual 
beliefs and without offering an opinion 
as to the exclusive truth of any one 
religious system of revelation ••• we 
are bound to allow as a historical fact 
that mysticism, so far, has found its 
best map in Christianity.22 
20Evelyn Underhill, ~sticism. 
and Company, 1949), twelf~ edition, 
21Evelyn Underhill, Mysticism. 
& Sons, Ltd., 1920), p. 17. 
(London: E. P. Dutton 
pp. 75-76. 
(London: J. M. Dent 
22underhill, Mysticism, twelfth edition, p. 104. 
Because Eliot•s poetry is an expression of the 
Christian dogmt and liturgy and because the ascetical 
19 
and mystical exposition of St. John of the Cross is the 
touchstone by which the Roman Catholic Church tests her 
true mystic, the mysticism studied in this dissertation is 
the theological mysticism of Christianity, an approach to 
God through knowledge and under His direct influence and 
guidance. Basic to tnis mysticism is the belief in the 
dogmas of the Holy Trinity and the Incarnation, and the 
predominant share that supernatural grace has in the 
development of the mystic. It is Catholic mysticism, not 
natural, Which shapes the poetic vision of T. s. Eliot. 
From the earliest use of the term by the pseudo-
Dionysius, it has always meant a life of growing union 
between the soul and God, but th• word has fallen into 
disrepute because man,- couple it with the extraordinary 
phenomena that may or may not accompany the mystical state, 
the gift of visions, raptures, and prophecy. Of these 
st. John says quite bluntly: 
It is always well, then, that the soul 
should reject these things with closed 
eyes ~encesoever they come. For, unless 
it does so, it will prepare the way for 
those things that come from the devil and 
will give him such influence that, not 
only will his visions come in place of 
God's, but his visions will begin to 
increase, and those ot God to cease, 
in such manner that the devil will 
have all the power and God will have 
none.2.3 
Is it by ohanoe that Eliot amploys the words and 
ideas ot St. John ot the Cross in the range of his work? 
Possibly the interest that st. John ot the Cross evinced 
in the 1abyrinthine ways ot the soul's ascent to God 
(which make him one ot the greatest psychologists in th$ 
history ot mysticism) attracted Eliot who presented first 
in ~utrook• the stream-of-consciousness phenomena. 
Allison Peers illumines this concept: 
N.o aoientitic tiel&, perhaps, has 
so many ones which are apt to become 
vague and obscure as has that ot 
mystical theology; and there are those 
among the Saint's predecessors who 
seem to have made their permanen~ abode 
in them ••••• Not so St. John of the 
Cross. A scientific dictator, it auoh 
a person were conceivable, could hardly 
express himself with greater clarity. 
His phrases have a decisive, almost a 
chiseled quality •••• 
No less admirable are, on the one 
hand, his synthetic skill and the logic 
ot his arguments, and, on the other, his 
subtle and disoriminatins analyses, which 
weigh the rinest shades ot thought and 
dissect each subject with all the accuracy 
ot science.24 
23Aaoent of Mount Carmel, Book 2, p. 106. 
24Peers, General Introduction, Vol. I, p. xxxix. 
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st. John ot the Cross caught in a phrase the essence 
o'l: spirituality, todo l nada, all. and nothing: all~ God; 
nothing, not God. To attain this man rejects not the 
'l:orbidden fruit, but the three drives in man's life. The 
desires must first be controlled, and this entails 
asceticism. Is asceticism a sure way to mysticism or a 
by-path? Thomas Merton explains that asoetieiam an4 
mysticism are not two successive, clearly distinct s~ages. 25 
Asceticism is the rigorous, spiritual training in which 
the individual takes himself in hand, either to combat a 
predominant passion or to practice positive virtue. It 
the poems of T. s. Eliot present any truth of the spiritual 
life, it is that there is a constant need for active 
cooperation with grace• in a word, asceticism, regardless 
how advanced the soul may be on the road to God. 
Asceticism assists the soul to cultivate its inner lite. 
Is Eliot responsible in part for the awareness ot 
the subconscious, tor the respect 'l:or that part of our 
lives which cannot be represented adequately by a 
syllogism? Has he opened, through the influence of 
St. John of the Cross, vist~s · whioh were closed to the 
mind ot modern thinkers because no one showed the way? 
21. 
25Tho.raas Mertonl Se.eds ot Contemplation. (Conneotiout: 
New Directions, 194.9J, pp. 22-)2. -
Among modern poets following Eliot, there is a trend 
towards a Christian complexity and tullness rather than 
an un-Christian simplicity and attenuation. 
Oharlea Williams in the verse he adds to his eritieal. 
eTaluation ot ~iot's poems in 1930 traced a pa~tern 
which can be associated with the mystical doctrine o'f 
St. John ot the Cross: 
Put out the light and then put out the ligh~, 
quietly the taithtul mind puts 
everything out, not with a gesture, 
not with defiance to tlout 
the lamps (the ranter call.ed them) , of 
heaven nor spite 
but waits until the theatre eapties; then 
with the tlight ot our tangled 
spectres, atter the last tired 
shout ot applause, time ends! The 
attendant will go about 
the empty corridors, _ putting out even 
the night. 
Emptiness and fullness wholly alike enjoyed, 
since enjoyment must be, even ot 
blackl!Less and void; mingled 
extremes and delights ot poetry--
attentive in both, and mind hath ever stirred 
te. (~o::lkto~i~!rt:i! ~i;~:s~.!~!~a!!.i6 
2Gwilliams, Poetry at Present, p. 173. 
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CHAPrER II 
THE DELPHIAN FORMULA: "ASH WEDNESDAY" 
Although critics may be at loggerheads about many 
of T.S . Eliot's levels of meaning in the poetry dating 
from "Ash Wednesday," there is one area, the early poetry, 
where they unanimously agree on the over-all pattern. This 
sounds a hesitant motif in "The Love Song of J. Alfred 
Prufrock," and the theme increas-es in intensity until it 
blares the discordant notes that rise above the thunder 
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of "The Waste Land. 11 In 1922 Eliot startled an avant garde, 
as well as traditionalists, for canons of literature 
provided no architectonics for this threnody of sp'iritual 
death. Eliot did not come to "The Waste Land" and its 
chaos precipitously. He had concerned himself for some years 
with the fate of modern man who continues his pedestrian 
-- * •• 
pace of intellectual and religious stultification vmile 
. . . 
interest in the physical and the material bounds his 
narrow horizons. 
The awareness that such life brings no joy is behind 
Prufrock's _mental perigr~:r1ations during the ttmuttering 
retreats of restless nights.ul Since he is no fOol, 
he realizes that he is too busy about _ worldly affairs_, _ 
that he has pushed into his subconscious the "one thing 
111The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock, 11 p. 63. 
necessary,• hia salvation, which he must work out in time. 
These thoughts will not remain submerged: 
I have seen the moment of my greatness 
flicker, 
And I have seen the eternal Footman 
hold my coat and sniokef, 
And in short, I was afraid. 
When Charles Williams observes that the eternal Footman 
is the Ancient or the Days, Who meets man to judge him 
at d.eath,3 he explains an important symbol in this poem, 
which is the dramatic portrayal or an individual as he 
appears to himself in a moment ot illuminating grace. 
Since this grace is a profound insight into divine things, 
Prutrock in the light of death is able to condemn the 
aillll.ess life that he is leading. St.. John of the Cross 
describes the recipient or such a grace: 
All the delights and pleasures ot the 
will in all the things of the world, 
in comparison with all those delights 
which are God, are suprtmle afflietion, 
tor.ment and bitterness.~ 
Pathetic Prutrook, the man who knows the answers, but is 
unwilling to take the way out lest he s-hook by; his 
awareness of the things ot the spirit the inertia of the 
2aThe Love Song or J. Alfred Prufrock," p. 6. 
3Williami, Poetry at Present, p. 17.3. 
4Asoent ot Mount Carmel, Book 1, pp. 28-29. 
modern_ wh~ settling 
••• a pillow by her head, 
Should say: "That is not what I 
meant .at all. 
That is not it, at all."; 
., 
Eliot's first poem, then, presents a religious problea, 
that of spiritual sloth. For Prutrock there is time tor 
all the tri~ialities that can drain a soul or its stamina: 
For I have known them all already, 
known them all:-
Have known the evenings , mornings, 
atte:rnoons, 
I have measured out my ~ife with 
coffee a-poons. 
The dead, flat' quality of Eliot's verse, together with 
the images of the poem, suggest the aimlessness or 
Prm-roek's life: 
And indeed there will be time 
For the yellow smoke that slides along 
the street, 
Rubbing it back upon the window-panes; 
There will be time, there will be time ••• 
Time for you and time tor me, 
And time yet tor a hundred indecisions, 
And for a hundred visions and revisio,s, 
Before the taking of a toast and tea. 
It is true that St. John of the Cross has littl.e 
connection with Prutroek and the other symbols or the 
"waste land," that he interests himself with the soul of 
2.S 
one "Whose house is now at rest": 
-And by its ' 'house being now at rest' 
is meant the sensual part, which is . 
the house ot all the desires, and is 
now at rest because they have been all 
overcome and lulled to sleep. For 
until the desires are lulled to sleep 
through the mortification ot the 
sensual nature, and until at last the 
sensual nature itself is at rest from 
them, so that they .make not war upon 
the spirit, the soul goes not :forth 
to true liberty, and .to thl fruition 
of union with its Beloved. · 
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Not only has this soul been e-leansed from gross sin, but. 
it has controlled to some degree its predominant passion, 
and has sought to eradicate fro.m its memory, unders:tanding;, 
and will anything which hinders union with God. In the 
language of mysticism it is ready to advance to the 
illuminative way in which there is more progress than in 
the purgative way. Yet to exclude the "wastelanders" frOlll 
their proper place in Eliot's poetry is to shade a very 
important :facet of •Ash Wednesday," that poem which exults 
.• 
in the sweeping and adorning of the house of the soul. 
Prufrock's house has, on the contrary, the seven other 
spiri~s stronger than the one he wanted to eject. He would 
"spit out all. the butt-ends ot my days and ways. "9 AJJ a 
result ot his :failure to do this, he· confesses his :failure 
·aAscent ot Mount Carmel, Book l, p. 05. 
iFru:frook," p. s. 
as a hwn8ll being: 
I should have been a pair of ragged 
e·lau 
Scuttling across the floors of 
silent seas • 
. Pruf'rock realizes that the animal is at home in the sea; 
while he himself is purposeless, alien, lost. He knows 
that this creature at least is capable of action, is one 
with its environment. He, on the other hand, is in a 
comatose state of' being: spiritually he lives in the 
twilight land of' being and non-being. Eliot does net 
minimize Prutrock's sin of spiritual sloth, tor he takes 
the epigraph of the poem from the fflnf'erno" and not tram 
the "Purgatorio": 
S' io credellSe che m.ia risposta f'osse 
A .. persona che mai tornasse a1 .m.ondo, Questa tiamma staria senza piu. sc0ss:e. 
Ma perciocohe giammai di questo tondo 
Non torno vivo alc·un, s' 1' odo il :rgro, 
senza tame. d'intamia ti rispondo.~ 
Pruf'rock has not strength enough "to force the moment 
.. 
to a crisis," so he takes his place in ante-Hell with 
the spiritually inert; he is one of those, as Virgil 
told Dan'tte, whom even the dammed would hold interior, 
in whose presence they could be proud. 
10rt I thought my answer were to one who vver oould 
retura to the world, this flame should shake no .more; 
but sinoe, if' what I hear be true, none ever did ret.urn 
al.ive trcm. this depth, without tear of' inf'am.r I answer 
thee. 
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Prutrook has other friends who measure their lives 
in cottee spoons. Eliot's satiric brush sketches deftly 
the Beacon Street and Mayfair Brahmins whom he draws 
deftly framed in their one-dimensional lives. "The Boston 
-
EV'ening Transcript" deals with . the same slothful. am.ugnes:a 
that characterizes the "women" in "Prutrock": 
.- - h _, 
When evening quickens faintly in the 
street 
Awakening the appeti tea ot lite ill 
some 
And to others bringing the Boston 
Evening TranscripUl . 
Because the people ot Prutrook's world are uninterested 111 
·' 
pulsating lite, it must be filtered through their exclusive 
newspaper. Still-lite and death are themes that Eliot 
investigates in his early poetry, and preoccupation with 
them will. grow. The •eternal Footman• permeates this 
- .. 
poem, also, in the words, "if' the street were time, and 
he at the end of the stre~t.nl2 There is evidence, toe, 
. 
in this early poetry that the hell of' meaningless. 
existence is not the exclusive property of' Back Bay. 
Mr. AppoJlinax, Mrs. Phl.aeous, Professor and Mrs. Channing-
C.heetah indicate that it characterizes the social and 
intellectual circles of' .America. 
llttThe Boston Evening Transcript.• p. 16. 
12Ibid. J p. 17. 
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London Mayfair is the backdrop tor the et:rete "LadY" 
who may well be the s,.mbol ot a sterile civilization. 
Unlike Prutrock, she does not skirt the larger issues; 
she is unaware of the forces that beat about her ennui 
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as ineffectually as her conversation deadens even the 
physical response of the gentleman. Because she has 
sacrificed her eternal femininity, that allures and 
inspires, because she is an intellectual who ia desiccated, 
she has become a sign of yet another lost value in modern 
civilization. The gentleman ia a younger Prutrook aware 
of his own cowardice, a fact which places him on a 
slightly higher level of being than the "Lady" whose 
concern with the ve1leities of living the poet ironically 
underscores: 
Let us take the air, in a tobacco 
trance, 
Admire the monuments, 
Discuss the late events, 
Correct our watches by the publio 
clocks. 
Then sit tor a half an ho~ and 
. drink our bocks. J.J 
Whereas she is like her voice, •insistent out-of-tune," 
he bas his moments of integration: 
l3"The Portrait ot a Lady," p. 9. 
Doubtfu1, for a while 
Not knowing what to feel or if I 
understand 
Or whether wise or foolish, tardy 
or too soon ••• 
Now that we talk of' dying--
And should I have the r~ght to smile. l4 
Yet, he refuses to face the question, and the poem peters 
out, the satiric overtones glazing the bored surface of 
the two automata. 
In the second group of poems Eliot studies what 
Carlos Baker cal1s "the sale world of' workaday mankind,"~ · 
a world peopled by rough characters like Sweeney, who 
likes his liquor, lit~ and women straight--in the raw; 
individuals who inhabit cheap lodgings, who co-inhabit 
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for a price. sweeney is more than anthropoid, or behaTioriam , 
turned flesh, tor the epigraph ~f, "Sweeney Among the 
Nightingales"' translates, '"Alas, I am stretched by a timely. 
blow within."l6 so, although sweeney be paralleled with 
Agamemnon, and although his physical death may be a 
modern tragedy, the fall of a little man, as that or 
Agamemnon is classical, the fall of Aristotle's ~ea~ 
14ttThe Portrait of a Lady," p. 17. 
15 Car1os Raker, "Speaking of Books, 1t The New Yo·rk Times 
B:ook Review, July 8, 1952, p. 2. 
16•sweeney Among the Nightingales," p. 35. David Daiches 
has commented about epigraphs in T. s. Eliot's poetry. 
"The function ot the prefatory motto ••• is to .set the 
mood or tone with reference to the symbols and images 
that occur within the poem proper." Poetry and the 
Modern Mind, p. 113. 
man, this is not so important as the spiritual death 
that Sweeney suffered long before. Gilbert Highet expends 
this idea: 
Eliot has a deeper purpose: to 
accentuate by contrast the sordidness 
ot today when even our crimes are 
vulgar •••• certainly a great deal 
ot Eliot's poetry grows. out ot 
contrast .between the brutal 
materialism ot today and the trail 
lite of the spirit which is bound 
to sutter in conflict with it, 
although it will survi Te, · maimed 
or transfigured. This eontrast 
appears in a crude form in "Sweeney 
among the Nightingales." It is 
refined in "The Waste Land.nl7 
G!erontion is the only portrai-t of the early poetry, 
previous to "The Waste Land," that like Prut.rook requires 
a large canvas. Though Gerontion is. an old. man, he is not 
Prufrook became fixed in his demoralization because 
Prutrook in middle age is a bit too fastidious to indulge 
in the profligacy Gerontion boasts about. Gerontion is 
the type of modern man who has drained lite to its phyaioa~ 
and intellectual lees. George Whioher presents the ethos 
of the po8lll: 
In evocative phrases Eliot presents an 
appalling series of ethical abnormalities 
and diseases, barrenness, paralysis ot 
the will, superstitious tears, spiritual 
17Gilbert Highet, ~e Classical Tradition. (Oxford: 
At the Clarendon Press, ~ 19491), p. S14. 
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stagnation, all stemming from the 
repudiation of Christian belief or 
from inability to aocept faith in 
passional (suffering) terms. 
Gerontion can neither relinquish 
life that has been meaningless nor 
yield himself confidingly to death 
in Christ. Consequently, his 
•thoughts of a dry brain" symbGliza 
the negative aspect of a .withering 
intelleotyalized, cosmopolitan 
culture.l.S · 
Wolf Mankowi'tz analyses"G.erontio.tf'with soholarJ..y 
keenness, indicating Eliot's integration of character 
portrayal, theme, technique. He points out. that 
T. s. Eliot strikes a deeper tone, draws with stark 
phrases and images Gerontion's constant rejection ot 
"C.hrist the tiger" Who seeks seasonally with renewed 
vigor. From the lips of Gerontion comes no "De 
Profundis," only the protest of an old man disillusioned 
and weary with the intellect and with the agony ot the 
slow drying up of the springs of emotional joy, all 
because his life was built too narrowly to include Christ .• 
148.nkowitz notes that "Gerontion" suggests Eliot's lat,er 
. · ' 
works. T. s. Eliot's concern with modern man's rejection 
of Christ will become a l•it-motif of his poetry as 
Mankowitz suggests when he justifies his long analysis 
of the poem: 
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lSaeorge Whicher, •The Twentieth Century," ~e 
Literature of the American People, Arthur Hobson Quinn, 
editor, (New York: Appleton-century Crofts, 195~), p. 876. 
It oan point the uncontrolled nature 
of the poem which shows signs or the 
later development of' the Quartets in 
ways that are startling tor tha pre-
Waste Land period of Eliot's 
achievement.l9 . 
One of these signs is the concept of the symphonic 
quality of language, "the word within a word."20m In 
this poem the first noun ' is in the lower case, but Eliot 
will enlarge and capitalize this substantive and the 
underlying notion. "Dry Salvages" presents the ker t ,o 
"Gerontion"; "the hint halt guessed, the gift halt 
Understood is -Inoarnation.•21 Gerontion has rejected 
this truth, so he murmurs, "a:f'ter such knowledge, what. 
:f'orgiveness?"22 The poem, ~ith an orchestral score 
)) 
more complete than any T. s. Eliot has used before, 
synthesizes the revulsion of one man toward a disintegrating 
aooiety and toward a putrescent self' that "stiffens in a 
rented house ••• an old man driven by the Trades to a 
sleepy oorner,"23 because he has· fled Christ. The images, 
the musio of ideas, that detail his evasion of' "the tiger," 
19wolt Mankowitz, "Notes on 'G.erontion,'" "Mr. Elioii: 
A Study o~ His Writings -by Several Hands," B. Ra)azt, editor, 
(New York: Funk and Wagnal1s Company, 19,4.8.}, p. 1)8. 
Cited hereafter as RajaJ!l. 
20
"Gerontion," p. 21. 
2l~Dry Salvages," p. 1)6. 
22op. cit., p. 22. 
2)Ibid., pp. 2)-24. 
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are symbolic. Imaginatively logical, they meld the sordid 
with the beautiful as "in a depraved May.n24 The timbre 
ot the language and the metrics harmonize with the sombre 
brooding or the old man: 
Vac_ant shuttles 
Weave the wind. I have no ghosts, 
An .. old man in a dray.ghty house 
Under a windy knob.2' 
In "The Waste Land" euphony gives place to chariY&ri 
as language, metaphor, symbols, and meurios beat a 
cacophony that resounds today with as much it not more 
percussion than if.t._ did in 1922. Most ot Eliot's early 
poetry draws lite in hell with a certain ironic gaye~y 
and gusto; the inhabitants he portrays with much shrewd 
and dramatic perception. Prutrock, Sweeney, Dori~and 
Sweeney's other demi-monde friends, Miss Helen Slingsby, 
C-ousin Harriet, Mrs. Phlaceus, Professor and Mrs. ChennJ.ng-
Cheetah, Gerontion, and his fellow roli4fs by no means typify 
an interno ot Dante, but they acutely suggest a tragmenuary 
hell. Eliot's early poetry presents the tragedy ot modern 
man, a bifurcation ot matter and spirit, but the emphasis 
is main.ly on the ma.tter. "The Waste Land" stresses this 
dichotomy, but at the end the emphasis shifts. Actually, 
it "Prutrock" caused a tempest in the aesthetic teapo-t, 
"The Waste Land" et~ected a tornado. From the vantage 
24"Gerontion," p. 22. 
25Ibid. 
point ot some eleven years Eliot could muse, "Iu, is one 
thillg to write in a style which is already popular, and 
another to hope that one's writing may eventually bee,ome 
popular. 26 That T. s. Eliot's "Waste Land" has passed 
into the poetic substratum many works of contemporary poets 
will testify; that it has penetrated the critics' saorosanet 
forwm a plethora of data records; that even the paett4o-
intelligentsia has grasped the over-all pattern may be seen 
in their aooeptance ot the title of the poem as the 
objective correlative of life in the 1950's. What many 
lilly fail to realize is that "The Waste Land" is the remote 
preparation for "Ash Wednesday." Paul Elmer More 
synthesizes the attitude prevalent two years after the· 
publication of the poem: 
The contusion and purposelessness and 
wastefulness of' the world about him is 
reflected in the disorganized flux. ot 
images; its lack ot clear meaning in 
the obscurity of' language; its 
dislocated connection with the past 
in the floating debris of allusion. 27 
Although critics and readers of the 1920's and 30's 
penetrated gradually the stratifications of' modern 
purposelessness described in t .he poem, it was not until 
26T. s. Eliot, The Use of Poetr~. (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1933), p. ·2 • . 
27Paul E~er More, "The Cleft Eliot," Saturday Review 
ot Literature, Vol. i.x, 1932, p. 2)5. 
1939 that Cleanth Brooks, in a scholarly analysis of the 
structural and symbolic patterns, reached the conclusion 
that 11The Waste Land" is a religious poem: 
To put the matter in still other terms: 
the Christian terminology is for the 
. , poet here a matter of cliches·. However, 
"true•• he may reel the . terms to be' 
he is stil~ sensiti~e to the ·ract 
that they operate superficially as 
cliches, and his method or necessity 
must be a process or bringing them 
to life again. The method thus 
adopted in The Waste Land is thus 
violent and radical, but thoroughly 
neoess·ary .. ~ ~In this way the 
statements or beliefs emerge through 
confusio~and cynicism--not in spite 
or them. . 
With artistic precision Eliot gathers into a short 
symphony all the themes of the earlier poetry: religious 
-· .. -
apathy, intellectual stultification, physical indulgence, 
• • • • I 
life-in-death, and death-in-life. In the opening section, 
'The Burial of the Dead,' he sho Nature in travail for a ' 
secularized society: 
April is the cruellest month, breeding 
Lilacs out of the dead land, mixing 
D.J:emory and desire, stirring 
Dull roots with spring rain. 
Vinter kept us warm, covering 
Earth in forgetful snow, feeding29 A little life with dried tubers. 
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· Cleanth Brooks, ''I'he Waste Larui: An Analysis," 
Rajan, p. 36. 
29"The Waste Land," P• 37· 
Although each of the motifs contributes to the portrayal 
of modern sterility, Eliot emphasizes sexual indulgence. 
Part II, 'A Game of Chess,• depicts the ramifications of 
sex: splashed with Byzantine splendor "burned green and 
orange"; or toned down to the grayness of the London pub, 
. - -· 
where kaleidoscopic images and fragmentary words tell of 
adultery, abortion, and deceit in an atmosphere of death, 
created by the urgency of the bar-tender's desire to 
"close shop." Whether the setting is the sybaritic 
coruscation of material opulence, the vulgate level of 
casual adultery, or the mechanized science of the young 
man carbuncular whose 
••• vanity requires no response -
And makes a welcome of indifference3° 
there is dryness, because all are playing the same stale 
game, all burn alike with sterile desire--all need 
regeneration. HURRY UP PLEASE IT'S TIME,31 sings the 
bar-tender. 
Souls are saved or damned in time, and Eliot's 
concern with time has grown perceptibly since Prufrock's 
musing about it. In 11 Prufrock11 musing metrics pace 
30 . 
"The Was~e L~d," p. 44. 
31Ibid., p. 42. 
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a sllow pattern; in "The Waste Land" metric acceleration 
creates precipitancy: 
But at my back a cold blast I hear 
The rattle of the bones, and chucF~e 
spread from ear to ear .••• 
But at my back from ~ime to time I 
hear ••• 3 
Eliot employs in Part III, 'The Fire Sermon,' what 
Charles Williams calls "the Eliot law," the integrating 
lines of other poetry into his own scheme. He shows the 
fluidity of time through the overtones of Spenser's 
marriage hymn, "Prothalamion," and the words, "Sweet 
Thames, run softly till I end my song." Closely connected 
with this poem is the "Epithalamion," that most exquisite 
consummation of physical and spiritual love, the twenty-
four hours of Spenser's wedding day sung in twenty-three 
superb stanzas. The image of a joyful marriage is 
obliterated, and echoes of Marvell accentuate the horror of 
The sound of horns and motors which shall 
bring 
Sweeney to Mrs. Porter in the spring.33 
The contrast between past and present emerges whether the 
full poignancy of Spenser or Marvell is realized. Certainly, 
Mrs. Porter is no coy mistress, nor can Sweeney by the 
3211The Waste Land," p. 42. 
33~., P• 43. 
·I 
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greatest stretch of the imagination answer the description 
ot a cavalier; neither the typist nor her young man 
remotely suggests a perfect union, for theirs is not the 
perfection of lowe, but its science. "The Waste Land" 
achieves a perfection through Eliot's impersonal curiosi-ty 
that examines the destructive element, the sordidness, the 
dullness, the squalor of mod.ern city lite, and through an 
incisive and keenly critical intellect which dissects, but 
does not yield to such values. "The Waste Land" presents 
sex in its natural and unnatural manifestations and reveals 
through its closely packed figures the abuse of the ereatiYe 
function threa different times. Eliot will discover that 
there are other themes that will broaden the scope of his 
po&try, though tor some readers it will lessen its appeal. 
While man needs neither st. Augustine nor Budc!ha to 
remind him that lust is tire, in 'The Fire Sermon' Eliot 
shows the profitlesa burning of lust as, man seethes in a 
f1ame of illicit desire that gives little heat and no · 
light. Fire with its tantalizing flame, its crims:on glo,ry, 
its incandescent glow bewitches and allures those who draw 
mothlike to the blaze. Fire is the language o:t' love, 
smoke mounts when love is sifted through the screen of lus~ 
which seeks always self first. 'Death by Water• is the 
solution of ~iot to man's problem, but in the opening 
lines of Part V, "What the Thunder Said," the glare of 
"The Waste Land" smoulders about the "torchlight red on 
sweaty faces," those who hurtled through Gethsemane to 
out oft at its source the fountain of living waters. 
Men would dig forthemselTes broken cisterns, and Eliot 
weaves back and forth with the sixteenth oanto of the 
"Inferno" swelling through the worde, fire and sand, 
rooks and barrenness because, 
Here is no water but only rook 
Rock and no water and the sandy 
road ..•• 
There is not evon silenee in the 
mountains 34 
But dry sterile thunder without rain ..•• 
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'I'he storm gathers slowly; the lyriolal lines take care ot 
this; but in "The Waste Land," too, Eliot shows his ability 
to shift suddenly from lyrio intensity to terse, ironic 
realism in phantasmagoric images as the voices all cry 
35 
out of "empty cisterns and exhausted wells." The empty 
chapel shows that God has no place in a waste land. 
vn1ile critics have made much of the thunder and its hidden 
detonations, they miss a point that is integral to Eliot's 
concept of life. "Then a damp gust/ Bringing . rain."36 
Why? May it be that one man, this wastelander, makes an 
effort to conquer the desert drought, to struggle through 
34 
"The Waste Land," p. 47. 
35 
Ibid. , p. 48. 
36 
Loc. cit. 
to the Castle Perilous, even though he moves forward ever 
fascinated by the flesh pots of Egypt which he had set 
aside. The olim.ax ot "The Waste Land" thunders the 'theme 
ot • Ash Wednesday•--know thyself. !!! is the first nep 
-. · ~ . 
towards erecting the granite foundation of the lite or 
the spirit. Give up% To surrender, it must be to some-
thing outside self. The wastelanders, bound by I, my, 
me., .mine, have become isolated, •ringed by the flat 
horizon only.n37 Datta--give and Eliot punatuates the 
giving in the spiritual order by a sexual image, 
The awful daring of a moment's surrender 
Which an age of prud.Jftoe can .never 
retract •••• 
u 
Eliot like st. John of the Cross depic~a by a sexual !mag• 
the aba.nci.o.nment in love tor GGd. Both are in the traditi:on 
ot the author ot the Canticle of Canticles. · st. John si~ 
poignantly this 1tawful daring•: 
. 
Why then did you so pierce· 
My heart, nQr heal it with your toueh 
subl.im.e? 
Why, like a robber fierce, 
Desert me every time 
And not enjoy the plunder of your crime? ••• 
37•The Waste Land," p. 48. 
38Ibid.' p. 49. 
My spirit I prepare 
To serve him with her riches and 
her beauty. 
No flocks are nov my oare, 
No other toil I share 
And only now in loving is my duty.39 
Now al though sex is one of God's gifts to man to bring. 
ha joy, it will do so only when man surrenders "to 
another walking beside you."40 This has been the implicit 
. 
burden of the poem; that for completion there must be 
sacritiee; that tor one to e~doy delights on any level, 
even the physical, one must charge these pleasures with 
spiritual meaning. But tlle thunder eontilw.ea, D!l!clh'ftlll--
be compassionate. Compassion is the spring that frees: the 
spirit from the coils of selfishness, which like a Neasua 
Shirt create a s.pecies ot hell. Thinking in terms or 
42 
39"Spiritual Canticle," The Poems ot. st. John ot the 
Cross, translator, Roy Campb.e!i. (New York: Piii'theon Becka 
Inc., 1951), pp. 17 and 21. 
Peers comments on this poem: 
It was in his Toledo dungeon, where, in 
the course of the fierce struggles between 
the Caloed and the Discalced Carmelites, 
he was imprisoned as a recalcitrant friar 
that S'i. John of the Cross composed the .· 
poem we know as the Spiritual Canticla •••• 
No man has known more ot love thin thla 
Carmelite friar; few ha.e kliown as much; 
and nowhere, certainly, outside the Holy 
Scripture, is such knowledge expressed 
with greater profundity and eloquence 
than 111 this poem.. (Introduction, pp. 1 and 8} 
40 ·-!~ The 'Wa~t~- .Lazid," p. 48. 
other people comes only Yfith the willingness to pay a 
price--self-subjugation~ Damya~a. When self mirrors ita 
true proportions, views others as lovable, too, then ia 
discoTered the key to the door Qf peace: 
I sat upon the shore 
Fishing, with the arid plain 
behind me 
Shall I at least set mr lands 
in order?U 
Individuals purchase peace; there is nei"P,·her masa 
production nor mass consumption. The price Eliot merely 
hints at-.-a careful inventory of one's life, of one's 
desires with a view to putting all in their proper place. 
But individuals work out their salvation in and among 
groups and the spotlight of the poet focusea humanit~ 
111 its crimson. be8.11l. 
"The Waste Land19 gathers all T. s. Eliot's earl.ier 
. . 
motifs: death-in-lite which is agony unrelieved; 
43 
life~in-death w.bieh costs, but is worth the price ultimately; 
intell.ectual and religious sterility which is the enemy ot· 
peace of mind and soul.. Poetry that shocks artistic !!-S 
well as religious and moral sensibilities mlll.st be compl.eoc 
enough to be evaluated on l .i teral, allegorical, moral, and 
am.agogical levels. Ordinarily, an arti.st achieves such 
complexity by amplification, but it is a triumph of ·Eliot 
41"The Waste Land," p. 50. 
that he obtains the same effect by repression.. While 
James Joyoe required over one quarter of a mil~ion words 
to describe one Dublin day, Eliot in slightly over :tour 
hundred lines has distilled the concentrated essence ot 
twentieth century experience in any city, and he comes 
closer than Joyeoe to the universal, "Shall I at least set 
my lands in order?" "The Waste Land" is as tar as Eliot 
will go in delill.eating the "non serviam" man who is the 
beginning, middle, and end of Ulysses. Relevant to this 
Pinto remarks: 
B.efore "The Waste Land" Eliot's 
exploration of the inner life .ree.ches 
a certain point but is arrested 
because he cannot tear himself away from 
the combined horror and fascination 
ot his vision of the meanness and 
staleness of contemporary humanity.~2 
When E.dm.und Wilson terms the poem a cry ot des ,Pair, 
he over-simplifies, it not unders:tates. Pessimistic? 
yes; Eliot deplores a generation ot lost values because 
he himself has values.43 
42de So1a Pinto, Crisis in Eng11sh Poetry. p. 170. 
~3Edmun4 Wilson, Ax•l's Castle, (New York: Charles: 
Scribner's Sona, 1931} , p • . 106,. . Cf. . "And this Waste Land 
••• is a place not merely of desolation but of anarchy. 
and doubt. In our post-War world ot shattered. ins,itutiona, 
strained nerTes and bankrupt ideals, lite no longer seems 
serious or coherent--we have no belief in the things we 
do and consequently no heart for them." 
Some ot these values emerge 1n "The Hollow Men,n a 
nursery rhyme or coda, tor those so llla.Y ha'V'e missed the 
intel1ectual emotionalism and emotional intel~ectuali.m 
ot people who refuse to die that they may live. JJJ critics 
of the 1950's evaluate "Eliot's earlier poetry in its 
complete i4eational patter~, they agree for the moat par~. 
that Eliot's progress has been one of increased tension 
and metaphysical strategy. Hugh Kenner states: 
It is not possible to show "The Hollow 
Men" is agnostic on the premises that 
render Ash Wednesday Christian, or 
that Mr. ·lliot's omnivorous perspicacity 
or his dramatic skil:t are less evident: 
in Four q.ullrleta than in r~r·•l !fonlstes •••• Jor Mr. Elio a never 
o anged his preoeoupations. 
Sino e the individual of "The waste Land" would "at lea~ 
set his lands in order," he has become a member ot the 
cast of this ghost of a drama enacted in no man's land, 
the lamd between death and life that will come through 
a selt-surreader. "The Hollow Men" moves towards "Ash 
.. 
Wednesday," for the only certain concept or stimulating 
force is the Shadow. How critics could have .b.aUed i1> 
as the epitome of despair is an enigma. These phenomena 
are al.m.ost simultanaoua: 
44Hugh Kenner, "Eliot's Moral Dialectic," The 
Hudson Review, Vol. II, Autumn, 1949, p. 422 • . ~ 
Between the idea 
And the reality 
Between the motion 
And the act 45 Falls the Shadow. 
Dimeter and trimeter metrics move quickly, paralleled 
constructions intensify, while metrics and syntactical 
elements pattern a merry-go-round that is slowed only 
46 by the refrain, "For Thine is the Kingdom," an 
46 
acknowledgment that the faster ·man drifts in his empti-
ness, the unhappier he is. "Life is very long" to those 
whose unmotivated actions have built by dreary monotony 
11 straw lives." 
Strangely enough little exegesis has been attempted 
of these "trimmers" in "The . Hollow 1~en, 11 any more than the 
poem itself has been scrutinized carefully. \Vhile critics 
concede the impact of the repeated symbols and catalogue 
the poem a work of despair, they leave "The Hollow Men" 
for larger Eliot game. Yet, the poetic corpus of Eliot 
would be depleted if "The Hollow Men" were classified 
among his echolia and relegated to a shelf in the museum 
of his minor pieces. 
Those who have crossed 
With direct eyes, to death's other Kingdom 
will become familiars before the gamut of Eliot's · 
45'.rhe Hollow Men," p. 58· 
46 Ibid., P• 56. 
poetry is run. What does the last stanza mean? Certainly 
it is an excellent example of shook poetry, but is it the 
lid of a coffin closed querulously on an empty man, 
defeated and glad to be truly dead, or is it the faint and 
feeble cry of a soul reborn? Because "The Hollow Men" is 
an advance in Eliot's thought, it deserves its place as 
the bridge between "The Waste Land" and "Ash Wednesday." 
- -
No doubt it is a cliche to remark that an age is 
best seen trom the vantage point of the poetry of its 
masters whether they be tor or against the timea. 
Altkougk Edna st. Vincent Millay shows certain phases ot 
aodern civilization--the "my candle burns at both ends" 
--
aspect--yet for a panoramic view, that is as inclusive 
as weighted words and thoughts and wrenched language can 
make it, T. s. Eliot is the best expositor of the 
futility of western man. Miss Millay sings lyrically but 
,; 
with blase disillusionment, "I shall forget you presently, 
my dear."47 Eliot has portrayed many times this type ot 
-irony, but nowhere with such finality as in the four lines 
o~ "The Waste Land" commencing 
When lovely woman stoops to folly and 
Paces about her room again, alone, 
She smoothes her hair witk autamatic hand 
And puts a record on the gramaphone.48 
47Edna St. Vincent Millay, Poema. (London: 
Martin Seeber, 1929), p. 72. 
48"The Waste Land," p. 44. 
47 
In the poetry previous to "Ash Wednesday," he has drawn 
the age of sordidness, the age of the aimless smile, the 
sophisticated superiority of ~eople who are compassed in 
a miasma of boredom as snugly as the yellow fog that. "rubs 
-its back against the window pane." While selt-absorptioa 
is the theme ot "The Waste Land," one courageous man 
acknowledges the impotency or self-sufficiency and is 
reborn at the end of "The Hol1ow Men." With the closing 
line of this poem Eliot leaves Robinsoa Jeffers to sing 
the dies irae to ~ivinely superfluous beauty,~9and ay.mns 
humilit~ in "Ash Wednesday." 
Since the poetry from "Ash Wednesday" to The Cocktail 
Partr presents the world as a place of purgation, it 
iterates the necessity of controlling not illici~ actions 
but desires. While it moves falteringly at times, it 
none the less surely calls attention to the directive that 
the exigencies of life are regulated by humility and 
detachment. In a word, this poetry would try to answer 
the riddling quest of lite. 
"Ash Wednesday" marks a departure in technique as 
-
well as subject matter for Eliot discards the third 
49b:r. Robinson Jef:ters, "Divinely Superfluous Beaut-y," 
48 
Modern American Poetrr, Louis .Untermeyer (editor} . . 
Sixth Eaition, (New York: Harcourt Brace and Compan~,l942}, 
p. 415. 
49 
peraonal pronoun. Whereas he used "we" in "The Hollow 
Men," in "Ash Wednesday" the protagonist is "I" as it is 
in many of his subsequent poems. To establish the identitJ 
of' this "I" is necessary, for Eliot has definite ideas about 
the impersonality of' the artist: 
What happens is a continual surrender 
ot himself' as he is at any moment to 
something which is more valuable •••• 
The mind of' the poet is the shred of' 
platinum, a eatalyst. It may partly 
or exclusively operate upon the 
experience of' the man himself· but 
the more perfect the artist, the 
more completely separate in h~ will 
be the man who suffers and the .mind 
which creates; the more perfectly 
will the mi.ad digest and transmute the 
passions which are its material •••• But; 
very :few know when there is an expression 
ot significant amotion, _emotion which 
h~s its lite in the poem and not in the 
history of the poet. The history of' 
art is impersonal. And the poet cannot 
reach this impersonality without 
surrendering himself wholly to the work 
to be done.50 
Artistic media in Eliot's poetry are so complex tha~ the~· 
admit of interpretation on more than one leTel; so, 
literally the "I" is man psychologically examining exist-
ential tensions; allegorically, the religious man e•hoing 
st. Teresa's words, "I want to see God"; .morally, it is 
50T. s. Eliot, •Tradition and the Individual Tal.ent ," 
Selected ~ssays 1919-1932. (New York: .Harcourt Brace and 
Company], pp. 6-11. 
50 
the protagonist weighing virtue and vice, and finding 
virtue· heavier in weight and harder progressively to attain; 
and finally, anagogically, it is the soul allowing God to 
annihilate in itself whatever impedes His Kingdom within i~. 
Betore an examination of humility as depicted in "Ash 
Wednesday," it is well to study what st. John of the cross 
says about its importance and its integration in the lire 
of anyone who clai.lu to be seeking · God. Asked to ao.IDIIl8llt 
on the pra7er-life of a Carmelite nun wbo thought herae1t 
a mystic the Saint writes, 
••• There seem to be no signs of humility 
in this method of prayer which she 
follows;. now when favours granted to the 
· soul are true, as she says they are in 
her case, these experiences are not 
habitually communicated to a soul th8t 
is not first humble and annihilated 
with interior humility; an4 if she had 
these signs she would not fail to write 
something of the matter here, and indeed 
mueh, for the first thing that occurs 
to the soul to speak of ud prize are: 
the signs of humility, whieh turthermore1 are so evident that they cannot be hid.~ 
Since humility is the theme of "Ash Wednesday," the 
best orientation to the poem is the epistle of the Holy 
Mass of the d~y. Cla4 in purple vestments, the priest 
51 
Sunclr~ Documents (Writ-ten or Signed bl St. John 
ot the Crosa, Vol. III, .p. 299. 
reads, "Rend not your garments, but your hearts.n52 
52:rollowing Leonard Unger's analysis ot "Ash Wednesday," 
Sel.eoted Criti ue, pp. 349-374) -rew critics .have mdssed . 
any o t e references to the liturg,y that he notes. 'l'ha't 
he .makes lamentable: errors is due, not t0 his laek or. 
assiduity, but to. laouaae in his knowledge ot primary aouces. 
His comment on •sutter me not to be separated trom Thee,• 
traced to •Devotions of the Forty Hours," Visit IV, . 
(ct. p. 373) shows that he missed a more apposite reterence 
in the Communion Prayers in the Proper ot the Mass 
immediately before the Domine, non sum dignus, "0 L~ I 
am .not worthy," which Mr. Unger quotes on page 364. 
0 Lord Jesus Christ, Son ot the Living 
God, who according to the will ot the: 
Father through the eo-operation ot the 
Holy Ghost, hast by Thy death given 
lite to the world: deliTer me from 
all my transgressions and trom all 
evila ••• never permit me to be 
separated trom Thee ••• (Saint Andrew's 
Daily Missal, p. 992) • . · 
With the source in this prayer, it can be shown that Elio~'s 
poetry at this point is taken entirely trom the liturgy. 
~imoa Friar follows Unger's note here. 
It is an interesting experience to read Unger who 
tumbles valiantly as he reveals an unfamiliarity with his 
subject matter and Mrs. Jones who has penetrated the 
liturgical meanings of the poem and has made man~ aeuts 
observations. It .is Mrs. Jones who turns the attention 
of the reader to the sermon of Lancelot .An.dre'¥15 on the, 
epistle tor the Holy Mass of Ash Wendesday. ••Repentance 
itself is nothing but a kind of turning." (e~. p. 401 
Eliot did not have to go to Lanoelot Andrewesfor the 
•turnings" though the sermon may have suggested the 
thought to him. E. E. Dum.oan-Jones, "Ash Wednesday," 
T. s. Eliot, Rajan, editor, pp. 37-56. 
.Sl. 
To rend the heart may seam a paradoxical admonition t • r the 
inauguration of a season of penance, but humility is the 
touchstone tor all the virtues, tor, like the broken 
alabaster vase, the soul is filled with the odor ot its 
ointment.53 Although critics have examined "Ash Wednesday" 
trom many points of view, most agree that the humility ot 
the protagonist is genuine and that his rebirth through 
humility integrates a religious poan. 
Critical analyses ot -"Ash Wednesday" illuminate its 
heterogeneous unity and mark its maturity, its depths, and 
hence its value. Although Karl Shapiro cannot divorce the 
poem from the conversion ot Eliot to Anglicanism, yet ~e 
must acknowledge its beauty: 
But in the interim 
Between his deep and masterly despair 
And the overt fulfillment of his faith 
His word was our poetic law •••• 
The younger men who saw 
A theological Anglican emerge 
From the famil i ar cracked sarcophagus: 
Thought it was a rogi or a New England 
witch ••• 
••• for a hundred years no poam · 
Has sung itself so exquisitely well .• 54 
53ct. S~. John, XII, J. ffMary therefore took a pound 
of ointment of right spikenard, of great price, and anointed 
the feet of Jesus, and wiped his feet with her hair: and 
the house was filled with the odour of the ointment." 
52 
54Karl Shapiro, "An Essay on Rime.," A Selected Critique, 
pp. 158-160. 
53 
While Paul Elmer More praises highly the rich poetic vein, 
he cannot find, even with frequent re-readings of the poem, 
"profound harmony behind the superficial array of facta.~ 
Since he denies that Eliot is writing pure poetry, he 
escapes his dilemma by observing, "Our difficulty is he 
seams to be leading in two directions at onoe."56 For 
Conrad Aiken, however, .. "Ash Wednesday" is pure poetry: 
It approaches the kind of heavenly 
meaninglessness that we call pure 
poetry •••• we feel ~t t o mark the 
beginning of a d~nution of vigor 
and variousnes~; the circle haa. 57 narrowed and has gone on narrowing. 
Southward's interpretation would find few supporters today: 
The humility is not genuine humilitr, 
and the re,der senses it. The poem 58 enda, aa i~ began, on a note ot despair. 
Because Rossell Robbins wishes to explode , the ·tt:. s. El.iot 
myth," "Ash Wednesday," as an example of devotional. poetr,-, 
receives the critic's close attention as he finds the 
5 5paul Elmer More, •The Cleft Eliot, " Saturday Rniew 
of Literature, Vol. IX, 1932, p·. 2)5. 
56Ibid. 
-
57conrad Aiken, "After Ash Wednesday," Poetr.r: A 
Magazine of Verse, Vol. 45, 1934, p. 164 • . 
58;r. G. Southward, "The Poetry of 'f'. S.Eliot," 
Sowin~ the Spring, editor Bas,il Blackwell, (New York: 
oif'or university Press, 1940), p. 82. 
poem unenjoyable: 
So to appreciate Ash Wednesday one must 
have a manual ot devotion (well thumbed) 
in one. hand, and ~. s. ~iot's tezt in 
the other. But Eliot knows well that · 
most people, including churchgoing 
Christians have a very slight acquaintance 
with Church literature. He oo.mplains 
that the most highly edueated ••• know 
nothing. In the light ot these comments 
who, we might ask, can e{ijOJ' "Ash 
WednesdaJ?59 _ . .. 
I~ ~ritical data are criteria, many who have read 
"Ash Wednesday," have found that it is not merely the masio 
ot ingenious associative tones and overtones, which ~hey 
have enjoyed• but they also agree that Elic.~t in this poem 
has caught the joy ot a religious experience so prof'ound 
that it can only be grasped by retraction. through the 
Christian virtue of humility. Since the "'umble1t days 
of U:ri ab Heep, the word humility is general.ly taken in 
a . Pe j orative sense. It was not always so. 
Unknown to the Greek or the Roman, the virtue o~ 
humility became basic to a lite ot sanctity with the 
advent of Christianity, tor Christ Himself used it as 
a . .oral. imperative: "Learn ot Me that I am meek and humb~e 
ot heart." Humility is the realization ot the majesty o~ 
•. 
God and a confession ot the lowliness of the creature • 
.59Roasell Hope Robbins., The T. s .• Eliot M.Jth:. 
(New York: Henry Shuman, 19.51), p. 89. 
54 
Because the humble man recognizes this relationship, he 
can serve God selflessly, and seek Him, and not self, in 
others. But there are two kinds of humility, active and 
passive. Active humility, for example, is obedience to 
the law of God and to all authority that emanates from 
God. Passive humility, on the other hand, is the man's 
patient waiting in the dark night of the soul until God 
seeks him. Active or passive humility, the virtue is a 
necessity in the building of sanctity of any height ,. for 
holiness rises in proportion to the depths of awareness 
of one's place in God's plan: all, with God; nothing, ' 
without God. The pursuit of humility as depicted in 
"Ash Wednesday," presents a type of experience antitheti-
cal to that which is the subject matter of ivory tower 
poetry. Humility face s l ife and self, and. herein is o·ften 
found torture, and no escape. 
Because much able commentary has been written on "Ash 
Wednesday," I shall limit my observations to aspects 
neglected because of a too precipitous desire to find 
in the poem a complete experience of the dark night of the 
soul, I shall show that "Ash Wednesday" delineates what 
-
spir i tual writers call the joy of "the first conversion." 
Since the protagonist is experiencing the moral strength 
and spiritual exaltation resulting from the repudiation 
55 
of sin, since he "feels" good, he unknowingly over-emphasizes 
the emotions in a life ot sanctity. Thomas Merton desc~b•s 
this sensible joy: 
The whole spirit is rocked and reels 
in an explosion ot drunken Joy or a 
storm of compunction which may be 
good and healthy, but whicb is more 
or less animal, even though the spark 
that started the fire may have had a 
supernatural origin •••• While it lasts, 
you taste an intense pleasure which 
is sometimes deceptively lofty, but 
occasionally betrays itself by a 
certain heaviness that belongs to 
the human level and marks it for what 
it is: emotion.oo · 
Hence the theme of ~Ash Wednesday~ indicates the relationship 
between humility and the resolutions and aspirations o~ 
the protagonist. Psychologically, this is true; in a 
moment of excitation (religious or otherwise) man feels 
.. 
competent to combat any difficulty with the assistance 
of grace which he thinks he will accept. Therefore, 
under the influence ot the peace that surpasses all 
61 
understanding, ttshantih,"" the protagonist lays down his 
program for spiritual living. Since he, the eagle old in 
sin, has repudiated the ttvanished power of the usual reiga,~ 
since his renunciation ot sin is total detachment, he has 
sacrificed (so he thinks) his intellect, his memory, his 
senses, as he accepts the sacrament of the passing moment, 
60Merton, Seeds ot Contemplation, p. 152. 
61•The Waste Land,~ p. 50. 
' sraee, "what is actual is actual only tor one thing." 
Yes, he will even abrogate joy in God, "I renounce the 
blessed ta~e"; indeed, his consummation, as far as his 
light can see, is holocauatal. · His desires ~she Yiews 
them in optimistic hope are merely nns; his will is 
all-embracing in its conquering scope. And attar this 
survey ot his spiritual kingdom he requests two graces, 
"Teach us to care," to work at salvation as though all 
depended upon him; and beoause all depends upon God he 
asks, "Teach us not to eare." 
When Helen Gardner examines the first poem. ot "Mh 
. 
Wednesday," she finds that the mind of the protagonis~ 
••• has to learn to balance on the 
knife-edge between the bitterness 
ot regret and the oynioiam ot 
reliet •••• The· poem's intensity comes 
from the concentration ot the will, 
which prevents either the note ot 
hopeless regret or that ot b1i tter 
irony f'rom becOJaing dominant •••• 
The opening line suggests that a 
~apacity for6~esponse has been exhausted ••• 
That the poet achieves c~plex tension is paten~, 
but this tension is the result not of bitterness nor of 
o,fllioism, but of his new-:f'ound joy in freedom which he 
manifests by a paradoxical precision-in-vagueness. 
62 . • Gardner, The .Art. ot T. s. Eliot, pp. 114-115. 
57 
F. R. lsavis warns that the unexpected absences o~ 
punctuation suggest a kind of delicate tentativeness. 63 Yet 
the :recurrence ot .110nosyllables s.trengthem; the thougtl't; rhythm. 
and ideation collaborate in describing preoise emotions, 
the expression of whioh require as great intellectual 
power as the expression of precise thought. Since he has 
tound God, the protagonist humbly desires to know Elm 
bette~ and this emotion is gathered carefully into one o-r 
the shorter lines ot the poem, "Teach us to sit still." 
Joyful humility echoes through the last two lines ot this 
first part, 
Pray f'or us sinners now and at the hour 
of our death 
Pray for us now and at the hour of our 
death. 
When we recall that for Eliot death is a prelude to life, 
the last word of each of these lines underscores this Jo7 
ot the first part of 11J.sh WednesdaY'~;' he will see G.odl 
When Edmund Wilson states that- the poet begins "Ash 
Wednesday" with a confession of ba.nkruptc~, 64 he judges 
correctly, for the protagonist has left all behind to se.:t 
out towards his goal, the oost of the attainment of whioh 
he do.es not consider. The reconnoitering examination ot 
63F. :a. LeaTis, New Bellrinf" in E!!f.:1sh Poel&;rs. (London: Chatto & Wilidus, 1932 , p. 1~ . -
6~dm.und Wilson, Axel.' s castle, p. 128. 
any undertaking blurs the f'ine detail, the wearisome · 
minlltiae,, that pall even the bravest spirit. The s:eeond 
poem, complete in itself, presents the means of reac;hing: 
his ideal as though the goal were clearlT comprehended. 
Wilson ~nsiders t.b,e imagery in this part of' •pre-
Raphaelite flavor: white l.eopards, a Lady gowned in whi'te, 
junipers and yews •••• "65 
59 
As the spiritual experience is the core ot "Ash 
Wednesday, tt a close examination of' these symbols will yield 
unsuspected internal relations. All the staples ot the 
vicarious lite ot the Church pass before the poet. The lady 
is prayer that watches the three leopards which an individual 
briags to prayer--his intel~ect = (or understanding}, his 
memori, and his will. The aaturai man has ted these to 
satiety; they want no more of' his sinful desires, b)ut how 
are they to recover their spiritual freshness? It is 
prayer which has obtained tor the poet a resolution of' 
amendment: . 
Because a:f' the goodness ot this LadT 
Because ot .her loveliness, and because 
She honors the Virgin in meditation, 
We shine with b~ightness ••• 
••• The Lady is withdrawn 
In a white gown, to cggtemplation, 
. in a white gown. 
6SE4mund Wilson, Axal's Castle, p. 1~9 · 
66"Aah Wednesday," pp. 61-62. 
The words, ttmeditation" and "contempl ation," are ex11lained 
by this passage of St. John of the Cross in whi ch he de-
scribes the s e two forms of p~ayer in the s piritual life. 
Meditation is t he pr ayer of the beginner and, 
in this state, it is necessary for the 
soul to be given material for meditation 
and reasoning , and it is well for it to 
make interior a cts on its own account, 
and even in s piritual things to take 
advant age of the sweetness and pleasure 
which comes from the senses; for if the 
desire is f ed with pleasure in spiritual 
things, it becomes det a ched from the 
pleasure in sensual things and wearied 
of things of the world. But when to 
some extent the desire has been fed, 
and in some sense habituated to s piritual 
things, and has ac (j_uired some fortitude 
and constancy, God begins, as they say, 
to wean the soul and br~pg it into the 
state of contemplation. ., 
Although the poet remembers his past life, the joy of the 
present, accelerat.ed by the sensible delights of pr ayer, 
so l ately discovered, is more exigent, and he exults in 
his determination to break with the past, "proffer my 
deeds to oblivion," and to fill up with good his soul 
emptied of sin by proffering nmy love to the i?OSteri ty 
of the desert and the fruit of the gourd, 11 possibly to 
live in modern life, but not. as a wastelander but as the 
monks of the desert in prayer and sacrifice. Contempl ation 
67Living Flame of Love, Vol. III, p. 177. 
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fo.llows more quiokl.y upon meditation than real.isticall.y 
it would at the beginning ot the spiritual lite. The 
exuberance of his conversion, his setting his hand to ~he 
plow, makes: him think: that he is read.J tor anything., &Yen 
the highest form ot prayer. Friar describea this prayer: 
In this passive state the soul may 
perhaps be visited by unexpected 
divine touches, by momentary 
revelations of what the final mystical 
union with God may ba, the eternal 
moment tor which man on ear&! waits, and 
the only r ewar d tor living. · 
Yet there is in the protagonist no steady progress trmru 
meditation to contemplation as ordinarily there should be. 
In the chart st. John ot the Cross makes to guide the soul 
in passing tram meditation to contemplation he includes 
three major points: 
The first sign is when he can no 
longer meditate or reason with his 
imagination ••• he finds aridity in that 
which was wont to attract his senses •••• 
The second sign is a realization 
that he has no desire to t~ his 
meditation upon particular objects •••• 
The third and surest sign is that 
the soul takes pleasure in being alone 
and waits with loving attentiveness upon 
God ••• in inward peace and quietness ••• 
without passing ~am one thing to another •••• 
6J. 
68Kimon Friar, "Notes on "Ash Wednesday,~ Modern Poetry, 
p. 467. 
These three things, at least, the 
apiritual person must see in himself 
altogether before he can venture with 
security to abandon the state of 
meditation and sense and entgr that 
of contemplation and spirit. · 9 
In truth, the superb lyric, "Lady of Silences," epit,o.mizes 
the difficulties ia the highest form of prayer. The 
protagonist has leaped the chasm, instead or l .ea.rning 'tOJ 
walk before flying. Metaphorically, this prayer is Mar.r 
sitting at the teet of the Mas'ter ("She. has chosen the 
better part." St. Luke, X: 42} without adV erting to th.e 
price this better part demands ("There s tood. at the cros.s 
his: mother ••• and Mary Magdalena.'.' · St. J'ohl!t, XIX: 22). 
-
In his later poet.ry Eliot will break down this ooncept "to 
show the process and the progress of prayer. Here is the 
unexperienced theory, here is auditory imagination in 
ess·ence. When Elizabeth Drew calls the sy.{1lbols "complexly 
., 
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opalescent.," she emphasizes the tii'uth that there is no eas.y 
allegorical content of the various images. 70 !his is 
particularly true of this passage whiok is extremely 
peradoxical. sometimes paradoxes can be best explained onl.y 
ODi. a transcendent leve'l. I offer here the anagogical meaning. 
"Lady of silenees/--Calm. and dist~essed"--the soul. in 
prayer is c:alm in accepting God's lliill; troubled about. its 
69 Kimon Friar, "Notes on Ash Wednesday:' ;Modern Poetr,y, 
P·· 467. 
7°Elizabeth Drew, Design of. His Poetry, p. 102. 
inability te control the lower part of its nature in 
recollection. st. Teresa comments about this state: 
It exasperated me to see the faeulties 
of the soul, as I thought, occupied with 
God and recollected in Him and the 
though~ on the other hand, contused and 
excited ••• Yet the soul may perhaps be 
wholly united to Him in the :Mansions 
near His presence, while thought {f'anoy 
in the idiom of' Saint John) remains. in 
the outskirts of the castle suffering 
the assaults ofi a thfusand wild and 
venomous creaturas.7 
st. Johncf. the Cross, toe, considers the passions and 
desires of the soul the low operations which invariably 
hinder the soul from seeking its good, which is union with 
God, for the lower nature is impotent to know the inf~icm 
bestowed upoa. the soul passivelr and in silence: 
Rose of memory 
Rose of forgetfulness: 
Because man at prayer does not operate in a vacuum, but 
brings his faculties with him, and beoause the hardest of' 
these to control is one of' the "leopards," his memory, i~ 
is the memory first that the persona will govern in order 
that he may forget what is past and push on to the supernal 
vocation in Christ Jesus our Lord (Phil., ):14}. 
71saint Teresa, "Interior Oastl.e, IV Mansion," Allison 
Peer.s, editor, Life of .saint Teresa, 3 Vo1um.es, (New York: 
Sheed and Ward, 1949), Vol. II, p • . 2)). 
6.3 
Althouga in Book 2 of the Ascent or Mo~nt Carmel 
St. John of the Cross diagnoses the purgation of the 
understanding and in Book .3 that of the memory and the will, 
the poet places memory and its desiderate. first. The Saint 
teaches what the soul must sacrifice in t his active night of the 
spirit,72 during which under the aegis of grace it works 
to denude itself of all the natural propensities in its 
understanding, memory, and will. St. John realizes that 
this is a hard saying, and iterates his point: 
For seeing how we annihilate the faculties 
with respect to their operations, it may 
perhaps seem to him that we are destroying 
the roai. of spiritual practice rather than 
c6hstructing it; this would be true if we 
were seeking here only to instruct 
beginners, whom it is necessary to prepare 
througa these apprehensible and discursive 
apprehensions.73 
Tais passage substantiates the idea that the protagonist, 
though only a beginner in the spiritual life, thinks he 
has covered much ground when he would denude the memory 
of natural, imaginary, and supernatural knowledge which 
72This active night of the spirit during which the soul, 
attentive to the inspirations of the Holy Spirit, works to 
conquer itself, is not to be eonfuse4 with the dark night 
which is the soul's passivity under the refining fire of 
God. In this dark night all the soul does is "Sit still." 
73Aseent of Mount Carmei, Bk., 3, P• 226. -. 
it recalls because theoretical knowledge of prayer haa 
taught him that memory impedes the soul in its progress 
towards God. st. John repeats the teaching of St. Tholl.as, 
"Nihil in intelleetu nisi prius in sensu." However, while 
recollection of sensible knowledge helps the beginner to 
focua his attention on God, it impedes the proficient, so 
St. John counsels complete detachment from it: 
Of all these for.m.s and manners of 
knowledge the soul must strip and voii 
itself, and it must strive to lose the 
imaginary apprehension of them, so that 
there may be left in it no kind of 
impression of knowledge •••• And thi• 
cannot happen unless the memory be annihilated 
as to all its forms, if it is to be united 
with God. For it cannot happen saTe by 
total separation from all forms which are 
not God; for God comes beneath no definite 
form or kind of knowledge.74 
With acumen St. John shows that control of the memory 
leaves man free from evils that come from the world 
(falsehoods, opinions, loss of time); evils that come from 
the devil who "continually brings it new forms, knowledge, 
and reflections by means of which he can taint the soul 
with pride, avarice, and envy, for the greatest deceptions 
which are caused by the devil enter by way of knowledge 
and the reflections of the memory.n75 
74Ascent of Mount Carmel, Bk. 3, p. 227. 
75Ibid., P• 239. 
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Bee a use the protagonist would f'ree himself' f'rom such dang_&P$, 
he desires that his memory be cleansed. He does no~ ooncern 
himself with the other .two f'aeul.tias of' the soul, the 
understanding and the will. That they may be cur~orily 
included in the lines, "Exhausted and 'life-giving/Worried 
repose:t'ul" is to read more into the text -than it warrants. 
Although Unger's emphasis is Freudian in. his interpretatiom 
ot "Ash Wednesday," yet his oomments on these two lines 
suggest that the understanding and the will may well be 
included in them. Since Unger has personalized the "Lady," 
She is ~xhausted and lite-giving" the 
way Bea.:tric.e was, having passed from 
physical existence to beco.me tha 
inspiration of' spiritual life. Her 
personality is symbolical of all the 
spiritual aims tor rgtch_the 
protagonist strives . , .. . . . . . 
So to leave this commentary without a few notes about 
what st. John writes about the other two riLeopards" would 
be to omit two very important points. St. John of the 
Gross devotes in Book 2 · . .- of the Aseenit of Mount Carmel 
some twenty-six chapters (VII-XXXII) to a study of' the 
detachment which the spiritual man must practice in regard 
to his understanding. Since this phase of his teaehing 
plays a salient role in The Family Reunion, The Cocktai1 
Party, and Four Quartets, and will be treated in detai1 
in Chapters IV and V, a brie:t summary will. suf:f'iee here: 
75a 
Unger, "Ash Wednesday," Selected Critique, p. 361. 
. And thus it is that contemplation, 
whereby the understanding has the 
loftiest knowledge of God is called 
mystical theelogy1 which signifies 
secret wisdom of ood; for it is 
secret to the very understanding 
that receives it. For this reason 
s. Dionysius calls it a ray of 
darkness •••• Aristotle says that, 
even as are the eyes ot the bat 
with regard to the sun, which is 
total darkness to it, so is our 
understanding· to that which is 
greater light in God, which is 
total darkness to us.76 
St. John of the Cross leaves the wil~, man's highes~ 
faculty, to the last part of the Ascent of Mount Car.mel 
as he warns the spiritual man that the control of his 
faculties, his desires, and his passions is . the funetion 
of his will: 
And, to the end that the soul 
.may love God, we shall here treat ot 
the purgation from the wil~ of all 
its unruly atr·ections, whence arise 
unruly operations, affections, and desires, and whence also arise its 
failure to keep all its strength tor 
God. These affections and passions 
are tour, namely: joy, hope, grief, 
and fear •••• 
These four passioma have the 
greater dominion in the soul. and 
assail it the more vehemently, when 
· the will is less strongly att~ohe4 
to God and-more dependent on the 
creatures.·r7 . 
76.Aaeent of :Mount Ctrmel, Book 2, p. 91. 
77 ' . . ~·' pp. 259-260. 
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The examination of these emotions in detail comprises 
Book 3, (Chapters XVII-XLV) of the Ascent of Mount 
Carmel, which unhappily was never completed,. 
Since St. John of the Cross is a philosopher, his 
methodizing of sanctity is logical. The Ascent of Mount 
Carmel outlines how the soul eo-operates with God's grace 
in an ordinary spiritual life, which is the holiness of 
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the majority of persons. In Book 1, the shortest, St. John 
counsels the soul to control its desires that these may 
be no obstacle to the Divine union towards which it is 
tending. For the mystic this union may be completed in 
this life when God leads the soul to the spiritual marriage, 
the summit of perfection. For most, however, this union is 
consummated in Heaven. Sirice man is a composite of body 
and s0ul, this union may be impeded not only by sensual 
desires but also by the faculties of the soul, the memory, 
the understanding, and the will. For this reason in 
Books 2 and 3 St. John presents the means whereby these may be 
held in check. Control of the memory is part of the theme 
of "Ash Wednesday." Control of the understanding consists 
in the refusal of the soul to entertain thoughts of pride, 
covetousness, lust, or the like; that of the will is the 
active endeavor of the soul to confor.m its volitions to 
God's wi ll. 78 The active night ot sense and spirit is a 
preparation tor the dark night or the soul it God should 
lead it into the mystical way. St. John ot the Cross 
points out in these three books of the Ascent of Mount 
Carmel how narrow is the way and how straight the path to 
union, to 
The Single Rose 
The Garden enclosed. 
The "Garden" which is the symbol of the delights of eommunion 
and union with God oom.es to the terminology ot mysticism 
from the Canticle ot Canticles: 
My sister, my spouse is a garden 
enclosed, a9garden enclosed, a fountain sealed ap· •. , 
Let my beloved come into his garden, 
and eat the fruit ot his appl.e trees. I 
am. come ii8o my garden, 0 my sister, my 
spouse ••• 
8~. John ot the Cross in his poem, Spiritual Canticle, 
describes this union or spiritual marriage: 
In order to expound the arrangement 
ot these stanzas more clearly, and to describe the soul's hab tual progress 
ere it come to this estate et the 
Spiritual Marriage, which is the 
78A detailed study ot the purgation ot the will is part 
ot the explication ot Murder in the Cathedra1; that of the 
understanding will be treated in The Cocktail Party. 
79canticle of Canticles, IV, ~2. 
SOibid., V, 1. 
highest ot those that, w1 th the he~p 
of God, we are now to describe, and to 
which the soul has come, it is to be 
noted that first of all it exercised 
itself in the trials and bitternesses 
of mortification, and in meditation •••• 
For even as in the consummation ot 
marriage according to the flesh the two 
become one flesh, even so when this 
Spiritual Marriage bat ween God and the 
soul is consummated, there are ~ 
natures in one spirit and love of God. 
It is as when the light of the star 
or of the candle is Joined and united 
with the sun, so that which shines is 
not the star or the candle, but the 
sun, which has abH!rbed the other 
lights in itself. 
While the following lines seem to hint at this, it is 
vicari ous participation by the protagonist in ~stical 
prayer: 
The Single Rose 
Is not the Garden 
Where all loves end ••• 
End of the endless; ••• 
Speech without word and 
word of no spee.ch 
Grace to the Mother 
For the Garden 82 Where all loves end. 
These ~ines have an internal consistency with the whole 
logical structure of "Ash Wednesday," tor they 1yricise 
the intense joy of conversion. 
Since the symbols of the second poem are diftioult, 
81 Aaoent; ot , Mount Carmel, Book 2; p. 97. 
S2"Aah Wednesday," p. 64. 
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some critics pass over them or do not expJ.ore their full 
significance. All.though L.eavis thinks the three white 
leoparda are "symbols not needing ex~lanation,n83 and 
Miss Gardner that they are not "susce~tible of allegorieell 
interpretation:B4 it is clear th~t a knowledge .of st. John 
of the Cross reveals their anagogical level of meaning. 
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For Unger·"End of the endless/ Journey to no end" is "a 
comment u~on the e.m~tiness · and the lack of spiritual meaning 
which belong to a love w.hich must be forever desiring~$; 
The love, however, that the ~rotagonist describes is; no, 
sublimated sexual desire, but the mystical union between 
God and the soul. · 
When the mystical overtones are fully com~rehended, 
one realizes that in the second poem of "Ash Wednesday" 
Eliot has achieved an almost ~erfeet tension as emot,ions, 
sense perceptions, images, allusions, ideas, and ethic 
insights have been brought into complete interplay. As 
in other works of Eliot a grasp of the whole of the s~bject 
is necessary to comprehend more fully the part, ·so here a 
knowledge that the protagonist thinks he is closer to: God 
than he actually is explains the lyric .of passive prayer. 
83Leavis, New _Bi!aringsi ., p. 123 • · 
84aara.ner, The Art of T. s. Eliot, p. ll4.. 
S5tJnger, "Ash Wednesday," Selected Critique, ·· p. 361. 
Hence he is s.atisfied in the thought that all. lesser l.oves 
have been sacrificed, even the torment of knowing that he 
can never relish God as He deserves. Since the protagonist 
realizes that he who seeks God has found more than a finite 
b:eing can absorb, and has more to pray for than weighted 
words ean bear, he is happily grateful that he has come 
into the Kingdom of God .through the Mother who is the 
mediatrix of all grace, and who will pray for all, "after 
this our exile~" 
After this lyrical expos~tion of prayer, we find that 
the protagonist feels he has suddenly cast off the "old 
man" without much oost: "I turned and saw below," "I l.e1t. 
them twisting," 
At the first turning of the third stair 
was a slotted window ••• 
Distraction, music of the flute, stops 
and the steps of the mind 
over the third stair 
Fading, fading; strength beyond hope and 
despair 
C'lim.bing the third stair. 
Going to God is so easy, for the verve of new conquest 
nerves the soul and subjection of the lower nature to the 
higher is a matter ot willing just once (he thinks}. 
Eliot uses three stairs, since the symbol of stairs 
is an integral part of the apparatus of prayer based in 
all probability on Jacob's ladder: 
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And he saw in his sleep a ladder 
standing upon the earth, and the 
top thereof touching h~a:v. e.n _; · and 
the angels o! Ged ascending and 
descending.S6 
Both St. Bernard and Dante attes-t that it was part of the 
literary pollen in the air during the Middle Ages. 
Kimon Friar states: 
We are reminded that in the purgatorial 
mount the penitents suffer in three 
cycles of Perverted, Defective, and 
Excessive Love comprised of the seven 
circles of the seven deadly sins, in 
the last summit of which, that of 
Carnality Arnaut Daniel burns in 
the refining fire.S7 
E. M. Stephenson, after a discussion with T. s. Eliot on 
November 24, 1943, explains the stairs as they are used 
by St. John of the Cross. Can it be that Eliot directed 
this critic to Allison Peers' four-page index of figures 
used by St. John of the Cross? She has traced this figure 
73 
through all Peers' references. Dante's or Lancelot Andrews' 
stairs or turnings, however, apply more appositely than 
St. John of the Cross' "ladder," or the "Bride" the 
symbol of the soul in its upward movement towa~ds God.gg 
86Gen., XXVIII: 12. 
87Kimon Friar, "Notes," Modern Poetry, American and Britis1l, 
p. 470. 
88stephenson, T.S.Eliot and the Lay Reader, pp. 79-80. 
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Sinee the image of the stairs is central to the third 
poem, it has received much critical attention. What happens 
on the stairs has been interpreted variously. Instead of 
considering the lengthening of the lines as indicative of 
the expansive spiritual joy o:r the protagonist who has met 
his enemies and haa conquered them, Miss Gardner thinks the 
l .onger l.ines are employed to make the reader :reel how 
powerful is the revival. ot the natural man. 89 When 
Miss Gardner contemplates the complexity of the imagerr, 
she explains: 
In the poetry of vision the different 
levels ot meaning cannot be distinguished, 
and an interpretation in one set o:r terms 90 is not simply partial but positively false. · · 
Not only is Miss Gardner correct in this observation, bu~ 
correct also when she says that the poem can be interpre~ed 
on psychological, moral, anci spiritual. levels. Suoh 
-· 
analysis is very close to what st. John of the Cross does 
in the Ascent o:r Mou.nt Carmel when he describes the spiritual 
growth ot mall. A1 though Lea vis does not inelude the word 
religious in his ane.J.ysis of the imagery ot this poem, it 
may well be that these spiritual overtones to~m the larger 
part in the textural pattern: 
89G.ardner, The Art of T. s. Eliot, p. 118. 
90 . 
.!!!!·, p. 119. 
The third poem of the sequence offers 
an admirable example of the way in 
which Mr. Eliot blends the ·reminiscent 
(literary or conventional) in imagery 
with the immediately evocative.91 
The protagonist has climbed the purgatorial mount, and 
every nuance of the section proclaLms it; he is on his 
way, unworthy though he be, to see God. 
75 
In the opening lines of Part IV what st. John of the 
Cross defines as 11 sensible sweetness" overflows ·and makes 
itself felt in the senses of the protagonist and facili-
tates all practice of virtue or resolutions to be prac-
ticed. The presence of God is patent to the senses: 
Who moved among the others as they walked 
Who then made strong the fountains and 
made fresh the springs 
Made cool the dry rock (penance) and made 
firm the sand (shifting desires) 
The blue of larkspur, blue of Mary's colour •••• 
St. J·oJ:m of the Cross cautions concerning a too sensible 
delight in spiritual things: 
And it must be known that, although all 
these things may happen to the bodily 
senses in the way of God, we must never 
rely upon them or admit them, but we must 
fly always from them •••• For it is more 
proper and habitual for God to communicate 
Himself to the spirit. .:B,or the bodily 
91Leavis, New BearLngs, P• 125. 
sense is as ignorant of spiritual things 
as is a beast of rational things and even 
more so.92 . 
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Because the protagonist is close to Mary, he is happy. 
In this fourth poem the Lady is a very important symbol. Some 
critics consider her as a religious symbol, but make no 
attempt to indentify her as the Mother of the Word. Because 
Unger avoids this indentification, he makes her a composite 
of many personalities: Matilda; the last link in a chain 
or symbols; the unspecified visualization of one by whom 
the protagonist should be led to a higher love. His 
final interpretation is Freudian: 
••• she becomes actual in proportion to 
the success of the protagonist in 
sublimating into religious devotion 
the impulses generated by the garden 
God. 93 
Leavis wonders at "the unspecified 'who' and the indeterminate 
syntax" employed by the poet and thinks that there is a 
suggestion of Dante's Beatrice.94 
The critics who have grasped the complete significance 
92Ascent of Mount Carmel, Book 2, pp. 102-103. 
93unger, "Ash Wednesday," Selected Critique, pp. 364-367. 
94Leavis, New .Bearings, p. 127. 
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of the Lady have written lyrically about her. For Miss 
Gardner she is the Lady of the Annunciation who gave assent 
to the message of the angel and bore for mankind the aternal 
Word. 95 While Miss: Drew waits until the l .ast sentence o~ 
her analysis of this section to recognize the Lady as the 
Virgin, her insights into Mary's role in the salvation of 
souls are penetrating: 
Nowhere is the figure ot the Lady so 
'complexly epalescent' as in the beautiful 
fourth poem •••• She is •talking of trivia~ 
things' in her aspect as a real woman, 
but holding within her the divine under-
standing of human sut:rering, and the 
source of all vital refreshment and 
stability •••• The poet beseeches the Lady 
to make it possible to recover the 
spiritual meaning which is •unread' today 
in the older poetry. 96 . . 
Friar sums up the integration of this section through the 
mediation of Our Lady: 
In a series of statements which can be 
either declaratory or interrogative the 
penitent asks the Lady to be mindful or 
his pain and to intercede for hi:m •••• she 
has made the waste Land bearable by 
bringing him to spiritual fountains ••• she 
speaks no word, but acknowledges his 
distress. He prays to her to bring him 
to Jesus.97 
95Gardner, The Art of T. s. Eliot, P• 120. 
9.· 6Drew The . Desire of His Poetra, pp. 110-113. The.ologicaJ.ly 
s eaking Mi~s nrewis enotation ot " ivine" is inace~ate • . Only G~d is divine; our .Lady is a creature and no more div~e than 
the least of creation. 
97Friar, "Notes on Ash Wednesday," Modern Poet.rr_, P• 470. 
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When Matthies.sen places the line, "after this our exil~' in 
98 . its proper context, the Salve Regina, he underscores; the 
truth that the complete poem, "Ash Wednesday," describes . 
the protagonist who wants God and yet knows that paradoxically-
he must find Him during his exile on earth through Mary, the 
Mother of God. Thia section re-emphasizes the revolving 
movement from the vision back to life, and from life to the 
vision. 
Although the protagonist is aware that he must "redeem 
the time," yet the whole intention of this section is joy 
that he is the son of Mary, and hence the brother of Christ. 
In his exhilaration he is ready to do great things for God 
as "the fountain sprang up and the bird sang down." 
Because the protagonist thinks he has escaped now the 
incitements of the flesh, in Part V he muses upon the darkness 
of the spirit in the life of prayer. Silence is the keynote 
of the opening stanza, for the poet knows that one grows 
strong under the pressure of silence, just as the din of the 
waste land enervates. Under the symbol of the spoken word, 
Eliot depicts the working of God in the soul. The Word, the 
Second Person of the Blessed Trinity, is the focal point of 
the. mystical theology of st. John of the Cross who experiences, 
as he relates in the Spiritual Canticle, the Divine love and 
98Matthiess.en, Achievement of T. s. Eliot, p. 119. 
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the Divine pursuit of the Spouse Who is Christ. Eliot also 
emphasizes the Incarnation of Christ, yet the mystery of 
the redemptive Passion is included in "and the Word was 
.made flesh": 
For let this .mind be in you which was 
also in Christ Jesus: Who being in the 
form of God, thought it not robbery to 
be equal with God: but emptied himself, 
taking the form of a servant, being made 
in the likeness of men, and in habit 
found as a .man. He ~ 4umbled himself, 
beeoming obedient unto death, even to 
the death of the cross (Phil., II: 5-S). 
Furthermore, these overtones are part of .the music of Part V, 
so the protagonist regrets the lassitude of those who refuse 
redemption, who, because of the clamor of the appetites 
have "not enough silence": who, on the contrary, would deny 
the voice by drowning themselves in noise. Criticswho 
say that Eliot has caught barrenness, that he euts life 
on a horizontal and not a vertica~ line, impugn also his 
unconcern for goodness in the common man: 
But while I venerate the ascetic. ideal, 
the self-abnegation of the sain~ it 
seams to me incomplete even as a way 
of religion, if one finds in the 
_dedicated life, not merely the supreme 
value, but the only value, if it does 
not give generous recognition to the 
goodness which in fact exists in 
ordinary .m.en •••• 99 
99G. Rostrevor Hamilton, "Tradition and the Sense of 
Man's Greatness," The Tell-Tale .Article. (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1950), p. 93. 
The stanza beginning, 
Will the veiled sister pray for· 
Those who walk in darkness, who 
chose t hee and oppose thee 
would appear to contradict the idea that the protagonist: 
is oblivious to the virtue of others. Were people 
reprobate, what would be the use of asking for mercy? 
Moreover, from a psychological point of view the man who 
has re-formed his life wants all to share his happiness, 
and his experience that happiness comes with virtue. 
Through the plea of the Reproaches of Good Friday, ~o my 
people, what have I done unto thee,~ swells the insistent 
cry for the Lady's mediation in behalf of those who 
epitomize outward goodness blasted by inward betrayal; who 
so 
are afraid to give Christ carte blanche; in behalf of those 
who, though they struggle, are aware of sin's basic at~raotion, 
~the law of my members fighting against the law of my mind" 
(~. VII: 23). And the stricture, 1tQ my people,~ shooks 
the protagonist to the realization that while he is 
soliciting prayers for others, he, too, still feels the 
sting of the flesh. He exteriorizes this in a change of 
attitude, "Although I do not hope to turn again," the 
opening line of Part VI. When he rejoices though "wavering 
between profit and loss" that his wings are unbroken, he 
ignores the truth that they have not been tested completely 
since his renunciation of the past. Certainly, there has 
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been surrender, but as Hugh Kenner remarks, "It is a serious 
falsification to call this an achievement of faith. What 
is achieved is tension.nlOO There is the tug of past 
desires and the acknowledgment of present weakness; the 
nostalgic remembrance of renounced passion struggles with 
the demands of a transcendental love; the dying of the 
wastelander is more exciting than the birth of the new man, 
who nevertheless cries in resonant tones, unheard in Eliot's 
previous poetry, and certainly foreign to modern poetry 
before 1930. 101 Furthermore, Matthiessen (although he 
thinks "Ash Wednesday" is a wholly authentic poem} comments 
in 1947 that it runs counter to the philosophy of cultural 
dialectical materialism: 
The feelings expressea in Ash Wednesday 
furnish grounds for the principal 
contemporary objection to religious 
poetry by denying the present goodness 
and progressive perfectibility of man •••• 
In "Ash Wednesday" the electric shock of the early 
poetry is missing; it is replaced, however, by technique 
that p~rtrays better the persona who has but lately come to 
a new land and who finds that he must learn gradually the 
paths and the by-paths. Like "Prufroek," "Ash Wednesday" 
lOOHugh Kenner, "Eliot's Moral Dialectic," p. 440. 
101Matthiessen, Achievement ofT. s. Eliot, p. 123. 
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is a poem of debate, but Prufroek forgot to ask for help! 
Eliot, however, has begun the purgatorial mount as these lines 
prQve: 
Blessed sister, holy mother, 
Suffer us not to mock ourselves with falsehood 
Teaoh us to sit still 
Even among these rooks •••• 
While Miss Gardner has made some illumiaating 
observations on the concrete images of' "Ash Wednesdar-," and 
particularly on the "blessed sister," she. misses the 
Ul'.l.iveraal pa:btern. Because she appreciates, for the most 
part, the sensibility of Eliot's poetry, it is difficult 
to juxtapose her critical synthesis of' "Ash Wednesday,• 
to her laudatory evaluation of Four Quartets which detail, 
according to the mystical doctrine of' St. John of the Cross, 
what the protagonist has glanced at 1n "Ash Wednesday," 
union with God by the surest road, denudation of self' 
through humility. Miss Gardner thinks: 
Ash Wednesday is the most obscure ot. 
Mr. Eliot's poems and the most at the 
mercy of the temper~ent and beliefs 
of' the individual reader ••• The symbols 
and images he employs have the arbi-
trariness of' the individual's inner 
world, and have hardly emerged into 
the self-explanatory world of art. 
The speaker is not wholly willing to 
share his secret, perhaps because it 102 is still. in part a secret from himself. 
102Gardner, The Art of T. s. Eliot, p. 122. 
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"Ash Wednesday," however, is the presentation of the concrete 
universal, as it delineates a conversion of an individual 
which many may share vicariously. At some point in life 
there has come to all a "seeond spring," whether on a 
natural, intellectual, or spiritual level. By qualitative 
progression Eliot emphasizes religious symbols, the moral 
dialectic, and hae ,_ revaluated. humility as a way of life. 
In poetry and in philosophy this virtue is proving a 
fascinating study. Paul Weiss in his examination of man's 
, 
creative urge, the elan vital of Bergson, bids man 
investigate "adventuresome humility.nl03 Both the natural 
man of Weiss and the persona of "Ash Wednesday" are 
adventurers who progress towards "that which is about to 
come" a.s the Latin "adventurus" suggests. However, Weiss 
holds that the overflow of humility is the gift of a 
superior to an inferior at that point where the neei of the 
latter impinges upon the former. In "Ash Wednesday" the 
burden of the petitions is "after this our exile " "suffer 
- ' 
us " "Teach us " since the protagonist is conscious of a _, _, 
bond that springs from values beyohd those contingent on 
and produced by biological, social, and economic data 
which are arbitrary and shifting. In his chapter on love, 
103Paul Weiss, Man's Freedom. (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1950), pp. 252-265. 
the culminating point of his cultural dialectical materialism, 
Weiss constructs a magnificent torso; for the persona of 
"Ash Wednesday" love is union, too, but union with the 
Head and the members, "Suffer me not to be separated. And 
let my cry come unto thee." Eliot's demand for "factual" 
interpretation holds here; one needs only to be reminded 
that the first line is from the prayers just before the 
Communion of the Mass. Union, as hinted at in "Ash Wednesday," 
is interest in one's fellowman a:s a member of the Mystical 
Body of Christ: 
By doing the truth in charity, we may 
in all things grow up in him who is 
the head, even Christ: from whom the 
whole body, being compacted and fitly joined together, maketh increase unto 
the edifying of itself in eharity.(Eph. IV; 15-16). 
Sacrifice for fellowmen at this level is not condescension 
but a privilege. 
In "Ash Wednesday" Eliot sounds a ·note that will 
deepen. He sees that man, universal man, can grow tired 
of the crackling paradoxes of a philosophy of humanitarianism 
and remain hungry on the spiritual meat of equalitarianism; 
he realizes that the spirit is too mighty to be caught in 
the narrow bonds of matter. So, Eliot turns to the dogma 
and liturgy of the Church for his symbols. He is able to 
find, moreover, an impetus in st. John of the Cross to 
enter more fully into the realms of prayer, one of the 
universal symbols that all men comprehend. For this reason 
Kimon Friar calls ttAsh Wednesdayu: 
A prayer in which the poet., ascending 
the purgatorial mount in penance and 
humility, struggles to purge himself 
ot the world's temptations in order 
to foous his .. mind upon Ged, and prays 
tor the merciful intercession ot OUr 
Lady.l04 
The prayer of the humble pierces the clouds, and he is 
humble who has learned the Del.phian formul.a, KNOW THYSELF. 
H.e knows himself who wishes nei~her to play the :f'ool nor 
the wise man; who prevented by humility from playing the 
wise man, is kept by simplicity and sincerity from playing 
the fool. nAsh Wednesday" is a tenuous step into the dark. 
l.04Friar, "Notes," Modern Poetry: .American and British, 
p. 465. 
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CHAP'l'ER III 
THE ACTIVE NIGHT OF THE SENSES: THE ARIEL POEMS 
Because the Ariel Poems objectify the active night ot 
the senses, they mark a progression beyond WAsh Wednesda7." 
-In the terminology of St. John of the Cross the actiTe 
night of the senses is that period in the spiritual lite 
when the soul finds sanctity more difficult than it has 
anticipated and discovers that it has to struggle to 
attain it. This active discipline of fighting disorderly 
tendencies is necessary, however, to prepare the soul tor 
the ffdark night."· Evelyn Underhill clarifies st. John ot 
- -
the Cross' levels of meaning when he uses the words, ttdark 
night." She warns the reader of the Ascent of Mount carmel": 
st.. John applies the image of darkness 
to three absolutely different things: 
i. e. to the purgation of the mind which 
he calls the "night of sense"; to dim 
contemplation, or the Dionyian "Divine 
Night•; and to the true "dark night of 
the soul," which he calls the "night of 
the spirit." The result has been a great 
deal of confusion in modern writers of 
mysticism upon the subject of the "Dark 
Night. ttl 
Since critics have studied cursorily the influence of St. 
John of the Cross on the poetry of Eliot, there is contus ion 
also in their analyses as they label all mystical elements 
!Evelyn Underhill, Hsticiam. (London: Methuen & 
c.ompany, Ltd., twelfth e~tlon revised, 19)0), p. 354. 
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"the dark night of the soul." Furthermore, they make little 
or no distinction among the various strata, nor even adYert 
to the fact that there are levels. Thus the few critics 
who do examine the influence of St. John of the Cross on 
Eliot simplify the mystical terminology and concepts of the 
Saint. Because of this tendency it becomes necessary to 
point out that the ideas treated by St. John of the Cross 
are as complex as any notion or pattern of notions in the 
poems of Eliot. Indeed, Eliot himself is the best expositor 
of the part that st. John of the Cross plays in the poems 
after "Ash Wednesday," for he remarks in his essay on Pascal 
that 
••• the great mTStics, like St. John 
of the Cross, are primarily tor reader~ 
with special determination ot purpose. 
If any group of poems tells of this "determination o~ 
purpose," it is the Ariel Poems,3 four short plee;es comprising 
"The Journey of the Magi," "A Song for Simeon," "AnimuJ.a," 
and "Marina. ·" · Although the first three of these poems were 
·a-T. s. Eliot, "The 'Pensees• of Pascal," selected Essars, 
Third Edition, (New York: . Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1956 , 
p. 368. 
3The name, Ariel, is not a title given by Eliot. I~ 
was a name given to a series of Christmas poems published 
over a period of years to which Eliot contributed, so it 
is without any particular significance. 
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published before "Ash Wednesday," they are placed after 
-
"Ash Wednesdayr in both the first collection published in 
1936 and in The Complete .Poems and PiaYs .ot ~~ · s~ Eiiot 
in 1952. Because Eliot is a highly conscious artis~, the 
position of these poems is the result of deliberate planning.4 
On an anagogical level these poeas present the active or asceti-
cal approach to God as the protagonist finds that the sensible 
joy experienced in "Ash ·wednesday" is of short duration. 
Since it is more feasible .to look at these poems as a 
composite before analyzing them individually, it can be pointed 
out that in the first three the protagonist struggles to find 
God while the joy experienced in reaching his goal is hidden 
in faith. In the fourth poem the protagonist reaches a 
higher level of the spiritual life as he prepares to pass 
trom the purgation of sense to that of spirit. In the Ariel 
Poems fldistraction, music of the flute, steps of the mind 
over .the t~d stairfl5 return to plague the protagonist •. Gone 
is . . t .he assurance, "This is the land. 1He have our inheritance," 
for he learns that the inheritance is not a gift but a 
reward won by discipline. He realizes too that he will 
· 
4cr. Donald Gallup, T~ s. Eiiot: A Bibliogralhy. 
(New York: Harcourt Bracean<l Company, 1953) Entr es All, 
A9, Al4, Al.7 • 
5ttAsh Wednesday," ·p. 63. 
learn the mystery of eternity only when he has taken care 
to acquire the long lessons of time, one of the most 
important of which is the reasonable demand that he control 
his sensual proclivities. Control includes pur ification 
which is called exterior mortification by most spiritual 
writers, but by St. John of the Cross, the ac t ive night or 
the senses. Not only is mortification the companion of 
the soul at the beginning of its journey to God, but no 
matter how far. it has progresse~ asceticism is necessary. 
Asceticism and prayer are complementary in genuine 
spirituality, and without mortification union with God in 
prayer is an impossibility. Yet mortification does not 
mean spectacular maceration of the flesh nor extraordinary 
penances of the mind; it consists rather in the living 
of an ordinary life motivated by supernatural norms. 
Pain, even in religious terms, is not an end in itself, 
any more than it is the object of a surgical operation, 
tor pain sought for itself deflects the soul from God and 
may foster spiritual pride. Aaceticiam, then, or the 
active night of the senses, is a means. In the fourteen·, 
chapte~· of Book 1 of the Ascent of Mount Carmel St. John 
of the Cross points out the precess of emptying self 
through this active night of the senses. Allison Peers 
tells us that these chapters are the "easiest to understand 
(though they are anything but easy to put into practice) in 
the entire works of st. John of the Cross."6 It may be 
well here to direct the attention to a source of st. John 
of the Cross, since many of the uncompromising principles 
upon which he builds his doctrine of complete detachment 
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from creatures through self-denial are quoted sometimes 
directly from the section on beatitude of St. Thomas Aquinas 
in the Summa Theologica. 0 Grace is the seed of glory," 
St. Thomas writes, and St. John of the Cross,with 
psychological probing~ outlines Christian perfection from 
the moment that the soul strengthened by its habitual 
response to the inspirations of grace first endeavors to 
rise from the earth to seek union with God. Even a curs.ory 
study of these chapters reveals that St. John of the Cross 
omits detailed descriptions of elementary exercises of 
Christianity because he assumes his reader's familiarity 
with t he r udiments of t he spiritual l i fe, and because his 
treat ises are for thos e who have made pr ogress in the life 
or prayer. While the basic idea of St. John of the Cross 
is that prayer is the surest road to God, he means by p·rayer 
not meditation nor contemplation alone, but a complete, 
organic spiritual life which includes al~· the virtues. 
6 
Peers, Introdu'btion , Ascent of Mount c·armel, p. ). 
Since prayer is direct contact with God, Who is eternal 
activity, it manifests itself in the practice of al1 
virtues: love of neighbor, obedience, self-denial, 
humility, and purity of heart, to enumerate but a few. 
Moreover, holiness is organic, so no advance is made in 
one virtue without similarly affecting the others. When 
. the soul grows in prayer, of necessity it is more attuned 
to the i nspirations of the Holy Spirit Wh.o teaches it 
"recta sapere," to relish what is right and just. St. John 
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describes the psychological preparation for a life of Divine 
union or for prayer in its highest form: 
Now the soul ••• is made up of interior 
and exterior senses and of the faculties. 
All these must be free from creature 
impurities in order to be prepared for 
the Divine union. The necessary self-
emptying may be accomplished in two ways: 
by our own efforts, with the habitual 
aid of grace, and by the action of God 
exclusively in which the individual has 
no part whatsoever.? 
The Ariel Poems set in specialized focus the first or 
these two way~ but not all critics examine the poems in 
this light. Elizabeth Drew, who interprets Eliot's poetry 
in Jungian terms finds the Ariel Poems embody different 
aspects of the experience of rebirth, or the discovery ot 
?peers, Introduction, Ascent of Mount Carmel, p. 2. 
a new-focus of existence. She writes: 
They are all visionary, impersonal 
dramatizations of states of feeling 
within 'the dream-crossed twilight 
between -dying and birth.' The 
meaning of the new birth .-is obscure, 
full of doubt, accompanied by pain, 8 not joy, and perplexing in the extreme. 
Such an interpretation would relegate to the realms of 
phantoms the actual throes of the protagonists of these 
poems. The Ariel Poems are rather a gradual awakening to 
the demands of faith, a fluctuation between acceptance 
and rejection of the exigencies of grace. 
Although these mystical implications widen ,.- the texture 
of the Ariel Poems, Eliot has successfully maintained the 
structure or the prose core of each poem. One has only to 
read the complete sermon of Lancelot Andrewes to realize 
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how skillfully in ffJourney of the Magi" Eliot has synthesized 
the account given by the Anglican divine "before the kings 
majestie, at White-hall on Wednesday the XXV of December 
A.D. -MDCXXII Being Christmas Day." Andrewes preached the 
faith of the Wise Men, the confession of their belief, the 
ground of their faith, their coming (having been attracted 
by the Lode-Star) their enquiry, and their final arrival a' 
Bethlehem. With this background it is easier to follow 
Eliot's poem, but the "I" at the end of the poem reveals 
s 
Drew, The Design of His Poetry, p. llS. 
that the old Magus is the objective· correlative ot the s oUl •s 
frustration after such a conversion as depicted in "Ash 
Wednesday." Were the poem to be read only on a literal level, 
it would be no more than a E~ythmie account ot another Wise 
Man. Like the Wise Men the soul starting out on i ts j ourney 
to God does not know Him well enough to motivate its actions 
by 1ove; consequently, faith is the lode-star, but f aith 
softens in no way the hardships that beset the soul. As the 
Magi are prevented on their way bJ the cold, the deep ways, 
and the sharp weather, so the soul experiences spiritual 
dryness ("a cold" coming in the "very dead of winter"·) when 
it settles down to fight sensuous desires. st. John of the 
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Cross writes about the .necessity ot such systematic denudation.: 
Desires weary and fatigue the soul tor 
they are restless and disco~tented children 
who are never satisfied •••• ~ 
Because mortification of t hese desires profits the soul, Saint 
John continues: 
Without this mortification ot the desires, 
I make bold to say, the soul no more achieves 
progress on the road to perfection and to the 
knowledge ot God and of itself ••• tor these 
desires are like cataracts or like mo~es in 
the eye which obstruct the sight until they 
be cast away.lO 
9Ascent of Mount Carmel , Book 1, p. 36. 
10Ibid., p. 43. 
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Whereas in "Ash Wednesday» the persona is confident tha~ 
he has cast off the fascination of the flesh, the protagonist 
in "Journey of the Magi" knows empirically that such 
all.ure.ment is not so easily repressed: 
There were times we regretted 
The summer palaces on the slopes, the 
terraces, 
And the silken girls bringing sherbet.ll 
However, the enemies within his soul are more disturbing. 
Although he can refuse to foll.ow those others "running 
away and wanting their liquor and women,»12 he has difficult!' 
silencing the sirens who murmur to him from the depths of 
his being, how :rutile may be his sacrifice. He succ.eeds in 
escaping the decoy of self-pity as the rhythmical impulse 
proves. "Folly" ends the first stanza and the second 
begins, nAt dawn we came down to a temperate valley." 
Psychologi cally, this phenomenon is exac~ for after a 
severe trial the soul generally experiences a time ot 
consolation. While in this state it is apt to ease its 
tension and to satisfy what appears to be legitimate 
desires. The soul must not do this. This is a cardinal 
tenet in all traditional writers on the spiritual lite, 
and st. John echoes · their teaching: 
All the virtues increase by the practice 
of any one of them, and all the vices 
increase by the practice of any one of 
ll"J"ourney of the Magi," p. 68. 
12Loc. cit. 
them likewise, and the remnants of each 
increase in the soul. And although all 
of these evils are not visible at the 
·moment when the desire is indulged ••• 
yet their evil remnants are clearly 
perceived whether before or afterwards.l3 
If the soul refuses to be sedUQed by its desires, it will 
arrive, like the Magi, at its terminus. Though there may 
be no s ensuous feeling of elation at having sacrific.ed for 
God, yet it experi ences a satisfaction, short-lived as it 
may be, in the fact that it has reached its goal. If the 
Magi found that their joy was not unalloyed, the soul 
discovers that t he goal of its spiritual life has receded. 
God is like any lover, never satisfied; and happiness for 
the one whom God touches is attained only by life-in-death. 
In the "Journey of the Magi" the persona has set his·. 
hand to the plough; there is no reneging, though sanctity 
be hard: 
All this was a long time ago, I remember, 
And I would. d.o it again.l4 
Yet because he is human, he craves certainty. Apparent 
frustration results from the arrival at "Bethlehem," the 
aesthetically effective symbol of any spiritual goa~, but 
the poem describes .the only certainty he can measure: 
This set down 
This: were we led all that way for 
13Ascent of Mount Carmel, Book 1, p. 58. 
14nJourney of the Magi," p. 69. 
Birth or Death? ••• this Birth was 
Hard and bitter agonr for us, like Death, 
our death.l5 
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Although the persona has taken the initiative heoause he 
wants God, he discovers that finding Christ does not admit 
him to a life of ease; on the contrary, a struggle ensues 
to the death of self between the "old man" and the "new." 
The critics who assert that Eliot's poetry exists in a 
spiritual vacuum may discover a partial answer to the 
contrary in the last lines of the poem:· 
We returned to our places, these Kingdoms, 
But no longer at ease here, in the old 
dispensation, 16 
With an alien people clutching their gods ••• 
As the Magi must take up their work again in their own wor~d, 
just so the persona must associate with others, even though 
he is no longer "at ease" in the world and "should be glad 
of another death." Eliot merely hints here at . the gradual 
unfolding of the life of the spirit. Only those who are 
adept can adapt themselves to the world so that they can 
become all things to all men. Sanctity that does not repel, 
but rather attracts the ordinary man, is true holiness whioh 
is rarely attained alone. 
The aesthetic value of this poem to the ordinary reader 
is, no doubt, the universality of the symbol and the facility 
15nJourney of the Magi," p. 69. 
16Loc. cit. 
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with which Eliot punctuates the sparse Gospel narrative. 
He has taken the sermon of an Anglican bishop and modernized 
it. This is twentieth century idiom: "villages dirty and 
charging high prioes.nl7 All Eliot's readers recognize, 
••• a tavern with vine-leav~s over the 
lintel 
Six hands at an open door dicing for 
pieces of sil~er.l8 
Eliot is fumbling to do for the modern reader what he says 
about Lancelot .Andrewes: 
When Andrewes begins his sermon, from the 
beginning to the end you are sure that he 
is wholly in his subject, unaware of 
anything else, that his emotion grows as 
he penetrates more deeply into his subject, 
that he is finally "alone with the Alone," 
with the mystery which ie is s eeking to 
grasp more and more firmly.l9 
If the civiliz.ation for which Eliot writes is tar-removed 
religiously from the seventeenth century, then Eliot's 
choice of the Magus is a pertinent objective correlative 
of the soul struggling towards the "Alone" in spite of a 
natural repugnance to pay the price. Eliot may have had 
this in mind when he wrote almost simultaneously with the 
l?nJourney of the Magi," p. 68. 
18Ibid., p. 69. 
19Eliot, "Lancelot Andrewes," Selected Essays, 
p. 308. 
"Journey of the Magi" in 1929, second Thoughts on Humanism: 
Most people suppose that some people 
because they enjoy the luxury of 
Christian sentiments and the excitement 
of Christian ritual swallow or pretend 
to swallow incredible dogma. For some 
the process is exactly the opposite. 
Rational assent may arrive late, intel-
lectual conviction may come slowly, but 
they come inevitably without violence to 
honesty and nature. To put the sentiments 
in order is a later and immensely difficult 
task: intellectual freedom is ea~lier ~8d 
easier than complete spiritual freedom. 
While not a major poem, "Journey of the Magi" fulfills 
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Ran' Welleck's concept of a genuine poem since it is a potential 
cause of aesthetic experience. 21 Many can enjoy aesthetically 
and conceive ideationally the endeavor of the protagonist to 
organize his life in the pattern of new values. By stressing 
connotations rather than denotations Eliot enhances t~e aesthetic 
value of his unequivocal reiterations to show the comb.at b:st.ween 
the spiritual and the natural: "a hard time we had of it"t 
"that this was all folly"; "but there was no information"; "hard 
and bitter agony for us." If the verse pattern is part of the 
.. .. 
aesthetic and ideational effect, then the wavering of the verse 
could indicate that man objects to the curtailing of material 
enjoyments even though volitionally he is on his way to God. 
20Eliot, "Second Thoughts on Humanism," Selected Essays, 
p. 4.38. 
21_ ' -aen~ Welleck, Theory of Literature. (New York: Haroour~ 
Brace and Company, 1949}, p. 1$1. 
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Moreover, the last line of the poem contains among a group 
of monosyllables only one trisyllabic word which has a 
peculiar force for it softens the finality of the first 
four words, and prepares the reader for the paradox of death 
so prevalent in Eliot's poetry: "I should be glad _of 
another death." Though the tone of the poem is direct, 
conversational, and factual, Miss Dr~w's observation is 
apt: "The dominating feeling, never openly stated, is 
determined faith."22 
Whereas "Journey of the Magi" stresses one aspect ot 
holiness, the growing awareness of the demands of the spi~ 
"A Song for Simeon" emphasizes another, that of Christian 
.. 
weariness in well-doing. In "A Song for Simeon" Eliot's 
symbol is Biblical also, and he paves the way for a renewed 
inteESt in universal symbols instead of private ones, known 
sometimes only to the artist's psychiatrist. Because the 
prot~gonist is an old man, he evokes the memory of Geronti~ 
Each is different: Gerontion epitomiz.es the self-corroding 
evil of the man who evades Christ; Simeon exemplifies 
Christian living which "kept faith and fast, provided for the, 
poor." Yet the Simeon of this poem is weary, and throughout 
there is this leit-motif, "Grant us thy peace .," repeated in 
three of the four stanzas. Peace is the desire of the old 
22cf. Drew, The Design of His Poetry, P·· 119. 
man, for this means the end of struggle and the surcease 
of sorrow. Although Simeon, with the prescience of old 
age, sees the part that suffering plays in man's life, 
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he is too tired to want to continue the battle for holiness. 
While the poem does not relate the meeting of Christ 
and Simeon, nor Simeon's canticle of joy, the Nunc i mittis, 
these are implied in the last two lines, "Let thy servant 
depart/ Having seen thy salvation. 23 Here the note amphasized 
is similar to that struck in the "Journey of the Magi," 
which re-echoes the teaching of St. John of the Cross: 
sensible joy is unnecessary when dealing with God Who seeks 
from the soul union of wi ll, "according to thy word."2~ 
Simeon acknowledges this : 
Not :for me the martyrdom, the aestasy of 
thought and prayer, 
Not :for me the ultimate vision.25 
There is a repressive tone throughout Simeon's musings and 
in this poem a characteristic of Eliot's technique is evident: 
restraint in dealing with religious and mystical experiences. 
In this he differs greatly :from the mystics whose language 
Evelyn. Underhill dea~cribes: 
The language of human passions is ~epid 
and insignificant beside the language in 
23n A Song for Simeon," !"- 70. 
24:i:bid. 
25Loc. cit. 
which the mystics try to tell the splendour 
ot their love. They toroe upon the 
unprejudiced reader the conviction that 
they are dealing with an ardour tar ~gre 
burning tor an Object far more real. 
Because this applies particularly to St. John of the Cross, 
Miss Underhill observes about his language: 
"This man can give lessons to lovers1" 
Arthur Symonds exclaimed in astonishment 
ot St. John of the Cross. It would be 
strange it he could no~; since their 
finite passions are but fee~le symbols 
ot the First and only Fair. 7 
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Eliot has not caught in words the happiness ot Simeon 
"burning tor an Object tar more real," but rather his weari-
ness in combatting the evils ot the world as they impinge 
upon his soul. Henoe, it is not too hard to transfer the 
thoughts ot SiD.eon to the soul in the active night of sense 
working for perfection and desirous of one thing, an end 
to the constant toil in achieving itster.minus, God. · However, 
peace is won by mortification that outs down and sometimas 
out of the soul what is keeping it from God. Eliot describes 
this sword of perfection with other metaphors: 
26 
Before the time of cords, scourges, 
and lamentation 
Grant us thy peace. 
Underhill, Mysticism, pp. 89-90. 
27 . 
Loc. ill· 
Before the stations or the mountain 
ot desolation, 
Before the certain hour of maternal 
sorrow •••• 28 
Perhaps the hardest task of the soul that seeks God is to 
accept. the suffering entailed in the "sacrament or the 
passing moment," to be convinced that sanctity consists 
not in the "martyrdom, the ecstasy of thought and prayer, 
not in the ultimate vision," but in doing the will of God 
here and ~. Like Simeon the soul looks tor God in the 
practice of the corporal works of mercy, tor the measure 
ot the good one does tor others is the measure of the 
soul's union _with God, which is peace. Moreover, on the 
l.02 
literal stratum Simeon desires physical death so that the 
experience or seeing Christ, so short and sweet here on 
earth, may be prolonged in Heaven; on the anagogical, the 
soul is wtlling to die to self because God loves the cheerful 
giver. This is the death that haunts Gerontion's "non serviam," 
the death that the protagonist of "Ash Wednesday" feels he 
has achieved. Paradoxically, the death of the natural man 
is the resurrection of the spiritual man. In his poem, 
"The Living Flame or Love," St. John or the Cross calls 
this type of death, "breaking the web of this sweet 
encounter": 
For it is this web which hinders so 
important a business as this, since it 
28"A Song for Simeon," p. 70. 
is easy to reach God once the obstacles 
and webs which separate us from Him are 
taken away. These webs are three: the 
temporal, which comprises every creature; 
the natural which comprises the operation• 
and inclinations which are p~rely natural; 
the sensual and animal lite. ~ 
10.3 
In ~A Song for Simeon" Eliot has mastered his material 
and has given it a form by emphasizing methods characteristic 
of poetry: the use ot the objective correlative rather 
than the abstraction; of suggestion rather than explicit 
pronouncement; of metaphor rather than direct statement. Since 
structure and rhythm cannot be artificially separatei, the 
lines of the poem are short as they denote Simeon's weari-
ness. They vacillate only when his faith weakens as he looks 
into the future with man's weak vision to see it full ot 
chtmeraa. Although trust in God is his defense against what 
the future holds, in the last stanza it is not the tir.a con-
fidence of the four short words he has prayed previously, 
"Grant us thy peace." The imperative give• way to the sub-
'• junctive, "Let the Infant, the still unspeaking and unspoken 
Wori/ Grant Israel's consolation.".30 Words and metrics 
catch again the lack of sensible joy as a period flattens 
the normal exhilaration and delight which Simeon suppresses, 
so intent is he upon and so content is he wita 
29 ... . 
Living ~lame of Love, Vol. III, p • .3~ • 
.30nA Song for Simeon," p. 70. 
God's Will. Alliteration and anaphore emphasiz.e the, ennui 
of the old man, the objective correlative of a soul 
spiritually weary: 
I am tired with my own life and the lives 
of those after me, 
I am dying in my own death and the deaths 
of those after me.Jl 
Since the poem terminates on a note that expresses neither 
joy nor sorrow, one may almost say that it does not end; it 
peters out, a strange ''Nunc Dimi ttis." Knowledge and 
appreciation of an author's allusions are the. price that 
he charges a reader for entrance into the treasure house 
of his thought. Here, then, is the d.eliberate attempt o:f 
Eliot to tone down the Gospel joy, because joy is of short 
duration when it comes from sensible delight. Simeon, like 
the Magi, is ready for death; on a literal level, it is 
physical death; on the mystical level, it is death to the 
senses that the soul must undergo to live by faith, or the 
active night of the senses. Vlhatever the level, with Eliot's 
last l i ne, "Having seen thy salvation," the poem. closes in 
a muted threnody. 
In a "Song for Simeon" and the "Journey o:f the Magi" 
Eliot isolates one event in the soul's progress towards God 
that by visible manifestations he may illumine invisible . faith. 
"Animula," unlike the first two Ariel Poems, describes the 
3lnA Song for Simeon," P.· 70. 
spiritual growth of the soul as Eliot follows 
St. Thomas Aquinas in comparing it to a child. Because 
of this symbol Matthiessen believes the opening lines are 
the none full expression he has .made of the nature of 
childhood.n32 Matthiessen's remark is only tangential to 
1.05 
a critical analysis of "Ani.mula," that has guided subsequent 
critics. Miss Drew follows Matthiessen in placing the origin 
of the poem in "Purgatorio": 
The quotation at the opening is from 
the sixteenth canto of the "Purgatorio" 
where Marco Lombardo discourses to Dante 
on the need for spiritual law vested in 
the Church to guide the innocent and 
childish soul into full de~elop.ment.33 
Not only did Dante supply the first line, but one would ~ot 
be too far afield to claim that Eliot has simply .modernized 
this section of the "Purgatorio." The lines in Dante that 
Eliot paraphrases are in extenso: 
From the hands of him who wistly loves her, ere 
She is, forth comes, like a child frolicking 
That now weeps and now laughs without a care, 
The little, the innocent ~oul that knows nothing 
Saving that, sprung from a Creator's joy, 
She goes to her own joy and there loYes to cling. 
Ravished at first with good that's but a toy, 
Still runs she back bewitoht to the fond bower 
If no guide turn her from delight's decoy. 
32Matthiessen, The Achievement of T. s. Eliot, p. 76. 
33Drew, The Design of His Poetry, P~- 124. 
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Needs then that law bridle her wayward hour 
And that she have a king who may far-eft 
Discern of the true city at least the tower. 
The laws are: but what hand puts them to proof?34 
Eliot, then, describes the soul in terms of organic growth: t.he. 
s.ensuous, irresponsible joys of childhood, the baffling, 
bewildering complexity of adolescence, and the costly 
ineffectual experience of old age. He is writing about 
man, a free agent, who works out his salvation, who redeems 
the time. In the language of St. John of the Cross the 
soul in Animula is beginning its spiritual life, in the 
active night of the senses, as the child is in the physical, 
ttbetween the legs of tables and chairs.n35 Since he is 
trying to demonstrate that growth in holiness is organic, 
Eliot's symbol is e,s" good as far as it goes. When the soul. 
first determines to lead a life of holiness, it is the 
plaything of its desires; it moves slowly and painstakingly, 
unaware of the narrowness of its horizons as it rises or 
falls, as it grasps at kisses or toys. Since the soul is 
young in its pursuit of perfection, it undertakes great 
spiritual projects, but it is forestalled by the least 
opposition,and desires comfort either in natural contacts 
34The Divine Comedy, Paolo Milano, editor; 
Lawrence Binyon, verse translator. (New York: the Viking 
Press, 1952), p. 269. 
35ttAnimula," p. 70. 
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or in sensible consolation in prayer. Eliot presents this 
last attitude: 
Eager to be reassured, taking pleasure 
In t he fragrant brilliance of the 
Christmas tree, 
Pleasure in the wind, the sunli.ght 
and the sea; ••• 
Confounds the actual and the fanciful, 
Content with playing-cards and kings 
and queens. 
Vlhile all the parts of this picture may be separated and 
examined individually, in the total work they connote the 
alluring brightness that tempts the soul away· from its 
search for God. As these constitue the ornaments of the 
spiritual life, the soul tries to substitute them for God. 
No doubt consolation, that is, delight in holy things, is 
a reward God may give the soul to draw it to a higher state; 
but too often the soul is waylaid by this consolation when 
it seeks spiritual joy too avidly. As long as the soul desires 
the consolation of God instead of the God of consolation, 
it is spiritually atrophied, and will remain so until it 
deliberately tries to control by mortification the exigen-
cies of even its spiritual desires. St. John of the Cross 
cautions against the wiles o~ the devil and the bewitchery 
of trifles: 
Avoid attachment and thou shalt flee 
the devil and from the evils which thou 
knowest not ••• . And it ·thou observe not 
this caution in little things and in 
great ••• thou canst not37.ail ••• to · be deceived by the devil. ' 
Tne sincere soul, however, will not remain entangled 
in the playthings of the child. Like St. Paul it will say 
eventually, "When I was a child, I spoke as a child, I 
understood as a child, I thought as a child. But when I 
became a man, I put away the things of a child~ 1 ' (I Cor. 
XIII: 11). Eliot dramatizes the struggle involved in the 
passing from spiritual childhood to spiritual adolescence, 
that is, from the purgative to the illuminative way. I~ 
is not so easy as the Scripture would seem to indicate: 
The heavy burden of the growing soul. 
Perplexes and offends more, day by day; 
Week by week, offends and perplexes more 
With the imperatives of "is and seems" 
And may and may not, desire and control. 
The pain of living and the drug of dreams 
Curl up the smal~ soul in the window seat 
Behind the Encyclopedia Britannica.38 
The poet here contemplates the reluctance of the soul as 
10.8 
the demands of God become more persistent. Because the soul 
is more conscious of t hem, these appear more inopportune. 
Eliot in these lines has underscored a pertinent modern 
dilemma. Which is easier, to escape from or to live the 
37st. John of the Cross, "Cautions," Vol. III, 
pp. 22)-224. 
38
"Animula," p. 71. 
law of God? The use of' the Encyclopaedia Britannie:a is 
ironic; narcotics in our modern age include many things 
besides marijuana and heroin. The soul in the connotations 
of "Animula" cam isolate itself from God effectively by 
numbing its spiritual sense with any kind of' sedative. There 
is an added sardonic overtone, for the modern mind, seeking 
its satisfaction in the realm of the intellect, possesses 
knowledge that is as unintegrated sometimes as the entries 
in the Encyclopaedia. 
"Animula" describes vividly the effect of' time upon 
the soul that goes back to God "irresolute and selfish," 
ready for the Purgatorial Mount where Dante learned about 
the simple soul. Obviously, the poem is not concerned with 
the "waste land" type of soul who has repudiated God, bu~ 
with the soul that did not liYe up to its high vocation, 
since the papers are "disordered,". not worthless; the room 
is "dusty," not decayed. The soul at war with itself 
discovers peace only in dying. This dying, now, may be 
literal or physical death, so the soul prepares with "viatio~"; 
it wants to ~ee God, so it is willing to suffer the pains 
of' Purgatory. Dante describes this type of soul in Canto 
XXVI on the Mount where sex perversion is purified by fire: 
Far as they could, then, certain of 
them went, 
Towards me, still watohtul not to 
issue out 
There where the burning would not 
more torment.39 
llO 
Yet, this dying may be purification here on earth which 
Eliot makes an integral part of all his poetry. This 
purification progresses from low to higher levels. In the 
words of st. John of the Cross, it is not complete without 
passive purification, or the passive night of the spirit, 
the last trial that the mystic undergoes before union with 
God. The soul is far . from this state in ~Animula" as it 
is only co.mmenc ing the weeding out of its sensual d.esires, 
or as the Saint John would say, "dying to live." Part of 
this living is an awareness of others and concern for their 
salvation. Eliot may have observed this in the "Purgatorio." 
for here Dante tells of the interest and joy of the suffering 
souls when one of their number is released to go to Paradise. 
In this ease it is Statius: 
Hence didst thou feel the earthquake 
. and thereon 
The pious spirits here around us praise 
The Lord, and may be speed them upward 
soon.40 · 
Whatever the source, the last stanza of the poem recalls 
~Ash Wednesday," for "Guiterriez., Boudin, and Floret" may 
be among those ~ho ar~ terrified and cannot surrender.41 
39The 'Divine Comedy, p. 322. 
40rbid., p. 296. 
4l"Ash Wednesday," p. 66. 
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They need prayers, as does the "little soul" willing to 
undergo the active night of the senses to be born into 
the active night of t he spirit. 
Elizabeth Drew notes correctly that the lines of the 
poem are sustained, poetic statements. Eliot has varied 
the flowing, supple verse by innumerable changes of stres8 
and of the number of syllables to the line. There is a 
dignity to the verse ; the rhyme, though separated, knits 
the thoughts. · Although Eliot will shorten his line, the 
philosophical tone of "Animula" will become more profound 
in the Four ~uartets. 
There is another aspect of the simple soul not included 
in "Animula," but wh i ch is part of the picture of the 
passive night of the spirit in the opening lines of "Burnt 
Norton": 
Go, said the bird, for· the leaves were 
full of children, 
Hidden excitedly, containing laughter. 
Since the simplicity of spiritual childhood is learning 
through faith what children practise through i~nocence, 
it is an "open sesame" to the realms of prayer, and our 
twentieth century can boast of an outstanding example of 
this simplicity of t he children of God. Whether or not 
he was conscious of this fact when he wrote "Animula," the 
canonization of a young girl, Therese of Li8ieux, a 
Carmelite like St. John of the Cross, was creating much 
comment. Interest in this nun, twenty-four when she died, 
has grown during the years, and much literature has been 
written to explain what she called her "little way." 
Actually, it is but living the counsel, "Unless you become 
as little children, you shall not enter the kingdom of 
Heaven (Matt., XVIII: 3). St. Th~rese outlines spiritual 
childhood in the following ex~ract: 
T.o remain little is to recognize: 
one's nothingness, to expect everything 
fro.m. God •••• 
Even among poor people, as long as 
the child is quite small, they give him 
what he needs; but as soon as he has 
grown up, his father no longer wishes 
to feed him ••• I have not wished to grow 
up, since I feel .myself incapable of 
earning .my living, the eternal life of 
heaven •••• 
To be little also means not to 
attribute to oneself the virtues that 
one practises ••• but it .means recognizing 
that God places this treasure of virtue 
in the hand of His little child •••• 42 
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In an age of egoism, complexity, and schizophrenia, 
such naivet~ is meaningful. This simplicity, however, was 
joined to a will steeled to sacrifice "little" things 
constantly. In Four ~uartets Eliot will write about this 
simple childlikeness, and mark how costly its attainment is. 
42The History of ? soul, Autobiography of Therese of 
Lisieux, T. N. Taylo~, · ~ranslator, (New York: P. J. Kenedy, 
1912), pp. 227-228 . 
"Marina" is a step towards this, but it is closer to 
the pattern set by " .. !Ulimula." The poem may be considered 
as the bridge between the active night of the senses and 
the active night of the spirit. "Ash Wednesday" focuses 
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the protagonist as one in love with God, and so enthusiasti~ 
in his acceptance of God's law that with one sweep of the 
will he ejects from his life all that is not God. In "Uh 
Wednesdat'this repudiation is facile; it weighs upon the 
soul only when the rejection becomes not the finality of a 
gesture, but the slow hacking of habits that are riveted 
to self with metal bolts. Hence, the natural and true 
reaction which Eliot puts on the lips mf the old men, the 
Magus and Simeon; so, too, the presentation in "Animula" 
of the ideal and actual state of the soul. 
A study of the literal stratum will elucidate the 
s:ymbols of the poem. The speaker is Pericles, a prince, 
who has discovered his daughter Marina. Miss Drew quot.es 
Eliot's comments on these two characters: 
In an unpublished address (given at 
the EdinburghUniversity in 1937) on 
"Shakespeare as Poet and Dramatist," 
Eliot writes: 'To my mind the .finest 
of a.ll "recognition scenes" is Act V: i 
of that very great play Pericles. It 
is a perfect example of the "ultra-
dramatic," a dramatic action of beings 
wko are more tkan kuman ••.• It ia the 
speech of creatures who are more than 
human, or rather aeen in a licht more 
than that of tay.t43 
"While one may heaitate to accept Eliot'a tictwa respecting 
the greatness of Per~ole•, the statement of "beings who are 
more than human" is illuminating. 
Miss Drew has devoted more space to the analysis of 
this poem than .to the others of the Ariel group because 
it exemplifies better her Jungian approach, and she expounds 
the poem in these terms . It is not the Christian Nativity, 
Miss Drew comments, that brings this sense of emotional 
security, but a very different scene, that of Pericles 
finding his daughter. Her explanation is in the idiom 
of Jungian psychology: 
••• the revelation of the beginning of 
a new spiritual experience is usually 
heralded by the appearance in dreams of 
some sort of miraculous child, symbolizing 
the new potentiality for growth and 
development rhieh was awakened in the 
unconscious. ~ 
For Miss Drew the poem is the only purely joyous poem Eliot · 
has written. She may be right in this interpretation, but 
she creates considerable doubt whenshe states that the 
source of this joy is the release from the confinement 
43 . Drew, The Design of His Poetry, p. 127. 
44 Loc. cit. 
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(Miss Drew's italics) of the religious context. With 
Matthiessen she believes that the poem tells ot a "purified 
45 
vision" ot later lite. For her, however, the joy of the 
"purified Tision" is a material not a transcendent value. 
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~arina" read either on the literal or anagogioal level is an 
actuality, not a vision. The literal meaning is easy to under-
stand. Pericles has lost his daughter; he has been told 
that she is dead; unexpectedly he recovers her after he has 
struggled much and after he has lost s~e of his confidence 
in his own integrity and in his ability to handle the decisions 
of life. When one translates the literal meaning into the 
anagogioal, the poem describes a higher level ot holiness, and 
it reveals .the protagonist ready to leave the active purgation 
of sense, the way ot asceticis.a or exterior mortification, to 
embark upon the active night of spirit, the way of interior morti-
fication or of faith. The protagonist recognizes that through 
mortification he has begun to control, not stifl~ (really, he 
never does this) the sensuous or animal part of hi s nature. 
In the second last chapter of the Ascent of Mount Carmel, 
Book 1, where St. John describes the active night of sense, 
he explains with great detail the line, "Kindled 
45 
Matthi e s sen, The Achievement ofT. S. Eliot, p. 150. 
in love with yearning": 
The soul says ••• it passed through this 
dark night of the sense and came out 
thence to the union with its Beloved ••• 
For in order to conquer all the desires 
and to deny itself the pleasures which 
it has in everything ••• it would be 
necessary to experience another and 
greater kindling by another and better 
love, which is of its Spouse.46 
llL6 
In traditional spiritual terminology this "greater kindling" 
is growth in the love of God, and the interpretation of 
"Marina" as the link between the active night of sense and 
spirit is more apposite than its interpretation in terms 
of Jungian psychology. 
In nMarina" Eliot gathers and epitomizes all of his 
previous poetry. Here, as in "Ash Wednesday," and more 
particularly in the "Journey of the Magi," sensual im.agas 
return to haunt the soul. The second stanza of "Marina" 
is "The Waste Land" the.m.e, but without the latter's 
immediacy of chaos and drought. The covetous, who sharp~ 
the tooth of the dog; the proud, who glitter with the glory 
of the humming bird; the mediocre, who sit in the sty of 
contentment; ' the lustful, who suffer the ecstasy of animals--
these pictures are flashed upon the screen of the persona's 
mind, but they "become unsubstantial." The importunity of 
46Ascent of Mount Carmel, Book I, p. 64. 
the blood has been lessened by grace. Decidedly, there are 
mystical overtones in the stanzas: 
What is this face less clear and clearer 
. The pulse in the arm, less strong and 
stronger--
Given or lent: more distant than stars 
and nearer than the eye 
Whispers and smal~ laughter between 
leaves and hurrying feat 
Under sleep, where all waters meet.47 
Since "Marina" is truly neither the active .night of 
the senses nor the active night of the spirit, it is, 
.therefore, midway between "Ash Wednesday" and Murder in 
the Cathedral. In the opening chapter of Book 2, in whioh 
he discusses the active night of the spirit, St. John of 
the Cross distinguishes between these two levels of the 
spiritual life: 
For, however dark a night may be, 
something oan always be seen, but in 
true darkness nothing can be seen; and 
thus in the night of the sense there 
still remains some light, for the 
understanding and reason remain, and 
are not blinded. But this spiritual 
night, which is faith, deprives the 
soul of everything, both as to under-
standing and as to sense.4S 
47nMarina," p. 72. 
48As.oent of Mount Carmel, Book . 2, p. 68. 
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Be·oause the protagonist has placed his security in God 
and not in the consolations of God, as he did in "Animula," 
he is able to experience, though intermittently, the joys 
of prayer: 
Whispers of smal1 laughter between 
leaves, and hurrying feet 
Under sleep, where all the waters meet.49 
After this experience the protagonist can look calmly at 
his ship of life. Miss Drew holds that the ship is part 
of the "unaccountable pattern of dream •••• The sea-world 
and the dream-world meet. ,,50 If it is only this, then 
the protagonist has had an abortive vision which has 
excited vain joy. In the light of what Eliot has done in 
his poetry up to this work, and in the light of the l .iterary 
object in se, a better interpretation may be that the 
battered ship is the past life of the protagonist, a life 
broken by sin. No over-confidence, sometimes born of pride, 
bursts through the lines ~ rather there is a calm assurance v 
that bespeaks a truer knowledge of self won through repeaired 
failures. The protagonist sees, "the garboard strake leaks, 
the seams need caulking," but he is undisturbed. He knows, 
now., that all he must do is to acknowledge , "mea culpa ••• :!!!!!. 
maxima culpa:.·-" On the adamant foundation of hum.i1itr that 
49
n Marina," p. 72. 
50Drew, The Design of' His Poetry, p. 130. 
has been tried and knows at length its own weakness, he 
can build again, so he exults: 
Resign my life for this life, my speech 
for the unspoken, 
The awakened, lips parted, the hope, 
new ships. 51 
The first and last lines of the poem are practically 
identical. Eliot does nothing haphazardly. "The grey 
rocks" have become "granite islands towards his timbers." 
He can sail, even through suffering, for he is armed with 
I 
the strength that helps him cast out all images but the 
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song of the bird calling through the dark, symbol of union 
with God through faith. The "old eagle" of "Ash Wednesday" 
is poised, getting ready for his flight into the dark night 
of faith • . 
"Marina" is a meaningful poem read on any level. Eliot 
experiments with line length and sound patterns. He has 
evoked a sea-girt pastoral and the verse recedes and flows. 
The very length of the alternate lines of stanza two 
accentuates the monosyllablic verse, "Death," that carries 
the burden of the stanza. Eliot leaves no marg~n for 
disregarding the importance of the word. This is a joyous 
poem, but it is joy pressed down; is Eliot afraid that the 
overflow may empty the ~essel? 
5l"Marina," p. 73. 
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Each of the four poems of the Ariel group has a 
trajectory of its own though it belongs in a larger pattern. 
For Elizabeth Drew the pattern is the discovery of a new 
focus of natural existence, and the images illustrate, 
••• how the poetic imagination as in 
dreams, images already deeply felt, 
and active as symbols of great psychic 
importance, can rearrange themselves 
into a new constellation, as it were, having 
a completely new intensity of value and 
significanoe.52 
This is very true, and Miss Drew, although she does not 
move farther than Jungian myth, underscores the part the 
poems play in the Eliot that is "all of a piece." These 
poems depict the protagonist's search through doubt, 
through toil, through awareness of human frailty, and 
through suffering for happiness which he thought had been 
his for the desiring. 
Each of the poems marks a step forward on the via 
spirituale, and each indicates a lessening in se~f-oonfidence 
and an increase in the awareness of "this face, less clear 
and clearer," until the protagonist enters the active night 
of the spirit, ntha.t proximate means of ascending to union 
with God which is faith.,53 "Ash Wednesdayn with its 
52nrew, The Design ot His Poetry, p. 128. 
53Asoent of Mount Carmel, Book 2, p. 66. 
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new-born joy hides the actual weakness of self, and glosses 
the pain that must attend any growth in holiness. The first 
three Ariel Poems disclose the discouragement that 
accompanies any soul on its way to God, f'or the way is lo,ng 
and human nature so prone to evil and weariness. The soul 
keeps on, and "Marina" proves that it has controlled its 
desires by asceticism. Eliot's Ariel Poems have a deeper 
meaning than that suggested by the Jungian concept of the 
collective unconsciousness; they have roots in Book 1 of' 
the Ascent of Mount Carmel by st. John of' the Cross. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE DRAMATIZATION OF THE ACTIVE NIGHT OF THE SPIRIT 
Very few students of T. s. Eliot's drama have pointed 
out specifically the impact upon it of the contemplative 
doctrine of St. Johh of the Cross. Like Matthiessen, 
critics of the 1930's and 1940's have examined the drama 
either to underscore its relation to the poetry, or to 
evaluate Eliot's contribution to the revival of verse 
drama. With the coming of 1950 there is a realization 
that the drama has an autonomy of its own, even though it 
is part of the larger plan, of the Eliot that is "all of 
a piece." St. John of the Cross has his place in Eliot's 
drama and Vivian de Sola Pinto remarks on the epigraph of 
Sweeney AgOn~stes; "Hence the soul cannot . be possessed of 
the divine union, until it has divested itself of the love 
of created beings.--st. John of the Cross."1 For Pinto the 
mystical doctrine of St. John of the Cross is integral to 
the aesthetic effect of Sweeney Agonistes, and hence the 
spirit of Eliot's dramatic art in this play is against the 
spirit of the age: 
••• Life is death. This is the final 
point reached in his explanation of 
the destructive element. The love of 
1sweeney Agonistes, P• 74. 
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creative things leads to a life 
i ndistinguishable from death. It 
is a ~ondertL."la~i?n of t~e v.;rhole 
hllinan1 s t trad1t1on •••• 
The dr ruaa of T. S . Eliot, like his poetry, finds its 
roots in attitude s and beli efs. All that ha s been s a id 
about ·'The Vlaste Land :t can be repe a ted ab out Sweeney 
Agonistes, for this "melodrama" is the drar.aatization of 
the boredom of the modern world, while The Hock emphasizes 
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that silence VJhi ch 11 Asll ~>Jednesday" praises . These t wo dramatic 
wor ks of J:l i ot do not r e (_luire the detailed study that Murder 
in t he Cathedral, The Family Reunion, and The Cocktail Party 
do, for t he l ast three plays present a step forward in the 
life of t he soul , per sonifi ed dramatically by Thomas Be cket, 
Henry Monchensey and Celia Co~Jplestone. 
St. John of the Cross characterizes this step forward as 
the a ctive ni ght of the s pirit. At the beginning of t he purga-
t i ve ray , t he active ni ght of the senses , the soul i s occu )ied 
i n era dicati ng the fungi of sinful proclivities whi ch are cut 
down and sometime s cut out slowl y and i m) ercepti bl y . .As the 
soul corresponds more f aithfully with gr a ce, it receives additional 
light t o penetrat e the dark recesses of the memory, mind , and will 
in order to cleanse t hem from any self-seeking . The soul ha s 
controlled its sensual desires and ha s its spiritual f a culties in 
2Pi nto , Crisis i n English Poet ry, p . 177. 
focus in the a ctive ni ght of the s pirit vvhich is described 
to a gre ater or less degree in Murder in the Cathedral, The 
Fanlily Reunion , and The Cocktail Partv . In t_1ese Eli ot 
experi ments with a medium which he calls 11 vers e drana ." 
As early as 1920 Eliot examined the possibility of 
poetic drama for the modern stage in an essay , "Rhetoric 
and Poetic Drama," included in his first book of critical 
essays, The Sacred Hood. Eliot is concerned with t he 
subject again in Homage to John Drvden (19 24 ) since the 
s event e enth century poet has much to s s y on the matter both 
a s a critic and a pr acticing dr amatist. During the years, 
1920-1924, Eliot wrote about drama a s a 11 historical critic" 
and not as a pr actitioner , and J ohn Crowe Ransom who gives 
him this title defends it: 
If the title conferred upon him seems 
quaint, I mean the formality to stand 
for the fact t hat he is learned in the 
precise learning of the scholars, a 
Pharisee of the Pharisees.) 
Yet Eliot beclline interested in the writing of drama early 
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in his care er for in October 192 6 and in January 1927 he wrote 
for The Criterion t he two parts of Sweeney •gonistes. In 1932 
he prepared almost siQultaneously for the press t wo works closely 
connected, "A Di alogue on Dramatic Poetry" included in Selected 
Essays which was published in October, and Sweeney .t-l.gonistes, 
3John Crowe Ransom. , u r.; . S . Eliot: The Historical Critic,n 
Selected Criti Que, p . 53. 
released the following December. In the "Di alogue" Eliot 
compares verse to prose as a dramatic medium: 
The tendency of prose drama is to 
emphasize the ephemeral and superficial; 
if we want to get at the permanent and 
~niversal4we tend to express ourselves 1n verse. 
Since the mediwn is integral to Eliot ' s dramatic techni que, 
the fact that he wrote Sweeney Agonistes in verse indicates 
his belief that his work deals with the universal, in 
contradistinction to the prose drama bequeathed to him. As 
12.5 
he exami ned the plays of Ibsen , Pinero , Jones, and Shaw, he 
found they lacked the depths he sought for they vvere one-sided. 
They posed ~uestions, graphically and realistically, but 
made little effort to answer the s e in other than material 
terras. Eliot in his drama asks the s ame question that has 
been written in large letters throughout his poetry, "What 
satisfies man emotionally, intellectually, and s piritually?" 
He appears to find one answer to his question in the mystical 
doctrine of St . John of the Cross which Eliot at his best 
dramatizes with sharpness of perception and detail, with 
4Eliot, "'A Dialogue on Dr amatic Poetry ," Selected 
Essays , p . 34. 
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continuity of effect and reference. Those who ridicule 
or praise the mysticism in Th& Cocktail Party find it in 
the early dramatic efforts. 
We have already seen the influence of St. John of the 
Cross upon the poetry of Eliot. Saint John of the Croas has 
little impact on the de-ordinated love or the 'waste land' 
cycle. When the protagonist begins to order his love in 
"Ash Wednesday~" the inf"luence of St. John of the Cross is 
evident, and even more particularly, it reveals itself in 
the Ariel Poems when he finds that the wish is not father 
to the act. Because the essence of mysticism transcends 
the poetic as well as the dramatic blueprint~ any analysis 
. . 
of its manifestations is inadequate. st. John of the Cross 
finds the same difficulty as an artist in actualizing the 
ideal conceived in 1he mind: 
Of that breathing of God which is f'ull 
or blessing and glory and or delicate 
love for the soul~ I should not wish to 
speak~ neither do I desire to speak; for 
I see clearly that I cannot say aught 
concerning it; and that, were I to speak 
of it~~it would not appear as great as 
it is._;} 
While heights like this are the summation of the drama of 
love, the beginning is the conf"lict between the Spirit of God 
5T,he Living Flame, Vol. III, p. 216. 
and the soul: 
Between the desire 
And the spasm ••• 
Falls the Shadow •••• 
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When the soul chooses the better part, because it "does not 
wish to turn again," there ensues the rising action as the 
soul enters into itself to see what manner of being it is. 
The clime.% comes when the soul aware of its own impotency 
refuses to rest in a ple·bhora of self-suggested aphorisms. 
It eocults in a renunciation of the ego, "For T.hine is the 
Kingdom." The end of the drama is God's acceptance of the 
gift of the soul. such knowledge of mysticism, outlined 
here in dramatic terms, is necessary to comprehend fully 
what Eliot has contributed to the field of drama. He has 
written a prologue, Sweeney AgOnistes; a pageant, The Rook; 
a morality play, Murder in the Cathedral; a drawing room 
comedy, The Family Reunion~ and a Lo·ndon and Broadway success, 
The Cocktail Party. At this writing The Confidential Clerk 
is opening in Boston. 6 
At first glance Sweeney Agonistes, Eliot's first essay 
into the field of drama, may seem out of place in a oonsidera~ 
tion of .mysticism in his drama. sweeney is simply saying in 
dialogue what the poem, "The Hollow Men," sang so mournfully. 
6January 25:, 1954. 
What is the difference between the thought expressed by 
Sweeney to Doris: 
Nothing to hear but the sound of the surf. 
Nothing at all but three things •••• 7 Birth, and copUlation, and death ••• 
and the lines in "The Hollow Men"? 
This is the dead land, 8 
This is the cactus land. 
Eliot himself, hovvever, draws attention to St. John of the 
Cross in the epigraph to Sweeney Agonistes. He juxtaposes 
the Furies haunting the prot agonist, with a remedy, the 
curtailing of desires: 
Orestes: You don't see them--you don't--but 
I see them: they are hunting me down , 
I must move on.--Choephoroi 
Hence the soul cannot be possessed 
of the divine union, until it has divested 
itself of the love of ~reated things. --
St. John of the Cross. . 
Sweeney Agonistes looks back to the early poetry as it 
recalls Sweeney's Sale world, for the drama of Eliot 
begins, too, in an inferno. Since the inhabitants of the 
modern hell are bl.inded by the sulphurous smoke of 
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material things , that conceals from them their s piritual blind-
ness, they "wait for a knock and the turning of the lock" for 
?sweeney Agonistes, p . 80 . 
8
"The Hollow Men, " p. 57. 
9 . Op . cit. , p . 7 4. 
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the "hangmantt10 who waits outside the door. Sweeney .Agonistes , 
moreover, is the proxi mate dramatic preparation for "Ash 
VJ'edne sday" that poem recording the resolutions of the protag-
onist vvho did "not hope to know again/ The inf irm glory of 
the posi tive hour. " Through the cra Dks of the boredom of a 
wastel ander swept the strong wind of humility, and he thought 
that the clutter of his life blew before its irresistible 
truth. Only horror, however, permeates Sweeney ~gonistes. 
There is a present ation of materialistic philosophy which is 
so callously brutal that the transcendent value s of "Ash 
"~Nednesday" are a relief. In the drama t here i s no surge of 
the spirit a s in the last lines of "Ash V!ednesda y": 
Suffer us not to mock ourselves with 
falsehood 
Teach us to care and not to care 
Te a ch us to sit still 
Even among these rocks11 Our peace is His will . 
In Sweeney Agonistes the soul has not divested itself of the 
love of material goods so it is not prepared to appreciate the 
happine s s of a house at re s t: 
I v·rent, none seeing me , 
Forth from my house1~here all things quiet be. 
Sweeney i~onistes, however, r eq_uires little exe gesis. 
One can observe in this exami nation what Eliot has done 1vi th 
10sweeney Agonistes, .P • 8.5 . 
11
"Ash VTednesda y, 11 .P · 67. 
12
.A.scent of Mount Carmel, Book 1, p . 10 
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the poetic theme he explored in "The Waste Land." 
Unfortunately, Eliot uses Sweeney as the protagonist, 
though one may wonder what Sweeney in the play has to do 
with Sweeney in "Sweeney Erect." The former is a thinker 
who makes Doris some cosmic observations about life, 
death, and sex. Sweeney adds up the material things that 
mean comfort for Doris: 
There's no telephones 
There's no gramaphones 
There's no motor cars 
No two-seaters, no six-seatrrs, 
N Citroen, no Rolls-Royce. J 
Because Swe:eney knows Doris, he can :repeat with a flat 
statement her repudiation of a life without these material 
objects. "You'd be bored," he states. Sweeney himself 
is so steeped in materialism that he will not die to 
natural desires to live supernaturally. Eliot reiterates 
the death-in-life paradox through the lips of Sweeney: 
I've been born, and once is enough. 
You don't remember, but I remember, 
Once is enough. 
In closely knit dialogue Eliot examines modern boredom: 
Sweeney: That's what life is. Just is 
Doris: 
Sweeney: 
13sweeney Agonistes, p.8o. 
l4Ibid., p.82. 
Life is ~=~h:rz 
13~ 
This last remark is the springboard for a oasual account 
of the brutality of a man "who once did a girl in." 
Murder, cold and impersonal, is the neurotic r$sponse to 
boredom. Sweeney aroused by the need of man nonoe in a 
lifetime (to) do a girl in" strikes the pitch of the waste 
land incantation: 
He didn't know if he was alive 
and the girl was dead 
He didn't know if the girl was dead 
and he was alive 
He didn't know if they both were alive 
or both were dead ••• 
Death or life or life or death 
Death is life and life is death ••• 15 
In the last two lines sweeney Agonistes anticipates Murder 
in the Cathedral and The Cocktail Party; for this reason, 
among others, it has a definite place in the drama of Eliot. 
Sweeney AgOnistes sketches the drama of a man who knows 
better but will not unwind the coils of sensual and material 
desires, and this in spite of the fact that he is the only 
ratiocinative individual in the play. Doris cannot understand 
what Sweeney is talking about for she has blunted her spiritual 
sensibilities to such an extent that life without material 
enjoyments is unthinkable. The others in the cast are 
automata who liYe in the shadow of death and do not realize 
it. Eliot's ninefold repetition of "Knock" indicates that 
Sweeney and his friends are in the same state as the 
15sweeney Agonistes, p. 84. 
wastelanders in the London pub. Death haunts Sweeney 
Agonistes, too. 
1.32 
The closing lines of an essay written about Marie Lloyd, 
"the greatest music-hall artist of her time in England," 
tell what Eliot is denouneing in Sweeney Agonist,es: 
In an interesting essay in the volume 
of Essals on the Depopulation of 
Melanes a, the psychol ogist 
W. H. R. Rivers adduces evidence that 
the "Civilization" forced upon them 
has deprived them of all interest in life. 
They are dying from pure boredom. When 
every theatre has been replaced by 100 
cinemas ••• when electric ingenuity has 
made it possible for every child to hear 
its bedtime stories from a loud speaker, · 
when applied science has done everything 
possible -with the materials on this earth 
to make life as interesting as possible, 
it will not be surprising if the popula-
tion of the entire civilized world rapidly 
follows the fate of the Melanesians. 
(Note appended by Eliot): T£gse lines 
were '1Nritten nine years ago. 
Since 1923 when "Marie Lloyd" was written, noise in our 
contemporary life has increased alarmingly. Silence of 
the soul, concomitant with the purgation of all which 
prevents it, is the first step in mysticism. The 
achievement of silence is difficult, a.nd the opening 
chorus of The Rock censures the age because it is the 
enemy of silence: 
~6Eliot, "Marie Lloyd," Selected Essays, pp. 407-408. 
Endless invention, endless experiment, 
Brings knowledge of mot ion but not of 
stillness; 
Knowledge of speech, but not of s i lence; 
Knowledge of words, but ignorance of the 
Word. 
All our knowledge brings us nearer to our 
ignorance, 
Al l our ignorance brings us nearer to death, 
But nearness to death no nearer to God.l7 
How is man to cut the wires of a self-made concentrat i on 
camp? Eliot has answered this question before as he 
paraphrases these words of St. John of the Cross: 
The soul depri ves itself with respect 
to all outward things of the world and 
to those which were delectable to the 
flesh and likewise to the. desires of 
its wil1.18 
The Rock i s a fusion of some of Eliot's earlier concepts 
(his attitude towards history and time, towards sanctity 
and suffering) which he wi ll develop more meaningfully in 
the Four Q,uartets. 
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The Rock, however, is more important aesthetically 
than ideationally, notably on account of its choruses which 
are the only portion of the pageant that Eliot has included 
in his Complete Poems and Plays. Since the rest of the 
prose dialogue is simply a running commentary for a formal 
spectacle which was accompanied by music and ballet, 
l?T. s. Eliot, The Rock, (New York: Harcourt Brace 
and Company, 1934), p. 7. 
18Ascent of Mount Carmel, Book 1, p. 18. 
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Matthiessen is correct when he criticizes some of' the prose 
texts as unctuous and very didactic. Not only is The Rook 
undramatic, but it is an experiment with a new kind or 
verse. The several hundred lines of these choruses indicate 
that Eliot has mastered what choric verse must possess: 
simplicity of syntax, emphat.ic repetitions, rhythmical variety, 
qualities which he may have learned from King James' Biole 
and the Book of Common Prayer. 
The Rock was performed at Sadler's Wells in 1934 as 
part of a fund-raising program to preserve the old churches 
of London. This, then, gives Eliot an opportunity to 
investigate the reason for the decay in society, and the 
ohoric verse repeats an old Eliot concept: the city is 
"timekept"; God has no place in the lives of ordinary men: 
I journeyed to the suburbs, and there 
I was told 
We toil for six days, and on the seventh 
· we must motor 
To Hindhead, or Maidenhead. 
If the weather is foul, we stay at home 
and read the paper.l9 
Echoes of "Prufrock" pervaQe the "ceaseless idleness," 
which is harder than the ceaseless labor, while these lines 
catch the sterility of "The Waste Land": 
0 weariness of men who turn from GOD 
To the grandeur of your mind and the 
glory of your action 
To the arts and inventions and daring 
enterprises ••• 
l9The Rock, p. 8. 
Engaged in working out a rational morality 
Plotting of happiness and flinging of 
empty bottles 
Turning from your vacancy to fevered 
enthusiasm.20 
The prayer of "Ash Wednesday" recurs in the words of the 
character, The Rock: 
••• Make perfect your will. 
Let me show you the work of the humble. 21 
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Although the chorus looks back to earlier preoccupations 
of Eliot, it looks forward, also, to the meditative verse 
of the Four Quartets. Here it will be sufficient to indicate 
the tones in The Rock that will deepen in the Four guartets 
and leave the explanation of the score until we discuss the 
latter. Because Eliot's concept of the history of the 
Incarnation is stated more simply in The ~ than in the 
~ Quartets, an understanding of this passage in the 
former will clarify the complex thought of the latter: 
Then came, at a predetermined moment 
a moment in time and of time, 
A moment not out of time, but in time, 
in what we call history; 
transacting, bisecting the 
world of time, a moment in time 
but not like a moment of time, 
A moment in time but time was made through 
that moment: for without the 
meaning there was not time, and 
that moment of time gave the mean-
ing. 
20The Rock, p. 8. 
21Ibid., P• 9. 
Then it seemed as if men must proceed from 
light to li~t, in the light of 
the Word ••• 
One pasaage of The Rock opens wide the wound of secularism 
and probes more deeply than Eliot has done or wil~ do: 
Men have left GOD not for other gods, 
but for .no god; and this has 
never happened before 
That .men both deny gods and worship gods 
professing first Reqson, 
And then Money, and Power, and what they 
call Life or Race, or Dialectia ••• 
•••• what have we to do 
But stand with empty hands and palms turned 
upwards 
In an age which adva~ces progressively 
back'W#.rds.2J 
The chorus sings of the role of the artist in lines tha~ 
belie "the sleet and hai l of verbal im.precisions.n24 
The climax of the pageant is the offering to God of man's 
greatest gift, his creative power which joins the world of 
flesh and spirit: 
The soul of .man must quicken to creation ••• 
Out of the meaningless practical shapes 
of all that is living or lifeless 
Joined with the artist's eye, new life, new 
form, new color. 
Out of the sea of sound and the life of 
music ••••• 
There spring the perfect order of speeo~5 and the beauty of incantation. 
22The Rock ____ , p. 50. 
51. 
75. 
2.3 Ib.id. , p. 
24 . Ibid., p. 
25choruses from The Rook, p. 75. 
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The final chorus presages Murder in the Cathedral as ~liot 
seeks a source for his verse in the liturgy of the Mass,the 
poetic possibilities of which he had already examined in 
his essay, "'A Dialogue on Dramatic Poetry" in 1928: 
••• drama springs from religious 
liturgy ••• the consummation of the 
drama, the perfect and ideal drama, 
is to2ge found in the ceremony of the Mass:. 
So, this chorus, in praise of the Light Invisible, is a 
trope of the "Laudamus Te" of the Gloria of the Mass:. 
In the closing lines Eliot brings us again to St. John of 
the Cross in the line, "And we thank Thee that darkness 
reminds us of light, n 27'-for St. John of the Cross expresses 
the same thought: 
Hence it follows that, for the soul, 
this excessive light of faith which 
is given to it is thick darkness, for 
it overwhelms that which is great and 
does away with that which is little, 
even as the light Qf the sun overwhelms 
all other lights.28 
The Bock was Eliot's first and, to date, his last work 
in choric verse. The work itself lac:ks the union of matter 
and :form, and the beauty of the verse makes its impao.t 
generally in purple patches. Raymond Williams criticizes. i't: 
26T. S. niot, "A Dialogue on Dramatic Poetry," 
Selected Essays, p. 35. 
27rbid.. , p. 85. 
28Asce.nt of Mount Carmel, Book 2, p. 70. 
But; these are intolerable passages of 
intensity, drawing attention to themselves, 
rather than to any total form in the work 
as a whole. In deference to the received 
temporal sequence of the pageant pl ay, there 
is no integral creation of form •••• The Rock, 
indeed, is a case of "versifying the drama", for 
local effect; Eliot's substantial work was 
to move in a quite different direction towards 
the discovery of a dramatic method which 
should have the status of poetry.29 
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Williams forgets to add that the pageant remains f Dom first to 
last in the realm of vision poetry, as: it touches practicality 
only in the discontent of the builders. 
In Murder in the Cathedral Eliot grapples not with 
humanity, but with man, this time a historical figure, 
Thomas B.eoket, Archbishop of Canterbury, now a Saint. 
Staged for the Canterbury Festival .in 1935, this play marks 
an epoc~h in modern drama, for it makes of the liturg,w an 
integral feature. Because the play was written to be performed 
in a cathedral, it explicitly invites the collaboration of 
an audience in the celebration of the martyrdom of an 
archbishop. By this very fact the author assumes "the 
inheritance of a Christian ritual so easily that we are likely 
to overlook the actual process of the convention.".30 While 
Eliot employs effectively a traditional form, Helen Gardner 
29Ray.mond Williams , Drama from Ibsen to Eliot. 
(New York: Oxford UniveEsity Press, 195)), p. 227 • 
.3°williams, Drama from Ibsen to Eliot, p. 227. 
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points out other liturgical aspects: the use of the introit.s 
and versicles for the three days after Christmas; the Dies 
Irae, the Te Deum; the antiphonal verse spoken by the Cho~uD, 
Priests, and Tempters_;. and finally, the sermon. 3l 
Thomas, the man, has been the objeat of critical analysis 
yet Miss Gardner's usual acumen fails when she studies hia 
character: 
••• But the symbolic figures of "Ash Wednesday-- · 
and the veiled sister, existing .in a world ot 
dream and vision--are more satisfying to the 
imagination than Thomas who ha~ to endure the 
hard clear light of the stage.J2 
It is because of the "hard clear light ot the stage" that 
Thomas emerges as Eliot's most dramatic and full-statured 
character. Because Miss Gardner distinguishes well between 
pride and sanctity, she analyses what she considers the 
weakness of his character: 
The Protagonist of any play must be conscious 
and aware; that is part of his function as 
protagonist •••• But if there is not true action, 
it the centre of the play is a state of mind, 
the protagonist can only be self-aware and 
self-conscious, and self-consciousness is 
Incompatible with sanctity. Mr. Eliot has 
conceived his hero as a superior person. The 
nature of his superiority can be expounded 
dramatically only by himself for the play 
assumes a gulf between the saint and the 
ordinary man. Inevitably in the expounding 
the protagonist appears superior in the 
pejorative sense.JJ 
31Gardner, The Art of T. s. Eliot, p. 139. 
32Ibid.' p. 1):8. 
33op. cit., p. 136. 
What Eliot underscores is the fact that Thomas is not a 
saint. The man whom Eliot introduces to us through the 
Chorus, through the Priests, through the Herald is a man 
who i s the apotheosis of pride. The First Priest asks 
the Herald who has announced the immediate arrival of 
Thomas: 
What, is the exile ended, is our Lord 
Archbishop 
Reunited with the King? what reconciliation 
Of two proud men.34 . 
This, if anything, is tragic matter which requires the 
downfall of a great personality through some weakness. 
The Herald emphasizes the pride of Thomas: 
He comes in pride and sorrow, affirming 
all his claims, 
Assured beyond doubt, of the devot ion 
of the people 
Who receive him with5scenes ot frenzied enthusiasm:> 
14.0 
In masterly exposition the First Priest traces the lite of 
Thomas, the man saturated with pride: 
I know that the pride bred of sudden 
prosperity 
Was but confirmed by bitter adversity •••• 
His pride always feeding upon his virtues ••• 
Loathing power given by temporal devolution, 
Wishing subjection to God alone.36 
34Murder in the Cathedral, p. 177. 
35Ibid. 
36Ibid., pp. 178-179. 
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Eliot in this speech has caught the times and the man. 
In flashbacks, in the speeches of the Chorus and the 
Priests, in Thomas' own statements, Eliot has depicted the 
historical Thomas, who l oved display. The comment of the 
French people when he went to France as ambassador of the 
King proves this. "If this is the chancellor only, what 
must be the prestige of the king himself." Thomas had all 
the accomplishments that elicit the admiration of men; he 
was an exhilarating companion, a generous host, a skilled 
diplomat, a brave soldier, and an able administrator. It 
speaks well for his tact that Henry, a great executor 
himself, was jealous neither of his Chancellor nor of the 
Archbishop of Canterbury until Thomas withstood Henry' s 
desire to amaligamate the two offices, in a word, to c.reate 
a national church in England. Thomas had no desire to be 
nominated to the See of Canterbury; what made him change 
his mind is a matter of historical conjecture. 
Robert Speaight, who played the role of Thomas , has 
incorporated his studies of the role in a life of Thomas. 
Spee.ight points out that after Thomas had agreed to Henry's 
proposal to be Archbishop of Canterbury, he knew that he 
would have to sacrifice Henry's f r iendship: 
But this was only the beginning of his 
hard search for sanctity. There are few 
men who go through life with perfectly 
pure motives, and Thomas Becket was not 
one of them •••• Ambition had hitherto been 
a powerful spur to his achievement, and 
it is possible that hi s ambition wa~ now 
transferred to the spiritual plane.J7 
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Eliot's interest, however, is the spiritual ambition of 
Thomas rooted in his inordinate pride. When he enters the 
play (after a build-up of over two hundred lines), Thomas 
i s unconscious of this pride. He speaks unctuously, and , 
as far as he can see, sinc erely. He must grow in self-
knowledge, or as Aristotle says, in recognition; and this 
gro~~h is the essence of the play. Thomas, the Archbishop, 
who by dignity of his office should be a pattern to his 
flock from the heart, mus t realize that a poison in his 
spiritual life is contaminating all that he does. Thomas 
is proud of the spiritual stature which he believes he has 
attained. 
As Thomas looks back over his spiritual life, he has 
much in which he can rejoice. In 1162 after his elevation 
to the See of Canter bury and his reception of the pal]ium, 
the sign of the dignity and power of an archbishop, his mode 
of life underwent an extraordinary change. Speaight draws 
the picture: 
His way of life at Canterbury was an 
astonishment to many. He became the 
high-minded, hard-living churchman with 
the same apparent ease and thoroughness 
37Robert Speaight, Thomas Becket. (London : Longmans 
Green and Company, 1938), p. 88. 
as he had become the s tatesman and the 
soldier . He not only edified hi s fellow-
clergy; he endeared hi mself to them.38 
This , however, is but one side of the portrait. This man, 
tamed by restraint , is not metamorphosed. He has his faul't,s: 
Hardness of heart was the supreme sin 
which he did not experience in himself 
and he was slow to forgive it in others.39 
There are those who accuse Thomas Becket of being a tLme-
server when he was Chancellor of England; who assume that 
his way of life as Archbishop of Canterbury was cynical 
as stl.lllption or conscious hypocris;r, .: but this attitude is 
unreasonable . Eliot through the Chorus has caught this 
historical note: Thomas carries through his life the marks 
of holiness, asceticism, charity , and justice. Far more 
than his martyrdom, these characteristics are the signatures 
of his sanctity and the chief causes of his popular fame. 
Although the people realize that Thomas• coming will disturb 
their quiet seasons, yet they recall his kindness: 
Seven years and the summer is over , 
seven years since the Archbishop left us, 
He who was always kind to his people.40 
The Herald describes the populace who greet t he Archbishop: 
(They are ) Lining the road, and throwing 
down their capes, 
Strewing the way with leaves and the late 
flowers of the season. 
The streets of the citl will be packed to 
suffocation.4 
38speaight, Thomas Becket, p. 94. 
39rbid., p . 96. 
4°Murder in the Cathedral, p. 176. 
41rbid., p. 178. 
The trouble with Thomas is that he looks with complacency 
at his record, forgetting that he did not accomplish this 
alone, and giving himself .credit where credit is due to 
God. 
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Because Thomas' enemies are those of his own being, 
he has to purge the spiritual faculties of his soul, his 
memory, his understanding, and his will. His is the task 
st. Johm of the Cross analyses ln Books 2 and 3 ~ of the 
Ascent of Mount Carmel. Modern criticism is becoming more 
insistent in its demands for an elucidation of spiritual 
symbols in Eliot's poetry, or as Hugh Kenner terms them, 
Eliot's "moral dialectic," which requires illumination for 
Kenner continues: 
The critic who can elucidate a symbol-
cluster with the aplomb of an Empson 
still fumbles at spiritual themes with 42 the impeccable clumsiness of an _4rnold. 
Kenner quotes Eliot's The Use of Poetry, in which he explains 
why Arnold stresses morals: 
Like many people the vanishing of whose 
religious faith has left behind only 
habits, he placed anf exaggerated emphasis 
on morals •••• Morals are for the saint only 
a preliminary matt~r; for the poet, a 
secondary matter.4J 
42Hugh Kenner, "Eliot's Moral Dialectic," p. 422. 
43T. s. Eliot, The Use of Poetry and the Use of Criticism. 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1933), p. 114. 
The stricture is of interest here for according to st. John 
of the Cross and Eliot~ who reflects him~ morals are part 
of a larger whole~ love. 
Thomas• delight in his moral stature when he returned 
to England evidences his lack of sainthood~ which Eliot 
underscores. Furthermore, Thomas is not even humble 
enough to see both sides of the question for which he is 
fighting, and Speaight notes this tendency: 
St. Thomas was not concerned with any of 
those cororortable abstractions which are 
today the recruiting sergeants of the 
Popular Front •••• He was concerned with 
concrete issues of ecclesiastical 
privileges. It is reasonable to say that 
he was wrong here and there, but it is 
rash to say that he was wrong altogether •••• 
He may not have felt himself quite strong 
enough (to look both sides ot the question 
in the face) his zeal was too recent, his 
interior struggle too intense •••• The hero 
is not always endowed with perfect 
intell¢atual discretion and neither is the 
saint. 
The focus of the play is the struggle of Thomas with 
the forces within himself as the disorders of his intellect 
and his will are revealed gradually to him. Before we watch 
the combat, it is necessary to examine what st. John of the 
Cross teaches concerning the active night of the spirit. 
During this active night of the spirit the three theological 
44spee.ight, "Introduction, 11 Thomas Becket, pp. ix-x. 
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virtues must "void and dispose for union" the three faculties 
of the soul , the under·s ta.nding, the me.rnory, and the will.n 
St. John of the Cross treats this purgation in Books 2 and 
3 of the Ascent of r1ount Carmel. Peers says of Book 2 1 
- 'tvhich explains hm-v nothing that belongs to the understa.11ding 
can guide the soul to union: 
His illustrations and arguments are 
far more complicated and subtle than 
are those of t h e first book (the 
active night of the senses) and give 
the reader some idea of his knowledge, 
not only of philosophy and theology, 
but also of individual souls •••• There 
is no mystic who gives a more poverful 
ilnpl"ession than St . John of the Cross 
of an absolute mastery of his subject. 
No mistiness, vagueness or indecisi on 
clouds his writing: he ~s as clear -cut 
and definite as can be . h:::> 
The union st . John of the Cr oss describes in the active 
night of the spirit is that which is acquired by one ts 
ovm efforts together with the habitual aid of grace. 'rhis 
active union ~vhich the soul can and should strive for is 
a union of wills, so that t he soul may will what God wills 
and abhor what God abhors. But this union is not pantheistic 
and Peers by reference to the Sun~a Theologica is very 
meticulous to set dmvn an elaborate note at the beginning 
of Chapter V of Book 2 which is the famous chapter "wherein 
45Peers , Introduction, Ascent of Mount Cannel, 
Vol. l, p. 4. 
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is described what is meant by union of the soul with God":46 
In order to forestall any grossly 
erroneous pantheistic interpretations, 
we point out that by union the Saint 
understands "a linking and conjoining 
of t.wo things which, though united, are 
still different, each as s. Thomas teaches 
(Ft. III 2 a, a, I) keeping its o~~ nature, 
so that the sout, is still the soul and God 
is still God ••• ~7 
St. John of the Cross explains this union of wills by dwelling 
first on the Immanence of God in all His creatures which he 
calls "natural" and "substantial . " This, howeYer, is not 
the union he means, but that of the transforming union: 
.~d so when we speak of union of the 
soul with God, we speak not of this 
substantial uni on which is continually 
being wrought, but of the union and 
transformation of the soul with God ••• 
that comes from love •••• This comes 
when the two wills--namely that of the 
soul and that of God--are conformed 
together in one •••• And thus, when the 
soul rids itself totally of that which 
is repugnant to the Divine will and 
conforms not with it 18it is transformed in God through love.~ 
The essence of Murder in the Cathedral is in this explanation, 
for Eliot has portrayed the struggle of a man to reach God 
through the conformity of his own will with that of God. 
Before St. John of the cross teaches how the soul may ~perle 
God's action, he explains how the soul keeps its identity in 
47The Ascent of Mount CarmelJ Book 2, p. 78 (note). 
48 Ibid., p. 80. 
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this transforming union by comparing it to a window through 
which the sun shines: 
A ray of sunlight is striking a window. 
If the window is in any way stained or 
misty, the sun's ray will be unable to 
illumine it and transform it into its 
own light totally as it would if it were 
olean of all these things, and pure •••• if 
it be wholly pure and clean, the ray of 
sunlight will transform it and will give 
the same light as the ray. Although in 
reality the window has a nature distinct 
from that of the ray, we may say that the 
window is light by participation. And 
the soul is like this window, whereupon 
is ever b1eati.p.g this Divine light of the 
Being of God . 49 
The "windowff of Thomas Becket was misty not with the 
concupiscence of the flesh, for historically Thomas• life 
was unusually pure. Contemporary accounts tell of the 
story of a cast-off mis tress of Henry who sent Thomas 
gifts when he visited the king ' s palace at Stafford. 
Because Henry suspected his guest, the king stole into 
Thomas' chamber expecting to f i nd them together. But he 
found the Archbishop prostrate and barefoot on the floor 
where he had fallen asleep after praying. It is, however, 
with the .pleasures of the flesh that Thomas is first tempted. 
El i ot's Tempters are good dramaturgy for there must be 
climactic architectonics. 
49The Ascent of Mount Carmel, Book 2 , p. 82. 
The First Tempter cajoles for he would tease the memory 
of Thmaas with the thought of pleasure when his heart was 
young and gay . Eliot does not follo"'1 St. John of the Cl"'oss 
in his treatment of the temptations of Thomas for Saint John 
considers the purgatio11 of t he understanding first and the 
memo:-..->y second. Hm·Jever, Eliot i n the first temptation shm..rs 
the Tempter exciting the memory of Thoma s as he subtly 
pleads in the name of friendship that Thomas return to the 
days of joyful exuberance: 
Old Tom, gay Tom, Becke t of London 
Your Lordship won ' t forget • •• • 
When the King , and you and I were friends 
together? • • • 
Laughter and apple-blosso..'ll floating on the 
water , 
Singing at nightfall , whispering in cha."llbers, 
Fires devouring the winter season, 
Eating up ~he dat~ess with wit and wine and 
Wlsdora.;;. 
Thomas is ready for this temptation, for he speaks forth-
rightly, "You come twenty years too late . n5l He has 
already purged his memory a s st. John of the Cross counsels: 
I shall speak • •• only of the necessary 
means whereby the memory may place itself 
actively in this night and purgation as 
.far a s it lies in its poHer ••••• ll~ll things 
tha t he hears, sees , smells, tastes, or 
touches, he must be car e.ful not to store 
up or collect in his memory ••• in fact 
everything that is n a tural , if one attempt 
5°Murder in the Cathedral, p . 183. 
5lrbid. , p. 184. 
to make of' it i n supernatural matters, 
is a hindranoe rather than a help.52 
The answer of' Thomas nettles the First Tempter who 
retorts as he lays bare t he weakness of' Thoma~, his pride: 
Then I leave you to your fate. 
I leave you to the pleasures of your 
h i gher vi ces, 
Which will have to be ~~id for at 
higher prices.'J 
Thomas is too astute not to be aware that memory never 
wholly dies, that it can annoy, i f' not seduce him with 
sensuous and sensual images: 
The impossible i s still temptation . 
Th~ impossible, the undesirable, 
Voices under sleep, waking a dead world, 
So that the mind may not .be whole in the 
present.54 
The Achilles' heel of' Thomas Becket is not a desire 
for power, either from the King _or from the barons, the 
merchants of London. The Second Tempter pai nts the good 
done by the Chancel lor when Henry and Thomas were friends, 
and bids Thomas return to this state when 
To set down the great, protect the poor ••• 
Disp.ensing all justice make all even, 
Is thrive on earth, and perhaps in heaven.55 
52Ascent of Mount Carmel, Bk. 3, p. 233. 
53Murder in the Cat hedral, p. 184. 
54Ibid., p. 185 
55Ibid., p. 186. 
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There is no hesitation; material power means nothing to 
him because Thomas by this time has transferred his 
ambition to the spiritual plane. In the following passage 
he is saying in effect, "I shall be a good FXChbishop of 
Cant.erbury and defend the rights of the Church." Such an 
attitude does not make 11homas a saint; it merely reveals 
that Thomas' pride is a matter of the spirit and not of 
the covetous desires of the natural man: 
No! shall I, who keep the keys 
Of heaven and hell., supreme alone in 
England. .. 56 Descend to desire a punier power? 
I"t, is no wonder that the Second Tempter cries, "Your sin 
s oars sunward." Eliot vdll not have us miss Thomas • tragic 
flaw as the people, the Herald, the Priests prepare us. for 
this pride, and the First Tempter answers t he overweening 
words of Thomas with, "Your Lordship is too proud t "57 
Even Thomas himself reveals it when he repudiates the 
Second Tempter: 
••• Power with the King- -
I was the King, his arm, his better reason. 
Bu~hat was once exaltation 58 Would now be only mean descent. 
5~urder in the Cat hedral, p. 187. 
57Ibid., p. 1.84 . 
58 Ibid., p. 1.87. 
The mind of Thomas , the man of pride, has been 
clearly drawn by St. John of the Cross in his discussion 
of the evils harassing a soul that does not control the 
memory of the good that it has done in the past : 
For although it is true that he may 
at tribute them (his good deeds) to 
God ••• he is wont to keep in his spirit 
a certain secret satisfaction, and a self-
esteem, and a sense of their value, for 
which, without his knowledge, there will 
come to him great spiritual pride.59 
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Actually, the second and third temptations are not separated. 
They are aspects of the same drive, the desire for power. 
The third temptation is neither so appealing nor so moving 
as the other two. This temptation, however, indicates 
Eliot ' s dramatic as well as his psychological use of his 
matter. It is better to have a lull than a direct rising 
scale of dramatic and emotional impact. From his opening 
line, "I expected you,n Thomas is the master of the situation. 
The tone is significant here, especially when the representa -
tive of the barons, the Third Tempter, speaks. Because 
these barons are men of few words, the lines that describe 
them are short, bald, and direct: 
V'le are the backbone of the nation. 
We, not the plotting parasites 
About the King. Excuse my bluntness. 60 I am a rough straightforward Englishman. 
59fl~cent of Mount Carmel, Book J, p. 244. 
60Murder in the Cathedral, p . 188. 
Thomas' control of the situation is patent; he even is 
ironically humorous in his reply to the circumlocutory 
s.tatement of their wishes: 
For a countryman 
You wrap your meaning in as dark 
generality 
As any courtier.bl 
His answers, moreover, are ineis:ive in his refusal to 
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league himself with them. Thomas, the upholder of the 
Church's jurisdiction, wj.ll··have no eo.mm.erce with England's 
Fifth Columnists of 1170 as he tears: their arguments to 
shreds. This is not the spiritual man talking; it is the 
administrator keen to detect fallacy in economic syllogism 
or political shibboleth. His replies here are not the 
gloating of a man in pride of place; they are simply the 
historical truth concerning his position among the barons 
and his loyalty to the Ki ng. He asks them: 
Shall I who ruled like an eagle over doves 
Now take the shape of a wolf among wolves? 
Pursue your treacheries as you have done 
before: ~ 
No one shall say that I betrayed a king. Z 
The scene closes on a quiet note. Neither contestant los·es 
himself, and the dialogue is unruffled; it is as if two 
intelligent captains of industry are discussing a deal and 
6~rurder in the Cathedral, p. 188. 
62Ibid., pp. 189-190. 
one of them does not wish to invest his capital . 
· .hile the First , Second, and Third Tempters emphasize 
Thomas r pride in his Olvn prowess {though the Third Tempter 
least of all) , they trace but lightly the spiritual pride 
that vitiates all that he is and everything that he does. 
The Fourth Tempter, the unexpected guest, ~~asks Th~mas . 
He is the insidious and clever harper who plays Thomas ' 
own composition, martyrdom and its subsequent glory . 
Pride is in t he will; Eliot is careful here of his theology 
and the Tempter's praise is what Thomas would wish to hear: 
Well done, Thomas~3your will is hard to bend. 
The dialogue of the FoUl"'tih Tempter reaches an artistic 
peak. The character speaks in innuendo , repeating the 
matter of the first three ta~ptations, but progressing, 
too . His speeches are long in contradistinction to Thomas• 
which merely punctuate the Fourth Tempter ' s harangue with 
brief remarks. Thomas does not need to expatiate; the 
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Tempter is his mouthpiece as Thomas responds , "I have thought 
of these things . n64 The Tempter hymns the reflections of 
Thomas: 
What can compare with gl ory of Saints 
Dwelling forever in presence of God? 
63 iurder in the Cathedral , p. 190. 
64Ibid., P• 192. 
¥fuat earthly glory, of king or emperor, 
What earthly pride, that is not poverty 
Compared with richness of heavenly 
grandeur.65 
1.55 
The last hidden fold of Thomas' soul has been revealed 
for his ruminations have led him away from the will of God 
to seek his own satisfaction in the things of God which 
is spiritual pride in all its insidiousness. St. John of 
the Cross deals with the understanding in Book 2 of the 
Ascent of Mount carmel. Much that he says does not concern 
Murder in the Cathedral, for he describes how the mind may 
be tempted by corporeal visions presented to it by the 
outward senses, whi ch is the material of The Family Reunion. 
St. John of the Cross discusses imaginary apprehensions that 
are supernaturally represented in the fancy and he analyses 
the fancy and its place in the mind: 
For this sense of fancy (imagination) 
together with memory, is, as it were an 
archive and storehouse of the understanding, 
wherein are received all forms and images 
that can be understood; and thus the soul 
has them within itself as it were in a 
mirror ••• and it presents them to the under-
standing, whereupon the understggding 
considers them and judges them. 
65Murder in the Cathedral, p. 192. 
66Ascent of Mount Carmel, Book 2, pp. 130-131. 
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When fancy presents the image of martyrdom to Thomas, his 
understanding considers it and judges it good: 
But think, Thomas, think of glory 
after death •• • • 
Think of pilg11ims, standing in line 
Before the glittering jewelled shrine, 
From generation to generation ••• b7 
These thoughts of Thomas are filled with self, void of 
God, for they lack charity, although the Tempter does not 
stress this. Self-love, nurtured by pride, has precipitated 
envy as Thomas delights in the damnation of his enemies. 
Although God sometimes uses these images to represent many 
things, for example, the dream of Pilate's wife sent to 
warn him to have nothing to do "with this Just Man," the 
devil employs them, too, for st. John of the Cross counsels: 
It is to these senses of imagination 
and fancy that the devil habitually 
betakes himself with his wiles ••• for 
they are the door and entrance to the 
soul, and here the understanding comg~ 
to take up or set down its goods •••• . 
~~at should Thomas have done with these thoughts of martyr-
dom? The will should have rejected them immediately but 
Thomas does the contrary; he enjoys the delight that comes 
from contemplation. He views his quarrel with the King; 
the answer of the Herald to the question of the First 
67Murder in the Cathedral, pp. 191-192. 
68
.Ascent of Mount Carmel, Book 2, p. 132. 
Priest shows that Thomas realizes a crisis ··is at hand: 
Peace but not the kiss of peace •••• 
It is common knowledge that when the 
Archbishop 
Parted from the King, he said to the King, 
My Lord, he said, I leave you as a man 6 \Vhom in this life I shall not see again. 9 
Thomas knows that to die in defense of the Church is to be 
a martyr, so Thomas returns to fight to the finish. These 
are the facts, but Thomas' pride betrays him into twisting 
the facts into a means of the glorification of Thomas and 
not of God. The will must be purged, and during the last 
and most difficult part of the temptation Thomas becomes 
more articulate: 
No! 
Who are you, tempting with my own desires •••• 
Others offered real goods, worthless 
But real. You only 9ofer 
Dreams to damnation. 
These words tear aside the last fold wkere pride has 
lurked in the heart of Thomas as Thomas reveals his tragic 
flaw: 
Is there no way, in my soul's sickne~s, 
Does not lead to damnation in pride?il 
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This borders on despair as Thomas cries out, "De Profundis~ 
However, there is no immediate continuation of the psaLm 
69 Murder in the Cathedral, p. 178. 
7°Ibid.' p. 193. 
71Murder in the Cathedral, p. 193. 
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of David, no "Domine" wells f'rom .his lips. Thomas is 
wrapped in self'; his will is like a Catherine wheel revolving 
about his own inadequacy. Al.though Eliot is depicting 
dramatically the discovery of' the Delphian formula, here 
it is self-knowledge of' greater depth ~or T.nomas is concerned 
with spiritual purgation, that of' his mind and will. 
In his able investigation of the purgation of the will 
st. John of the Cross outlines his subject first. He 
explains that the strength of the soul is in its t'aculties, 
passions, and desires which are governed by the will. Love 
of' God is the lode-star ot the will and this directs these 
faculties towards God. The affections of the will, namely 
joy, hope, grief', and f'e§r, must be controlled by reason 
and directed towards God: 
The loil.ole business ot · attaining to union 
with God consists in purging the will from 
its af'fectioris and desires; so that thus 
it may no longer be a base, human will, 
but a Divine wilt! being made one with 
the will of God. . 
The unruly passion predominant in Thomas is joy. 
St. John of the ·Cross calls the joy he is interpreting 
"active" tor the soul understands the reasons for its 
72Ascent of Mount Car.mel, Book 3, P• 259. 
rejoicing. With characteristic thoroughness Saint John 
traces them: 
Joy may arise from six kinds of good 
things or blessings: temporal, natural, 
sensual, mQral, supeDnatural, and 
spiritual.'l3 
These six classifications will be explained briefly to show 
the Saint's skillful handling of the sub-divisions and to 
remark on Eliot's use of this material. Thomas is not 
tempted by riches or tempor~l things; the First Tempter 
endeavors to move his will to sensuality. The Second and 
Third Tempters insinuate that he take joy.: in his natural 
gifts, and in particular, in his ability as an administrator 
who can satisfy the King and the people, since in the 
division of natural gifts Saint John includes good under-
standing, discretion, and other things that pertain to 
the reason, as well as beauty and attractiveness. Before 
examining moral goods and the unruly temptations to joy 
in them, we shall complete the explanation of the other 
two divisions, supernatural and spiritual blessings. By 
supernatural st. John of the Cross means the gifts of 
healing, working of miracles, in a word, charisma, the 
extraordinary phenomena of grace, which are in none of 
Eliot's works. Spiritual gifts are "all those that 
73Ascent of Mount Carmel, Book 3, p. 262. 
influence and aid the soul in Divine things and in its 
intercourse with God and the communications of God to the 
soul."74Then after detailing the dangers of a too eager 
desire for spiritual gifts, St. John of the Cross curtails 
the Ascent of Mount Carmel, leaving untouched the exegesis 
of the other three passions, hope, grief, and fear. 
Since Eliot follows St. John of the Cross• definition 
of moral goods, it is well to note that these actually 
embrace the goods of the spirit: 
By this we here understand the virtues 
and the habits of virtues ••• the putting 
into practice of all good intentions 
and inclinations.?5 
This is why Thomas cries in anguish: 
Can sinful pride b~ driven out 
Only by more sinful? Can I neither act 
· nor suffe7 -
Without perdition? 6 
The Fourth Tempter answers Thomas by repeating the 
Archbishop's own words to the Priests that he, Thomas, is 
returning home to seek martyrdom. Moreover, the Tempter 
entices Thomas to continue to pursue his own will. How 
attractively he hides the trap in his unctuous words: 
You know and do not know, what it is to 
act or suffer . 
••• Both are fixed 
In an eternal action ••• 
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f1.4Ascent of Mount Carmel, Book 3, p. JOS. (Four Quartets 
is an attempt to concretize these inexpressible experiences.) 
?5rbid., pp. 290-291. 
?6Murder in the Cathedral, p . 193. 
To which all must consent that it may 
be . willed 
And which all must suffer that they may 
will it.77 
Kenner remarks about this speech: 
It will not be disputed that Thomas 
is being tempted with a parody of 
self-surrender , which but the thin-
ness of a knife-edge divides from 
sanctity •••• The spiritual states 
with which the poetry is concerned 
are each conceived dynamicall~ not 
as a stasis but as a tension.?8 
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In Murder in the Cathedral it is a tension between martyrdom 
and spiritual pride, with the reconciling symbol, God's will, 
as Kenner explains: 
But seeking martyrdom and not avoiding 
it are almost indistinguishable modes: 
indistinguishable in their consequent 
actions: but sharply in contrast in 
that inner citadel where under the 
inspection of God alone the protagonist's 
will is directed forward or baekWard.79 . 
The Fourth Tempter, signi ficantly, is not exorcised. During 
the time that Thomas grapples with his thoughts, the Chorus, 
consisting of the Women of Canterbury, the Priests, and the 
Tempters mark the progress of the struggle. They reveal 
how pleasant are moral goods; how hard the combat is when 
77 
Murder in the Cathedral, P• 193. 
78 
Kenner, "Eliot's Moral Tiialectic," PP• 429•432. 
79 
Ibid., PP• 432-433. 
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the discovery of a.~ordinated joy in the things of the spirit 
opeiS hell-gates of despai::r:: 
God is leaving us ••• 
Sweet and cloying through the dark air 
Falls the stifling scent of despair •••• 
••• The Lords of Hell are here. 
They curl round you, lie at your feet, 
swing and wing through the 
dark air.SO 
As Thomas stands at the height of his pride, in a blinding 
flash he realizes that he is seeking not God, but self. 
St. John of the Cross' words point out Thomas' next move: 
Wherefore the heart must not be. set 
upon pleasure, consolation and delight, 
and other interests which good works 
and practices commonly bring with them, 
but it must concentrate its rejoicing 
upon God. It must desire to serve Him . 
in its good works, and purge itself ••• 
And thus with respect to this moral 
good, the soul will concentrate all 
the strength of its wil l upon God.81 
In his long soliloquy the mind of Thomas becomes clear when 
he comprehends that no man can wi ll his way to martyrdom. 
Thomas briefs his life, how by degrees he has c:ast ott the 
"!!"old man" in an attempt to get to God. This is "Animul.a'' 
dramatized, but Thomas goes :farthe~for the soul that Eliot 
is depicting has gone beyond the active purification of 
the senses. 
80Murder in the Cathedral, pp. 195-196. 
81Aacent of Mount Carmel, Book 3, p. 293. 
Early in the life of Thomas sensual delights gave place to 
intellectual pursuits which were coupled with ambition, 
first in a temporal, then in a spiritual order. The last 
and greatest danger is caught in t he words of Thomas nto 
82 do the right thing for the wrong reason." Thomas knows 
16) 
how "Sin can grow with doing good."83 St. John of the Cross 
indicates Thomas' conclusion that in the sight of God we are 
what our motives are: 
Inasmuch as good works that are done 
to serve God alone will have the greater 
reward in glory, the greater will be the 
~onfusion in the presence of God of tHose 
who have done them for other reasons. 4 
Then Eliot employs the traditional, revelatory soliloquy to 
inform the audience that Thomas is facing himself for the 
first time as he really is, a man steeped in spiritual pride: 
Servant of God has chance of greater sin 
And sorrow, than the man who serves a king. 
For those who serve the greater cause 
may make the cause serve them, 
Still doing right ••• 85 
The sermon is a bold use of this convention. In it Eliot 
shows how far he has progressed in the understanding of the 
8~urder in the Cathedral, p. 196. 
83Loc. cit. 
84Ascent of Mount Carmel, Book 3, p. 293. 
85op. cit. 
words of "Ash Wednesday": 
Teach us. to sit still. ao. 
Our peace in His will. 
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From st. Stephen's martyrdom is but a step to the analysis 
of the mind of a martyr, and Thomas walks that step: 
A Christian martyrdom is no accident. 
Saints are not made by accident. Still 
less is a Christian martyrdom the effect 
of a man's will to become a Saint, as a 
man by willing ~nd cont riving may become 
a ruler of men. ·r 
The coils of spiritual pride that were tightly wound about 
the soul of Thomas are loosed. The Fourth Tempter is 
answered: 
A martyrdom is never the design of man; 
for the true martyr is he who has become 
the instrument of God, who has lost his 
will in the will of God •••• The martyr no 
longer desires anything for himself, not 
even the glory of martyrdom.88 · 
Among modern critics Miss Gardner misses the essence 
of Murder in the Cathedral, part i cularly the use of the 
functional soliloquy, which accepts the mind of the speaker 
as he reveals it. Miss Gardner' s evaluation of Thomas' 
"pure will" would indicate her rejection of the soliloquy 
as a convention: 
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What spiritual pride lurks in a martyr's 
heart •••• is not ~g be me~sured by the 
"Ash Wednesd~y," p. 67. 
87 " Murder in the Cathedral, p. 199. 
88Loc. cit. 
most subtle and scrupulous selr-analysis ••• 
We have to take it ror granted that Thomas 
dies with a pure will, or else, more 
properly ignore the whole problem or 
motives as beyond our compete~9e and 
accept the ract or his death. 
This is misreading the drama, and also igno~ing the 
dedicated will which wants to be one with God. 
Frank Wilson makes the mistake of misreading the hero. 
90 He holds that "Becket is hardly a personality"; "he is 
a mystic made heroic, while Harry in The Fftmily Reunion 
is a "tragic hero made mystic.n 91 Wilson by denying Becket 
a personality cannot conceive of him as a real hero. If 
Thomas Becket is anything, he is a tragic hero. To have 
a tragic flaw in a spiritual order does not make a man any 
less a tragic hero. All heroes of Greek tra~edy achieve 
their stature by rising to spiritual heights. Amos Wilder 
suggests: 
One or the shrewdest co:inments on the 
play is that Becket•s act or martyrdom 
being an erfect or grace in which we are 
taken up out of the arena of human 
~elations and conflicts, the essence of 
t~agedy is · absent. · Aristotle • s canon 
that a hero ·must not be too perfect is 
disobeyed~ •• he is · ~ the final moment 
a puppet or grace. 
B9Gardner, The Art ot T. s. Eliot, P• 134. 
90Frank Wilson, Six Essays on the DeTeloSment ·or · 
T. s. Eliot. (London: The Fortune Press, 194 ), p.48. 
9lill!!·· p. 53. 
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9~ilder, Spiritual Aspects of the New Poetry, pp. 213-214· 
Wilder should remember that man is a free· agent, and that 
Thomas makes a deliberate choice through a struggle that 
Eliot prolongs over one hundred lines. After the decision 
to submit to the will of God, Thomas does not acquire 
sanctity; he is closer to Aristotle's 11not too perfect 
-· 
hero." In the assassination scene Thomas, the fighter, is 
on his mettle. He answers the pri ests who wish to get him 
out of danger into the sanctuary of the Cathedral: 
Go to vespers; remember me at your prayers. 
They shall find the shepherd he~~; the 
. flock shall be spared. 
Wilder sees in this not bravery, but a miracle: 
Against the background of c·atholic 
supernaturalism and ita Catholic doctrine 
of saints and martyrs, Becket's action 94 is a miracle, and not an act of heroism. 
Eliot does not dramatize a miracle; Murder in the Cathedral 
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portrays a man who, master of himself, can face physic& odds: 
Unbar the doors! throw open the doorsl 
I will not have .the house of prayer, 
the church of Christ, 95 
The sanctuary, turned into a fortress. 
The text patently explicates the conflict: it is not of 
God; it is of man. Thomas, exasperated at the procrastination 
93Murder in the Cathedral, p. 209. 
94gp. cit., P• 214. 
95 QP• cit., p. 211. 
of the Priests, cownands peremptorily, 
Unbar the door! Unbar the door! 
We are not here to triumph by fighting, 
by stratagem, or by resistance, 
Not to fight wi th beasts as men. We have 
fought the beast 
And have conquered6 This is the easier victory.9 
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The "old man" is quite evident in Thomas, a fact that 
distinguishes him from medieval saints. Speaight gives a 
picture of Thomas' reception of one of the Knights: 
When Reginald FitzUrse pressed blosely 
upon him the fighter was roused in him 
for the last time and h~ flung him off, 
calling him a "pandarn.'17 
\Vhy Eliot missed this human touch, it is hard to know. If 
he had used it, he would have given some of the critics of 
Murder in the Cathedral even less bases for their criticism 
of the character of Thomas. 
Murder in the Cathedral remains a rich field for critical 
analysis. Though critics cross swords on the relative value 
of the "vicious rhetoric" of the Knights, on the use of the 
sermon as an expository device, and on the personality of 
the hero, they are universally in agreement in their estimate 
of the Chorus. Miss Gardner praises the Women of Canterbury 
highly: 
9~Urder in the cathedral, p. 212. 
97speaight, Thomas Becket, p. 197. 
The real drama of the play is to be 
found in fact where its greatest poetry 
lies--in the choruses. · The change which 
is the life or the drama is there: from 
the terror or the supernatural expressed 
at the opening, to the rapturous recognition 
of the 'glory displayed in all the creatures 
ot the earth' in the last.98 
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Eliot uses the Chorus first as an expository device as in 
Greek drama. If his chorus were no more than this, it 
would be just a revival of a convention that has no place 
on the modern stage. The Chorus, however, merges into a 
larger pattern, as Raymond Williams suggests: 
••• the chorus becomes a link between 
ritual and believers; chorus is choir, 
the articulate voice of the body of 
worshippers.99 
Eliot's Chorus is a dramatic realization in terms of the 
liturgy, of the accepted, familiar relationships between 
priests, choir, and congregation. They recite the Confiteor: 
98 
Forgive us, 0 Lord, we acknowledge ourselves 
as type of the_ common man, •••• 
We acknowledge our trespass, our weakness6 our fault; we acknowledge ••••• lo 
Gardner, The Art of T. S~ ·'Eiiot, P• 136. 
99 
Williams, Drama rrom . Ibsen to Eliot, P• 228. 
100 
Murder in the Cathedral, P• 221. 
101 They are participants in the Office of Vespers. 
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The participatory and liturgical function of the Chorus 
is obvious to many critics. vVhat does not seem so apparent 
is that the Chorus recapitulates the Eliot theme of 
speculative mysticism as seen from the poetry of "Prufrock" 
to the Ariel Poems. They are the "wastelanders" who in 
the opening chorus portray the difficulty of those who 
do not wish ~o be disturbed: 
Seven years and the summer is over •••• 
But mostly we were left to our own devic~B 
And we are content if we are left alone. ~ 
They are materialists: 
The merchant, shy and cautiou~, tried to 
compile a small fortune ••• 
Preferring to pass unobserved. 
Now I fear disturbance of the quiet seasons. 103 
lOlMurder in the Cathedral, p. 210. Eliot is inaccurae 
here in the handling of the liturgy. The Dies Irae is not 
sung in the Vespers of Christmastide. He could have obtained 
the same effect by chanting the De Profundis {Ps.cxxix) which 
is one of the psalms used in Vesper.s at this t~e of the year. 
The Dies Irae (Sequence sung in the Mass for the Dead) is 
chanted sonorously in the background while the Chorus in the 
front of the stage recite poetry of the same rhythm as the 
Latin hymn: 
Numb the hand and dry the eyelid 
Still the horror, but more horror 
Than the tearing in the belly. 
Still the horror, but more horror 
Than the twisting in the fingers, 
Than the splitting in the skull. 
102Ibid., p. 176. 
103Loc. cit. 
The "hollow men" speak these lines: 
We do not wish anything to ha~pen. 
Seven years we have lived quietly, 
Succeeded in avoiding notice, 
Living and partly living •••• 
But now a great fear is upon us ••• 
A fear like bi;rth and death, when we 
see birth and death alone 
In a void apart.l04 
But a stirring of life moves within them when they watch 
Thomas fighting the demon of pride: 
0 Thomas Archbishop, save us, save us, save 
yourself that we may be saved· 
Destroy yoursel f and we are destroyed.105 
1.70 
Weakness acknowledged brings light to their souls. As the 
Women of Canterbury speak literally and symbolically, there 
emerges the pattern, life-in-death, on physical and 
anagogical strata: 
The peace of this world is always uncertain, 
unless .men keep the peace of God •••• 
And the world .must be cleaned in the winter, 
or we shall have only 
A sour spring, a parched summer, an empty 
harvest. 
Between Christmas a~d Easter, what work shall 
be done?l06 
While the Priests are urging Thomas to flee to save his life, 
the Chorus announce their need and their desire for purgation: 
104Murder in the Cathedral, p. 180. 
l05Ibid., p. 196. 
l06Ibid., p. 201. 
•••• now it is too late 
For action, too soon for contrition •••• 
Am torn away, subdued, violated, 
United to the spiritual flesh of nature 
Mastered by the animal powers of spirit, 
Dominated by the lust of self-demolition, 
By the final utter uttermost death of spirit, 107 By the final ectasy (sic) of waste and shame. 
After the death of Thomas the Women of Canterbury 
experience the awful scourge of evil; they cannot be the 
same after a spiritual awakening: 
How can I ever return, to the soft quiet 
seasons? •••• 
We did not wish anything to happen. 
We understood the private catastrophe •••• 
But this, this is out of life, this is 
out of time, 
An instant eternity of evil and wrong. 
We are soiled by a filth that we cannot 
clean, ••• 
It is not we alone ••• 
But the world t hat is wholly fou1. 108 
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Yrlss Gardner's summation of the Chorus deserves a place here: 
The monstrous act ••• is an expression of 
universal malice and corruption which it 
is man's burden and glory to be conscious 
of •••• The ecstasy of penitence and shame 
breaks out with the cry: 
Clear the air% cl ean the sky% wash 
the wind! take1stone from stone and wash them. 09 
The Chorus become humanity faced with the mystery of iniquity 
and holiness. 
107MUrder in the Cathedral, p. 208. 
108Ibid., P• 214. 
l09aardner, The Art of T. S. Eliot, p. 137. 
At the end ot the play the Chorus chant their 
conversion. into and beyond the first conversion ot "Ash 
Wednesday": 
Forgive us. 0 Lord. 
Who tear the bleaaing of God• the loneliness 
ot the night ot God, the surrender required, 
the depriTation inflicted; 
Who tear the injust:if8 of men less than the justice ot God ••• 
They realize, too, their weakness and like the protagonist 
ot "Marina" they ask help. 
Lord. haTe :mercy upon us • ••.• 111 Blessed Thomas. pray tor us. 
John Peter tinds the last line an example of Aristotelian 
peripeteia: 
Only by Tirtue of his martyrdom is 
Thomas "Blessed"; only by Tirtue ot 
what they had flinched from doing. 
the women of Canterbury now have an 
intermediary and advocate with God. 
This is true Aristotelian ~eripeteia 
here; and there is also. i seems to 
me. an economy and vitality of state-
ment that no modern reader or theatrer12 goer should be encouraged to neglect. 
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Murder in the Cathedral is a successful attempt to 
dramatize Eliot•s leit-motif: death to self is the prelude 
to union with God. Since he finds successful symbols in the 
liturgy, this play can demonstrate a close relation between 
llOMQrder in the Cathedral. p. 221. 
lllLoc. cit. 
112John Peter. "Murder 1n the Cathedral•" The Sewanee 
Review. Vol. LXI. No. 3, SUlllD18r, 1953. 
liturgy and art. As an artist Eliot is alert to the value 
of the atmosphere that emanates from the Church's liturgy. 
By means of the'universality of the liturgical symbol Eliot 
avoided the cul-de-sac of pure form to which artists 
without relation, without direction, without stability have 
been driven. In Murder in the Cathedral Eliot speaks the 
language of the liturgy directly with renewed creative 
l7'3 
power, and for the first time dramatically, in our twentieth 
centany. The liturgy is an integral part of the drama, not 
"artistic" religion used for ornamentation. Murder in the 
Cathedral portrays the essential and continuing mystery of 
the liturgy, the upward movement and offering, the downward 
movement of grace; the immanent and transcendent nature of 
the spirit; the death to self, and the renewal of life. 
The still point around which Eliot's poetry revolves is as 
Hugh Kenner s~ys, 
113 
••• the point at which theology and poetry 
meet. Theology and poetry, as st. Thomas 
Aquinas remarks, are curiously alike in 
their reliance upon metaphor: for the 
opposite reasons that the latter deals 
with materials too much immersed in matter 
for immediate apprehension (such as the 
human will), the former in objects too much 
transcending material realization (such as 
the Trinity .Jl-13 
Hugh Kenner, "El i ot's Moral Dialectic," The 
Hudson Review, p. 433. 
This statement brings us baek to St. John or the Cross. 
The poetry or Eliot has its origin in Eliot, the artist, but 
his theology he has learned essentially rrom St. John or the 
Cross. 
Great drama is the particularization or a universal 
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as it arrects man on the sentient, intellectual, and spiritual 
levels. The artist's ability to look at life steadily and see 
it whole will vitalize his work; his ineptitude to do this will 
blemish it. Major dramatists in any period have maae it their 
primary concern to study the universality of evil and its selr-
corrosion. The women of Canterbury recoil at this perception: 
It is not we alone, it is not the house, 
it is not the city that is derii~~ 
But the whole world that is wholly roul. 4 
The Family Reunion concretizes abstract evil. Its 
out-reaching arms encircle a cursed house, a morbid 
mother-rixation, a palpable hatred, and a veiled murder. 
On the one hand Harry, Lord Monchensey, reacts to this evil, 
and his desire grows to expiate for it and for all evil; 
on the other, the Chorus seem unconscious of the depths 
or modern degradation, so they remain static and impervious 
to it. The play encompasses all this, however, without one, 
overt reference to the nature of sin, to the sorrow of Harry, 
and the necessary corollary of atonement. Martyrs are of 
114Murder in the Cathedral, p. 214. 
the chosen few; the ordinary man is of lesser stature. It is 
quite evident to any reader who steps from the white-hot 
level of the closing chorus of Murder in the Cathedral to 
the low-ground atmosphere of Wishwood that there is more 
than a difference of. t ime in the two plays. Thomas and 
Harry are unlike. The former vitiates the goods of the 
spirit; the latter lives in a hell. created by the murder 
of his wife, and returns after eight years' travel to find 
his ancestral home likewise an enclosure of hell-hate. 
Eliot finds his cursed house and the Eumenides in the 
triology of Aeschylus. Critics have studied this drama 
for its Jungian and Freudian implications: Maud Bodkin 
in The Quest for Salvation considers Eliot's patterns 
limited in comparison with the archetypal models of 
Aeschylus; c. L. Barber in "Strange Gods at T. s. Eliot's 
Family Reunion" thinks it does not dramatize well the 
psychological tensions inherent in the characters. Barber 
suggests an artistic reason for this failure: 
In making a j udgment about the consequences 
for art of a wish-fulfillment motive, we 
must keep clear the distinction that it 
is not the use of irrational symbolism 
to resolve a conflict which is fatal, but 
the use of such a symbolism to resolve a 
conflict in a fashion which is in fact 
1mpossible.ll5 
115c. L. Barber, "Strange Gods at T. s. Eliot's The 
Family Reunion," Selected Critique, p. 4J9. 
~76 
The drama is weak structurally because it tries to 
say on a psychological or philosophical level what can only 
lll)e expressed in theological terms. Barber thinks Eliot's 
symbols are tenuous: 
If to employ a full elaborated Christian 
framework for a drama today is to assume 
too much with audiences from whom the 
Christian tradition is something external, 
the highly intelligent scheme of The 
Family Reunion suffers disastrousry-from 
the complementary difficulty that the 
author cai 5ely on no living tradition 
whatever. 1 
Eliot wishes the play to be read as a religious experience, 
the Furies to be considered as di vine .messengers. We 
gather this information not from the text but from a letter 
which Eliot sent to Martin Browne in 1939 when the latter 
was directing the c.as.t . for .the London performance: 
••• the Furies are divine (Eliot's italics) 
instruments, not simple hellhound~ •• to let 
him know clearly that the only way out is 
purgation and holiness .••• And Agatha 
understands this clearly, though Harry 
only understands it yet in flashes. So 
Harry's career needs to be completed ii7 an Orestes or an Oedipus at Colonnos. 
The word "purgation" reminds one of St. John of the Cross' 
doctrine which is subtly concealed and penetrates the drama 
but slightly. We cannot restrain the comment that st. John 
ll6Barber, "Strange Gods," p. 417. 
117cr. Matthiessen, The Achievement of T. s. Eliot, 
pp. 167-168. Here the letter is quoted in extenso. 
of the Cross studies visions in Book 2 of the Ascent of 
Mount Carmel. Here he teaches how the understanding must 
be purged in preparation for union. St. John counsels the 
rejection of these visions. Harry could not do this; 
otherwise there would be no play. St. John of the Cross' 
statement is categorical : 
But when it is a question of imaginary 
visions, or other supernatural apprehensions, 
which can enter the sense without the 
co-operation of man's free will, I say that 
at no time must it receive them, whether the 
soul be in the state of perfection or 
whether in a state of less perf~raion--not 
even though they come from God. 
The Family Reunion is truncated, according to Eliot. 
The reason for this may well be that Eliot was able to 
integrate the character of Thomas Becket through the 
existence in his character of the unruly passion of joy, 
one of the four affections of the will. St. John of the 
Cross, it will be recalled, details this passion in its 
ramifications, but Book 3 of the Ascent of Mount Carmel 
is shortened summarily. Fear is the bete noir of Harry. 
Might Harry's more complete individuality have emerged 
from Eliot's skill i£ St. John or the Cross had written 
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an account of the passion of fear from which he might draw? 
118Ascent of Mount Carmel, Book 2, p. 142. 
When Eliot wrote, "I will show you fear in a handful 
of dust," vivid delineations of death and sterility in the 
waste land enforces his meaning on a literal level; · 
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symbolically the overtones of life-through-death deepen it. 
In Sweeney Agonistes the placing of the apothegm from 
St. John of the Cross after the epigraph from Choephoroi 
tells remorselessly that man's uncontrolled desires are 
goads to prick. Harry is motivated by fear. He cries 
with terror when he sees the ~ries: 
Look there, look there: do you see them? ••• 
No, no not there. Look therel 
Can't you see them. You don 1 t see them, but 
I see them.l~ 
Yet this passage illustrates how he stays on the periphery 
of this fear: 
What I see 
May be one dream or another; if there is 
nothing else . 
The most real is what I fear. The bright 
colour fades ••• 
And the eye adjusts itself to a twilight •••• 
Where the aphylloui2Branch (is seen to be) ophidian. 
The last two lines are as close as Harry comes to calling 
original sin by name, and here, only through a desiccated 
symbol. The word, 11 ophidian," or "snakelike," recalls the 
Garden of Eden where as a result of the Fall the descendants 
119The Family Reunion, p. 232. 
12°Ibid., p. 249. 
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of Adam. are "aphyl~ous," bearing no foliage, because sin and 
sanctifying grace are mutually exclusive. True, he intimates 
the eff"ects of original sin when he addresses his family: 
••• What you . cal~ normal 
Is merely the real and unimportant. 
I was like that in a way, so long as I 
could think 
Even of my own life as an isolated ruin 
A e.asual bit of waste in an orderly universe. 
But it begins to seem just part of some huge 
disaster·, ••• 
Of all me.r:t, of the1~.orld, which I cannot put ~n order. 1 
Throughout the play Harry is a law unto himself. He 
would begin outside himself to set the world in order,when 
the proper point of departure is putting order in his own 
soul. When he refuses to do this, he tries to rationalize 
his crime to the Furies: 
Why do you show yourselves now for the 
first time? 
When I knew her, I was not the same person. 
I was not any person. Nothing that I did 
Has to do with me. The accident of a 
dreaming moment, 
Of a dreaming age, when I was someone else, 
Thinking of something else, puts me among 
you.l22 
In passing let us say that Harry needs a course in elementary 
theology. Either he was or he was not guilty of the murder 
of his wife. Responsibility lay in his will. He cannot 
121The Family Reunion, p. 168. 
122Ibid., p. 253. 
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resolve his guilt from a doubtful conscience. Whether he 
intended to push her or not, he alone knows. This 
irresolution weakens the play and makes Harry an inconsistent 
character. Although he does not know whether he committed 
murder or not, yet he does recognize what the law thinks 
about men who push their wives overboard. The scene with 
Sergeant Winchell reveals Harry's dual personality: 
Vfuy do you keep asking 
About her Ladyship. Do you know or d.on't 
you? 
I'm not afraid of you •••• 
Well, do you want me to produce her for 
you.l23 
Eliot fails in his attempt to dramatize_ a religious 
experience. Although ideas of purgation permeate the 
latter part of the drama, like the sin that they would blot 
out, these purgative concepts are immersed in the same mist 
of irresolution. Harry says of his "election" to a life 
of sacrifice: 
I have not yet had the precise directions. 
~~ere does one go from a world of insanity? 
Somewhere on the other side of despair. 
To the worship in the desert, the thirst, 
the deprivation, 
A atony sanctuary, and a primitive altar ••• 
Such things are possible. 24 
Thus, mystical overtones, superimposed rather than integrated, 
suggest a dress rehearsal for the Four ~uartets. Vfuile 
123The Family Reunion, p. 263. 
124Ibid., p. 281. 
Miss Gardner finds this play superior to Murder in the 
Cathedral, yet she admits its weakness: 
It is in the Four suartets that the 
subject of The Fam1ly Reunion finds 
completely satisfying artistic 
expression •••• The progress from 
Burnt Norton to East Giddinf would 
hardly have been pos§ i ble w thout 
The Family Reunion.~25 
18~ 
Unlike Four Quartets the poetry of the play is best when it 
is read not on anagogical but on the literal level. Mary's 
description of spring has the usual Eliot symbolism of 
life-through-death. The first f our lines in their simplicity 
are meaningful; the last five tease our thought: 
I believe the season of birth 
Is the season of sacrifice 
For the tree and the beast and the fish 
Thrashing itself upstream: 
And what of the terrified spirit 
Compelled to be reborn 
To rise towards the violent sun 
Wet wings into the rain cloud 
Harefoot over the moon.l26 
Because The Family Reunion is a play of great scenes, 
rather than a drama of great unity, the scene between 
Harry and Agatha is one of the major achievements of the 
play. Yet this too is weakened by a clash of pseudo-
mysticism and Freudianism. Since Agatha is eager to know 
the Harry whom she has lost through eight years of separation, 
~25Gardner, The Art of T. s. Eliot, p. 157. 
126The Family Reunion, pp . 251-252. 
the scene is .functional as Harry characterizes hims.elf 
.first as a wastelander: 
I felt, at first that sense o.f separation, 
Of isolation, unredeemable, irrevocable ••• 
It's eternal, or gives a knowledge ofl2? 
eternity ••• That is one hell. 
He is a hollow man: 
That was the second hell o.f not being there 
The degradation of being parted from myself', 
From the self wbf~ft persisted only as an eye, 
. seeing. . 
His schizophrenia results .from the impossible attempt to 
live as though he were not a .free agent, and Eliot sounds 
a universal note here when Harry admits that it cannot be 
done: 
All this last year , I could not .fit myself' 
together; 
When i was inside the ol d dream, I .felt 
all the same emotion 
Or lack of emotion, as be.fore •••• 
When I was outside 
I could associate nothing o.f it with mysel.r.129 
In poetry that prognosticates Four Quartets Agatha skims 
the passive night o.f the spirit, while she explains how 
time is important in purgation and in union: 
Only a present moment o.f pointed light 
When you want to burn. When you stretch 
out your hand 
To the flames. They onl y come once, 
127The Family Reunion, p. 272. 
128Ibid., P• 274. 
129Ibid., p. 275. 
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Thank God, that kind. Perhaps there is 
Another kind, I believe, across a whole 
Tibet of broken stones 128 That lie, fan~up, a lifetime's .march. 
(Italics added) 
When Agatha bids Harry expi ate the sin of his family, she 
conveys her command in mystical terminology: 
You are the consciousness of your 
unhappy family, 
Its bird sent flying through the 
purgatorial flame •••• 
You may learn her eafter, 
Moving alone through flames of ice, chosen 
to resolve the enchantment under which we 
suffer.l29 
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But John Crowe Rans om detects a weakness in this expiatory 
note:: 
It is certain that dramatically the 
terror of the mysterious curse is very 
much more emphasized than the beauty of 
expiation whic~ comes in almost as an 
after thought . 30 
Under the spell of Agatha's words, for this is what they are 
as far as dramatic tens i on is achieved, Harry r~joices in 
his freedom; he taunts t he Eumenides: 
Not yet! 
From the 
And come 
not yet! this is the first 
t hat I have been free 
ring of ghost s with joined 
from the purs uers , 131 into a quiet place. 
128The Family Reunion, p. 274. 
129 i 7 Ibd., p. 25. 
time 
hands, 
130John Crowe Rans om, Poetry: A Magazine of Verse, 
Vol. 54, 1939, p. 269. 
131The Family Reunion, p. 278. 
What has freed him remains unanswered, since he has not 
acknowledged his guilt, nor expressed any sorrow. Because 
this conversion is too facile, a reaction sets in and Eliot 
follows the pattern of "Ash Wednesday" and the Ariel Poems: 
I know that I have made a decision 
In a moment of clarity, and now I . 
feel dull again .• ••. 
But I know there is only one way out 
of de.f'ilement-• 
Which leads in the end to reconciliation.l32 
Harr7ts darkness has a short term. He is master of the 
situation when his mother asks him, ~ere are you going?" 
Why I have this election 
I do not understand. It JIIUst have been 
preparing always.... 133 I must .f'ollow the bright angels. 
Strangely enough the only character who is vital in 
the play is Amy, the cardiac su.f'ferer. Her sensitivity is 
portrayed in the opening scene, for she hates the cold: 
0 Sun, that was once so warm, 0 Light that 
was taken for granted 
When I . was young and strong, and sun 
and light unsought .tor 
And the night un.f'eared••• 
And time would not stop in the darktl34 
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Amy•s physical coldness is but a sy.mbol o.f' her married life. 
This adds poignancy to her soulwstripping in another great 
132rbe Family Reunion, P• 279. 
133Ibid., P• 281. 
134Ibid., p. 225. 
scene of the play, that with Agatha: 
Seven years I kept him 
••• a discontented ghost, 
In his own house~ What of the humiliation 
Of the chilly pr etences in the silent 
bedroom, 
Forcing sons upon an unwilling father? 
Dare you think what that does to one ••• 
I would have sons1 ~f I could not have a husband. 3> 
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Amy's bland secretiveness outwits Agatha's obvious smugness. 
Amy has kept well the secret of Agatha's love for Harry's 
father: 
I even asked you back , for visits, after 
he was gone, 
So that there might be no ugly rumors •••• 
You may be cl~~g, but I always saw through 
h~. 
Is it because Harry is like his father, desirous not of the 
ordinary but of the extraordinary, that Amy sees through h~ 
and intuits the plans that Harry has not so much as 
formulated to himself? She can announce with assurance, 
"Harry is going to be a missionary." Eliot appears to 
believe that missionary life is the quickest way to work out 
one's salvation! 
For Matthiessen there is a moral question in 
connection with this departure t o "parts unknown" while 
l35The Family Reunion, p. 282. 
l36Ibid. 
he wonders if Harry is responsible for his mother's death: 
Warned by the doctor that his mother 
is at an age where she cannot stand a 
shock, he produces: one by breaking with 
her and leaving Wishwood; and we learn 
that she is dead before the curtain · 
falls ••• we are reminded -very forcibly 
of the sentence from s t. John of the 
Cross that Eliot prefixed to Sweeney •••• 
Eliot has not succeeded in persuading 
us that Harry has anything of the 
overmastering love of God that alone 
could give sanction to tne mystic's 
terrible renunciation.l3~ 
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Far from burning with love of God as d~ .cribed by the Saint, 
Harry burns with self-pi ty, hardly the harmatia of a tragic 
hero. 
Harry's character develops because he recognizes the 
Erunenides and their function in his life. The Chorus, 
however, remains' statio . They feel that they are at the 
opening of the play: 
Assembled like amateur actors in a dream 
when the curtain rises, to find them- lJ8 
selves dressed for a different play ••• 
They diagnose themselves better than they realize for at 
the close of the play they are, ~Jtll acting their parts of 
automata. The emphasis here is contemporary men cut off 
137Matthiessen, The Achievement of T. s. Eliot, 
pp. 170-171. 
l38The Family Reunion, p. 231. 
fro~ spiritual ballasts, an old theme of Eliot: 
But the circle of our understanding 
Is a very restricted area. 
Except for a limited number 
Of strictly practical purposes 
We do not know what we are doing •••• 
vVe do not know much about thinking. 
Vfuat is happening outside the cirfl~? 
We have lost our way i n the dark. 3~ . 
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Eliot's greatest dramatic and aesthetic mistake is in 
the closing scene during which "Agatha and Mary walk slowly 
in single file round and round the table clockwise. At 
each revolution they blow out a few candles, so that their 
last words are spoken in t he dark.u14° Matthiessen grasps 
the crudity of this technique: 
The effect seems an unintentional parody 
of liturgy (the service of Tenebrae) 
rather than a reinvigoration from it. 141 
A just criticism that can be offered of The Family 
Reunion is tha t although the subject is capable of dramatic 
treatment, yet Eliot has not resolved the conflict in his 
own mind; consequently, the play lacks the inner reality 
or force that characterizes Murder in the Cathedral. 
John Peter states that an "ordinary" critic would object 
to the verse and lack of inner coherence, but a more 
l39The Family Reun~on, p. 291. 
l40ibid. ·, p. 292. 
141Matthiessen, The Achievement of T. s. Eliot, p. 170. 
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"philosophical" critic would complain of the religious and 
ps ychologica l dichotomy: 
Religion and Psychology tend to replace 
and proscribe one another ••• and he might 
well question whether ••• any reconciliation 
of the t wo had really been effected. To 
juxtapose, after all, is not necessarily 
to reconcile.l42 
Moreover, when we examine the medium, t he verse, we 
find that its use in thi s play contradicts Eliot's ideas 
of dramatic poetry : 
The same plays (of Shakespeare) are 
most poetic and most dramatic ••• by 
a full expans l on of one and the same 
activity •••• 143, 
The Family Reunion is Eliot's first experiment with a full-
length play of contemporary people speaking contemporary 
language in verse. It i s not too successful a verse-drama 
because El i ot has not found in his attempt the "new form 
of verse which shal l be as satisfactory a vehicle for us 
as blank verse was for the Elizabethan.n144 
In The Family Reuni on Eliot fails also to utilize 
well the mystical doctri ne of st. John of the Cross that has 
added another stratum to his poetry. John Crowe Ransom 
criticizes this drama in concise words: 
142John Peter, "Murder in the Cathedral," The Sewanee 
Review, p. 62. 
14.3Eliot, Dialogue on Dramatic Poetry, Selected Essays, 
1?'• 39. 
144I bid., p. 44. 
••• but it is not the Eliot we knew as a 
poet. It is Eliot warmed over for 
"theatre." 
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Although The Cocktail PartY. was published after the 
Four Quartets, yet in his specul ative use of the mysticism 
of st. J"ohn of the Cross, Eliot has not advanced in this 
play much beyond the active night of the spirit. In The 
Cocktail Party he resolved to correct some of the mistakes 
of The Family Reunion: to adjust his myth to the modern 
situation; to omit the Furies:, and the chorus; to improve 
the mechanics, and not to devote too much time to exposition 
and too little to the solution of the problem; finally, to 
create a character who is not an ttinsufferable prig" like 
Harry. 146 Two years after the publication of The Cocktail 
Party, Eliot revealed the origi n of his plot: 
I was still inclined to go to a Greek 
dramatist for my theme, but I was 
determined to take t his merely as a 
point ot departure, and to conceal my 
origins so well that nobody would 
identify them until I pointed them out 
myself. In this at least I have been 
successful; for no one of my acquaintances 
(and no dramatic critics) recognized the 
source of my story in the Alcestis of 
Euripides.l47 
l45Rans.om, "Family Reunion," Poetry, p. 269. 
l46T. s. Eliot, Poetry and Drama, (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 195I), -PP• 35-38. 
147 Ibid., p. 38. 
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John Peter formulates a sincere critic's reaction to Eliot's 
late disclosure: 
I am not sure that I understand this 
rebuttal, but to the extent that I do 
it seems to me a very odd one, and 
rather frivolous. For to take up an 
attitude like that, as if anything 
implausible or unintel ligible can be justified merely by pr oducing a remote 
or unsuspected (and unilluminating 
'source')' for it ••• is surely to reduce 
literature to the level of acrostic and 
criticism to code-breaking.l48 
Eliot perhaps wisely does not .mention in this essay, 
Poetry and Dra.ma, the mysticism of St. John of the Cross. 
In reference to The Cocktail Party, so.me critics .make .much 
of its .mysticism, a .mysticism with and without quot~tion 
.marks. For John Mason Brown: 
Mr. Eliot's new play starts as trivially 
as if he were writing a flat sequence to 
the highly successful "Yatata Yatata" 
scene in "Allegra," and ends in a pea-
soup of .mysticis.m.l49 
The dean of theatrical critics , George Jean Nathan, denounaes 
the play categorically: 
· ••• fundamental platit udes (are) tricked 
out with parleys of .mysticism. It is a 
religious philosophy and as far as one 
can penetrate its opiu.m s.moke suggests 
148John Peter, "Murder in the Cathedral," The Sewanee 
Review, p. 381. 
l49John Mason Brown, "The Cocktail Party," Saturday 
Review of Literature, February 4, 1950, p. 30. 
15°George Jean Nathan, "The Cocktail Party," American 
Mercury, May, 1950, pp . 557-558. 
that of a sophOMore Episcopalian boninc 
up for examination in higher Catholicism. 
It is bosh sprinkled with mystic cologne.15° 
Robert Speaight &oes to the other extreme. Celia's "soul 
is capable of subsisting on the glaciers of the spiritual 
life; ••• thoU&h she dees not know it yet, she is a contempla-
tive." He out-Speaichts Speai&ht in a final judpent: 
Author, actors, and audience should be 
&rateful that he has assisted into lite 
a play which is amonc the rf~f master-
pieces of the medern stage. ~ 
Certainly there are mystical e~ments in the .drama, 
but awareness of sin, a desire t expiate it, and a 
capacity for lovin& God are included in doiMatic theology, 
so either ascetic or mystic is aware of their importance. 
Celia, the sinner, is the dramatic emphasis of Elio't, tor 
· he only implies her progress to God throuih the dark night 
of the soul. 
The play is more than the story of Celia, the myatic, 
tor it concerns four people who commit adultery. All these 
seek happiness n various levels; three find it before the 
curtain goes down, and there is hope for the fourth. 
150Ge&r&e Jean Nathan, "The Cocktail Party," American 
Mercury, May, 1950, PP• 557-S58. - · · · · 
151Robert Speai&ht "The Cocktail Party," The L•ncien 
Tablet, September 3, 194l, .p. 154. 
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Peter Q,uilpe, lover of Lavinia Cham.berlayne, loves, also, 
Celia Coplestone, the mistress of Edward Chamberlayne, 
Lavinia's husband. When the complication is dissolved by 
Lavinia's leaving Edward, "The Waste Land," grim. and for-
bidding, reaches into the heart of Edward Chamberlayne as 
he expresses the sentlinents of himself and his wife (though 
Lavinia is less sensitive than he): 
What is hell? Hell i s oneself, 
Hell is alone, the other figures in it 
Merely projections. There is nothing to 
escape from 
And nothing to escape to. One is always 
alone.l52 
Edward's judgment is the despair of the modern man who in 
his attempt to seek happiness along the road of selfishness 
finds that such a road leads to misery. 
Lavinia and Edward Chamberlayne presumably discover 
peace through the instrumentality of Sir Henry Harcourt-Reilly, 
a psychiatrist-confessor who forces them to face themselves, 
and then each other. Wnen Edward and Lavinia realize that 
the defilement of their marriage bed was simply a projection 
of egocentricity, they are willing to pay the small price 
demanded to attain happiness. Reilly tells them in a passage 
152The Cocktail Party, p. 342. 
shot through with pseudo-theology:153 
Your business i s not to clear your conscience 
But to learn how to bear the burdens of your 
conscience •• •• 
Go in peace. And work out your salvation 
with diligence.l54 
Vife meet the.m. again t wo years later, apparently happily 
married, interested in each other's affairs, accepting 
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the idiosyncrasies of each other. Since they have stripped 
themselves of delusion and irresponsibility, which were 
part of their habitual masks, t hey are healthy spiritually, 
working out their salvation. 155 In Peter ~uilpe, the hollow 
man becomes a dramatic projection. It is a hollow man, 
however, who has tried to fill the vacuity with an ideal, 
the love of a woman. He tells Edward the effect Celia has 
on him: 
And I was so happy when we were together--
So ••• contented, so ••• at peace: I can't 
express it; 
I had never imagined such quiet happiness. 
I had only experienced e~citement, deliriQ~ , 
Desire for possession.l5b 
l53The Sacrament of Penance demands more than Freudian 
psychology. It posits for forgiveness and cleansing of the 
soul from sin three necessary elements: true sorrow, sincere 
acknowledgment, and a firm purpose of amendment. Freudianism 
rationalizes guilt by shifting the blame from a free agent to 
a complex. 
l54The Cocktail J?arty, p. 357 • 
l55williams, Dram.a from Ibsen to Eliot, p. 241. 
l56The Cocktail Party, p. 315. 
Peter is "naturally good."l57 He is one who recognizes 
decay, and who discovers himself to be selfish. Peter has 
found the Delphian formula; he has the key to the Kingdom 
of God, humdlity. 
Before discussing Celia these three static characters, 
Alex Gibbs, JUlie Shuttlethwaite, and Sir Henry HarcourtM 
Reilly need to be interpreted. Eliot is aware that he did 
not succeed in making them an artistic part of the play, 
and he comments on this weakness during_ an interview with 
Henry Hewes of the Saturday Review of Literature: 
In The Cocktail Party only four of the 
seven characters are characters in the 
tl'Ue sense. The psychiatrist and his 
two assistants are outside the action 
or the play. They interfere, but there 
is no action development in these three. 
They just perform a job. I think that 
the auditn;}Qe may have been mystified by 
this •••• ~,!)t) 
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They are characters, however, whose inner life is so well 
adjusted that they can guide others to happiness. They hide 
their real depths under superficial triviality lest those of 
lesser moral stature be repelled. The most important aspect 
in their character is their ability to take people at what-
ever level of spirituality they find them• Because they have 
strength of mind and will, which comes from prayer and 
157The Cocktail Party, P• 382. 
158Henry Hewes, "The Confidential Playwright," Saturday 
Review of Literature, August 29, 1953, P• 26. 
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discipline, Julie, Alex, and Sir Henry are able to affect 
the lives of those they contact. The knowledge these three 
have of psychological data penetrates into the spiritual 
and presents values which Williams characterizes: 
The play is concerned with the salvation, 
not of an individual, but ot a group, and 
the elements ot this salvation are t4t 
guardians, Reilly, Alex, and Julia.l5:~ 
Williams underscores Eliot's conception ot the role. Attar 
Edward, Lavinia, and Celia have been to see Sir Henry, and 
have lett with the acceptance of the solution acceptable 
to them, Alex inquires, "And how have we got on?" He had 
-. 
not been in Sir Henry's office during the interview, but 
the trio is a partnership tor good. 
Celia, however, is the leading character in The C-ocktail 
Party. She is Harry improved and integrated. She stands with 
Tho.mas and yet apart fro.m. him. She is a martyr whom we do 
not see fighting to the finish; we only hear ot her physical 
death, and are reminded by Julia, Alex, and Sir Henry how 
much a woman of her spiritual potentialities would have to 
suffer. Celia as Eliot draws her is a woman of the twentieth 
century who takes lite and love seriously. She discovers 
lS9williams, Drama from. ~n: to Eliot, p. 240. 
that .,Edward is ending their affair because: 
He has to co.me to terms in the end 
With the obstinate, tougher self; 
who does not speak, 
Who never talks; who cannot argue.l60 
Her reaction reaches higher than the .moral level into the 
spiritual: 
The man I saw bet ore, he was only a 
.proj eotion--
I see that now--ot something that I 
wanted--
No, not wanted--something that I 
aspired to--
Something that I desperately-wanted to 
exist • . 
It must happen somew.he~e--but what, and 
. where is it?lbl 
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During her interTiew with Reilly she tells him that she has 
a sense ot sin which leads her to desire to •atone--is that; 
the word?"l62 She is a creative artist, but she is weaving 
. 
no fanciful tapestry in this revelation: 
Like a child who has wandered into a forest 
Playing with an imaginary playmate 
And suddenly discovers he is only a child, 
Lost in a forest, wanting to g& home •••• 
I want to be cured 
Ot a craving tor something I cannot fiftl 
And ot the shame ot ne'fer finding it. · 
Eliot's word, •cure," in this context as in others in the 
.• -
play equates •salvation,• a fundamental theae ot the drama. 
160The Cocktail Party, p. 326. 
161Ibid., p. 327. 
162ibid.' p. )62. 
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This double sense of the words is an important element. 
Williams is correct when he points out that the interchange 
ot these words has caused contusion in the judgments ot the 
play: 
It is when Reilly COllles to deal with 
Celia that the objections begin to be 
ade.l63 
Reilly merely accentuates what the scene with Edward 
delineated, that Cella is an unusual person. For such, 
mediocrity is not the answer. There are two alternatives: 
the lite ot a g~od woaan llving ·i n,but not ot,the world, 
who is the leaven in a ftworld ot violence, stupidity, gree4,"164 
' 
and the other tor those who Reill..r thinks are courageous, 
the lite ot a religious: 
The second is unknown, and so required the 
. faith 
The kind ot taith that issues trom despair. 
The destination c a.rmot be described; 
You will know very little until you get 
there; 
You will journey blind. But the war 
leads towards possession 
Ot what you havf6tought tor in the wrong 
. place. > · 
Since Reil1.f recognizes that Celia has .IB.f&tical propeuities, 
he counsels the religious lite as a means ot attaining union 
16Jwill1a.ms, DrEUila trom Ibsen to Eliot, p. 24J,. 
164 . . 
The Cocktail Party, p. )64. 
165Ibid~, pp. 364-365. 
. ' 
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with God through the passive night of the sense and spirit. 
What Reilly is saying has little significance for these 
unversed in the doctrine of St. John of the Cross, but the 
dramatic tension is maintained. Reilly is careful to note 
that mysticism is not the mark of a religious alone; union 
with God can be achieved in or outside a cloister. In her 
spiritual quest Celia's emptying of herself is to be as 
complete a holocaust as was her physical love for Edward. 
She had told him: 
What had I thought that the future could be6? I abandoned the fUture before we began ••• lo . 
When Reilly tells her she must choose, she selects the second 
life. 167 Reilly now repeats what Eliot has said virtually 
since 11 Prufrock, 11 that happiness coats death-in-life: 
Each way means loneliness--and communion. 
Each way avoids the final desolation 
Of solitude in the phantasmal world 
Of imagination, si%§fling memories and 
desires. 
St. John of the Cross' active night of the spirit is in these 
linea. Julia, with a good woman's keen sensitivity and selfless 
appreciation of the latent virtue in others, forecasts the 
life of Celia. When Sir Henry wonders whether or not Celia 
l66The Cocktail Party, P• 324· 
167A religious vocation is an acceptance, not a choice. 
Eliot forgets here, "You have not chosen Me; I have chosen 
you." cf. st. John, 1.5:16. 
168The Cocktail Party, p. 36.5. 
will be afraid, she answers: 
She is too humble. She will pass between 
the scolding hills, 
Through the valley o£ derision, like a 
child sent on an errand 
In eagerness and patience. Yet she must 
su.f£er.lo9 
st. John of the Cross is written explicitly across the lines 
of the toast Reilly, Julia.,- and Alex drink to the success 
of Celia's venture towards God: 
Watch over her in the desert 
Watch over her in the mountain 
Watch over her in the labyrinth 
Watch over her by the quicksand. 
Protect her from the Voices 
Protect her from the Visions 
Protect her in the tumult 
Protect her in the silence.l70 
All the mystical theology contained in these lines has 
been explained except the "Voices," the "tumult," and the 
"silence." St. John of the Cross describes the last two 
in his Dark Night which Eliot uses so copiously in Four 
Quartets. With the elucidation of the "Voices," the 
mystical terminology of st. John of the Cross up to and 
including the active night of the spirit will have been 
explained. St. John of the Cross differentiates among 
three kinds of voices or locutions as he calls them; they 
are successive, formal, and substantial. Formal and sub-
stantial locutions may come to the soul whether it is 
l69The Cocktail Party, p. 368 
170Ibid., p. 369. 
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recollected or not: 
I describe as successive certain words 
and arauments, which the spirit is wont 
to torm. and fashion when it is inwardl.y 
recollected. :ror.mal. words are certain 
clear and distinct words which the spirit 
receives; not ot itself, but trom a third 
person •••• Substantial words are others 
which also come to the spirit formally ••• 
these cause in the substance of the soul 
that substance and virtue which they signity.l?l 
The Saint counsels that all these locutions should be 
reJected. Bence the prayer, "Protect her from the Voices." 
~ 
Saint John's advice is good psychology: 
Let us treasure no.11e ot them, but 
think only to direct our will determinedly 
to God, fulfilling His law and His holy 
counsels perfectly which is the wisdom 
of the Saints •••• For this is sufficient to 
enkindle the will .greatly, without our 
meddling in other deep and curious things 172 
wherein it is a wonder if there is not peril. 
Celia Coplestone•s progress towards God is merely hinted 
at by Reilly as he uses the same terms Eliot has employed in 
all poems, a life of sanctity through death to aelt: 
Because it was for her to choose the way 
ot lite · 
To lead to death, and, without knowing the 
. end 
Yet choose the torm of death. We know the 
death she chose. 
I did not know that !h§ would die in this way, 
She did not know ••• • 7J 
l71Aseent of Mount Carmel , Book 2, p. 208. Chapters 
xxix-xxxll treat rn detail these . locutions. 
1
"12Ibid.' p. 215. 
173The Cocktail Party, p. 384. 
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Obviously, Celia did not enviaon martyrdoa, the quickest way. 
I William Rose Benet remarks ~aeetiously : 
Of course, I tnink . t~at . lovely Celia 
crucified next to an ant hill is a 
bit of sadigm that evei7the great Dante never surpassed. 4 
Eliot leaves no doubt what his conception o~ this death is, 
for in the interview for the Saturday Review of Literature 
he states: 
The Cocktail Party is a comedy because 
Celia dies heroically in the service of 
something. There is not a ~eeline o~ 
waste with Celia, and you must always 
have waste in a tragedy. A real tragic 
character is oapable o~ a successful 
life in the best sense, but misses ii75 . when fortune smacks him in the face. 
The play closes with Julia, Alex, and Reilly on their 
way to another oooktail party, while Edward and Lavinia are 
preparing for guests. Kappo Phelan misses the point of 
the last scene when he observes that Edward and Lavinia are 
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condemned to a loTeless marriage. Edward has answered 
this objection: 
I think that every moment is a fre!;7beginning 
••• that li~e is only keeping on... · 
~though the more knowledge one brings to the drama 
the greater the aesthetic experience, yet the impact of 
174 . ' William ~Qse Bene~, "The Cocktail Party," Saturday 
Review ot Literature, February 11, 1950, p. 48. 
17~ewes, "The Oont'idential Playwright," p. 26. 
17~appo Phelan, nThe Cocktail Party," Commonweal, 
Vol. 51, February 3, 1950, p. 46). 
l77The .Cocktail Party, p. 387. 
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the play does not depend on the technical knowledge of the 
"states" of various souls; its value as a work of art lies 
in the dramatic tensions result ing from emotional, 
intellectual, and spiritual complexities. st. John ot the 
Cross' ~stical theology helped Eliot in part to give the 
comedy the cerebration that makes it good theatre. The 
$150,000 Eliot is reported to have collected in royalties 
on the play proves that many reacted to it favorably. The 
critic in ~ has voiced this popular reception: 
Eliot's indirect influence is wide and 
deep •••• one compelling reason why audiences 
crowd his "Cocktail Party" is that they 
recognize a compelling restatement ot the 
old and certain truths. They like Eliot 
for being elever ••• but what counts most 
is the common sense, the humility, the 
hope expresse4 in such lines as these: 
The best ot a bad joy is all any . 
ot us make of it, 178 Except, ot course, the saints •••• 
Because many critics level their attacks at Eliot's 
verse which they claim is no different from prose (and 
recordings of the play by the original cast tend to bear 
out their criticism) Eliot may best defend what he is doing 
in verse drama. Hewes writes as a result of his interview 
with Eliot that he attempts to find a rh,ytbm close to 
contemporary speech with the stresses where we should 
178Tt.e, (unsigned article) May 6, 1950, p. 26. 
20) 
naturally put thea. 
a·$/ his elbow: 
Hewes continues his analysis with Eliot 
This doesn't atf~~t the rhythm any more 
than it does ia music where the composer 
can vary the number and length of notes 
within -an.,y one bar. Mr. Eliot's unrhymed 
lines are characterized by a caesura and 
two or three stresses, one on one side ot 
a caesura, and two on the other. "AudenJ' 
interpolates Eliot) "says I have tour 
stresses and he may be right. All I know 
is that when a line sounds wrong to me, 
which is the only time I think about the 
meter, I go back and use the three stresses."l79 
Eliot might have shortened this explanation by saying that 
he is interested in the technique of the Anglo-Saxon line 
and meter, used with modern idiom. 
Since Eliot's latest play, The Confidential Clerk, is 
reviewed as a drama with "less mysticism and more laughs," 
~ - .· 
he may have discovered it is less. difficult to create such 
a play than to take the next step and the hardest, and to 
dramatize what he lyricizes in the Four Quartets. The 
-
Cocktail Party stages nothing of Celia's spiritual struggle 
during the two years before she dies. This may be what 
Eliot olassi~ies as "a ~inge of indefi~ite extent":180 
... 
This peculiar range of sensibility can 
he expressed by dramatic poetry at its 
moments of greatest intensity •••• Neverthe-
less, I have before my eyes a kind of airage 
l79Rawes, -"The Confidential Playwright," Saturday 
Review of Literature, p. 26. ~ 
i80Eliot, Poetry and Drama, p. 42. 
of the perfection of verse drama, which 
would be a design of human action and of 
words, such as to present at once the r~~ 
aspects of dramatic and musical order. 
' ' 
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When Eliot portrays contemplatives who live in the world, 
and when he presents dramatically the potency of the 
mysticism which is the theme of the Four Quartets, he will 
have reached a new level in art. Goodness, as well as evil, 
is understandable -in t h e abstract; but good people, particul~-
ly contemplatives, excitingly and faithfully delineated, 
are a rarity in literature. 
When a writer attains the literary stature of T. s. Eliot, 
his admirers like to feel that each new work is a progressive 
step towards the goal of artistic perfection in the genre. 
In the field of. drama, this is especially true, and no 
admirer is more insistent on progression than Eliot himself. 
In his essay, Poetry and Drama , Eliot deprecates Murder in 
the _Cathedral as a first attempt that was a "dead end" as 
far as the problem of communication was involved. His path 
was easy in the writing of this play because the audience 
was specialized: 
••• an audience of those serious people 
who go to "festivals" ~§-~ expect to have 
to put up with poetry. 
181Eliot, Poetry and Drama, P• 43· 
l o2Ibid., P· 26. 
A religious plar presented as l ittle difficultr as did the 
audience: 
And finallJ it was a religious pla,r, and 
people who go deliberately to a religious 
play at a:.',religious festiV-al expect to be 
patiently bored and to satisfr themselves 
with the feeling that they have done 
something meritorious~l8) 
Eliot neglects to mention here the audiences that packed 
the Mercury Theatre in London during the long run of the 
play and .those that attended performances of it in New York. 
He criticizes The Family Reunion, but acknowledges: 
I had made some progress in learning 
how to write the first act of a pla,r, 
and I had the one thing of which I 
felt .sure--made a great deal of 
progress in finding some form of 
versification and an idiom which would 
serve all my purposes without recourse 
to prose, and to be capable of unbroken 
transition between the aoat intense 184 speech and the most relaxed dialogu•. 
In The Cocktail Party Eliot feels that he has .made advances 
over The Family Reunion. He has hidden his mJth and 
. . 
nonplussed the critics with presenting Euripides' Beracles 
.. 
as the prototype of Reill,r's "apparentlJ intemperate habits 
and tendency to burst into .. song. tt18' 
183niot, Poetry and Drama, p. 26. 
184-±bid. ' . p. )8. 
18Si.oc. cit. 
He has utilized well the expectation device: 
••• that the audience should be kept in 
constant expectation that something is 
go~~g to happen; and that, when it does 
happen, it should be dit'terent, but not 
too ditt'erent from !hat the audience has 
been led to expect. 86 
Eliot agrees with most critical comment on the verse but 
tor another reason: . 
I laid down tor mrsel t the ascetic rule 
to avoid poetry which could not ·stand the 
teat ot strict dr~tic .. utility; with such 
success, indeed, that it is perhaps an open 
question wheiilr there is any poetry in the 
play at all. · ., 
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Contrary to Eliot's opinion more recent critics consider 
Murder in the Cathedral Eliot's best play. Williams states 
because ot the use ot a traditional form, the liturgy, it is 
"Eliot's most assured dramatic sucoess,"188 John Peter 
' -
observes that in the l ast two plays "the verse is otten 
. 
disappointing, the basic conception ot the drama not always 
coherent," and inquires it these two criticisms can be 
.. 
leveled at Murder in the Cathedral. He answers negatively 
. . . 
and propounds reasons that may be summed up in the statement 
that there is no dichotomy in the means to dramatize Thomas' 
f'law: 
186zliot, Poetry and Drama, p. )8. 
lS7Ibid., P• )9 . 
188williama, Drama trom Ibsen to Eliot, p. )80. 
The motivation of Thomas and the reactions 
of the Chorus, two things which between 
them make up the real ·kernel of the play, 
are effectively coherent throughout, and 
such "psychology" as is implied in the 
scene with the Tempters, far from militating 
against the religious implications of-the 
theme, serves only to c:onfirm them ••• the 
play is lucid and integral in a1~~y which, to me, the later plays are not. 
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Eliot has dramatized in his plays the conflict between 
God and the soul. The pattern emerges to a greater extent 
in Murder in the Cathedral. When he separates t-heology and 
psychology, his plays suff er, not only on a dramatic level, 
but also on poetic and symbolic l evels. Though overt 
references to St. John of the Cross are loosely made in The 
Family Reunion and The Cocktail Party, the theology and 
psychology of the Saint are paralleled rather than fused; 
the plays are weak precisely where this takes place. In 
Murder in the Cathedral these are integrated. Like his 
poetry, the drama of Eliot deepens when he uses consistently, 
and not superficially, the doctrine of St. John of the Cross. 
He is the "hidden source" that Eliot could reveal. 
Eliot's drama is " all of a piece", and proves, as his 
poetry does, the consistency of Eliot, the artist. He has in his 
l89John Peter, "Murder in the Cathedral", The Sewanee 
Review, Summer 1953' p . 380. 
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plays dramatized what his poetry sings: 
••• what do we know 
Of the kind of suffering th!!l.r . .must undergo: 
On the way of illumination?lYO 
.190The Cocktail Party, p. 367. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE PASSIVE NIGHT OF SENSE AND SPIRIT: 
"FOUR. QUARTETS" 
Mysticism is in the highest degree a personal religious 
experience, but in mTStics like st. John ot the Cross this 
experience is patterned. In the three books of the Ascent 
o:t Mount Carmel he treats the active night ot sense and. 
spirit, that is, the purification of the soul with the 
ordinary help ot grace, in order to prepare the senses and 
faculties for union with God through love. The active night 
o:t sense and spirit has left the senses and faculties well 
prepared, though not completely, tor the reception of Divine 
-
influences and illuminations. The Saint postulates a prin-
ciple of dogmatic theology that with the ordinary aid of 
grace man cannot attain that degree o:r purgation necessary, 
tor 
••• however greatly the soul itself 
labours, it cannot actively purity 
itselt ••• 1t God takes not its hand 1 and purges it not in that dark tire. 
This dark tire is the passive night ot sense and spirit. 
~ark Night, Book 1, p. 358. 
Hence souls enter this dark night, according to st. John 
of the Cross, 
••• when God draws them forth from the 
state of beginners and begins to set 
them in the state of progressives ••• 
to the end that, after passing through 
it, they may arrive at the state of the 
perfect which is that2of Divine union of the soul with God. 
St. John of the Cross concludes that all do not grow up 
spiritually perfect any more than all grow up either 
physically or intellectually perfect. Growth in holiness 
is through asceticism, the active night of the senses and 
spirit which Eliot describes in the Ariel Poems, in 
Murder in the Cathedral, The Family Reunion, and ~ 
Cocktail Party, and through mysticism, the passive night 
of sense and spirit, on which Eliot meditates in ~ 
Quartets. Mature sanctity is union with God, the closing 
lines of "Little Gidding" suggest. Since these ways are 
not mutuall~ exclusive, it is difficult for one to recogs 
nize his spiritual status; for spiritual change, like 
physical, is gradual and imperceptible. The immediate 
goal of all holiness is purity because truth is seen best 
with a pure heart. So the soul endeavors through 
ascetical practices (as we have seen) to bring under the 
control of reason Whatever impairs this purity. When this 
stage is reached, the soul is ready for the passive night 
2oark Night, Book 1, P• 350. 
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of sense during which., detached from. all outward and inward. 
sensations, it yields itself in complete surrender to the 
will of God. 
st. John makes it plain that the soul ia not perfect. 
He examines the imperfections of the "fledging progressives" 
. 
and reveals faults rooted in the seven capital sins. He 
explains once again the dangers of spiritual pride; he 
exposes spiritual aTarice as he admonishes the progressives 
who desire to possess maay religious books (expensive items 
in the sixteenth century) and ornamented religious trinkets 
that suoh attachments are opposed to inward poverty of spirit. 
ID his analysis of spiritual lust he notes: 
••• when the spirit and sense are pl.eased 
every part ot a man is moved by that 
pleasure to delight according to its 
proportion and character. For then the 
spirit, which is the higher .. part, is 
moved to pleasure and delight in God;· 
and the sensual nature, which is the 
lower part, is moved to pleasure and 
delight of the senses; because it cannot 
possess and lay hold of aught else, it 
therefore lays hold upon that which comes 
nearest to itsel f, which is the impure and 
sensual •••• Now when this sensual part is 
. renewed by the purgation ot this dark 
night ••• it no longer has these weaknesses; 
tor it is no longer this part which. received 
aught, jut rather it is received into the 
spirit. 
lnark Nig!t, Book 1, pp. 359-360. 
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According to st. John ot the Cross spiritual glutton,y 
consists in a too eager, too undisciplined desire to reach 
union with God before the soul is ready. Hence, proticients 
who would "fain be saints in a day" undertake immoderate 
penances and taste. FurthermGre, he warns those who are 
envious ot the good done by others that this is spiritual 
envy, and spurs on the spiritually slothful who are "apt 
to be wearied by the things that are most spiritual b,eoause 
these things are incompatible with sensible pleasure."4 ~e 
remaining chapters ot Book 1 (VIII-XIV) describe the passiYe 
night of sense, an understanding ot which is necessary to 
clarity some ot the passages ot Four Quartets. 
st. John characterizes this state and its concomitant 
phenomena briefly: 
When they are going about these spiritual 
exercises with the greatest delight and 
pleasure, and when they believe that the 
sun ot Divine favour is shining most 
brightly upon them, God turns all this 
light of theirs into darkness ••• God sees 
that they have grown a little ••• so He sets 
them down from His arms and teaches . them 
to walk on their own teet.5 
Aridity, or spiritual dryness, is the purgation that cleanses 
the soul or its iaperteetioas. st. John describes this art~ity 
in the prayer-lite ot those who have been serving God generously 
"nark Night, Book 1, p. 356. 
5" ~·, p. )68. 
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and have gained some degree ot spiritual strength; but when 
they are entering into the passive night, 
••• they know not whither to go with 
their sensible imagination and 
· meditation ••• not only do they experience 
no pleasure and consolation in the 
spiritual things and good exercises 
wherein they were wont to find their 
delights and pleasure, but instead 
they find insipidity and bit"terness.6 
Furthermore, during the passive night ot sense God begins 
to communicate Himself not by consecutive reflections but 
by an act ot contemplation "to which neither the exterior 
-
nor the interior senses ot the lower part ot the soul can 
attain.'~' st. John ot the Cross has one directive tor the 
progressives in this passive night ot sense: "sit still." 
Let such 
••• merely leave the soul tree and unencumbered ••• 
contenting themselves with no more than a 
peaceful and loving attentiveness towards 
God •••• For it such a soul should desire to 
make any ettort ot its own with its interior 
faculties, this means that it will hinder 
the8blessings which God is instilling into it. 
Sometimes, a yearning toward God begins to make itself telt 
in the soul although. it knows not how, and it is conscious 
6nark NigAt, Book 1, p. 372. 
7 • Ibid., p. 377. 
8nark Night, Book 1, pp. 379-380. 
only, 
••• that the vehemence of this thirst 
is not continuous, but occasional •••• 
Then in place of this love ••• what the 
soul experiences i n t he midst of these 
aridities and empt;inesses of the faculties 
is an habitual care ••• with respect to 
God ••• and fear that it i .s not serving Him. 9 
This "arid and dark night of contemplation" has salutary 
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effects; the knowledge of self and one's misery; a greater 
respect for God; the purification of the imperfections 
clinging to the soul. With this emptying of the soul grace 
fills it more abundantly, for the God of nature abhors a 
vacuum, too. The virtues opposed to the capital sins are 
strengthened; the theological and moral virtues are 
buttressed through incessant practice; finally, the soul 
obtains liberty of spirit through an increase in the seven 
gifts and the twelve fruits of the Holy Spirit. 10 In one 
paragraph St. John synthesizes his elaborate exposition of the 
passive night of sense: 
When, therefore, the four passions of 
the soul--which are joy, grief, hope 
and fear--are calmed through continual 
mortification; when the natural desires 
have been lulled to sleep in the sensual 
nature of the soul by means of habitual 
9nark Night, Book 1, p. 381~382. 
10Gifts: wisdom, understanding, counsel, fortitude, 
knowledge, - piety, and fear of the Lord. 
Fruits: charity, joy,peace, patience, benignity, 
goodness, long-suffering, mildness, modesty, faith, continency, 
chastity. 
times of ariditT; when the harmony 
of the senses and the interior faculties 
causes a suspension of labour and a 
cessation frQm the work of meditation, 
these enemies (the world, the flesh, and 
the devil) cannot obstruct this spiritual 
liberty, and the house remains at rest •••• n 
2l.5 
Because Four Q,uartets is symphonic in structure, Eliot 
meditates in all the poems on both the passive night of 
spirit and that of sense, though the former becomes more 
pronounced in the last two poems. St. John of the Cross 
insists that silence et soul is a major discipline in either 
of these two nights; moreover, the one prayer is that of the 
protagonist in ~Ash Wednesday,• •Teach us to sit still." 
•. . 
However, in no stage of the spiritual life is either discipline 
or prayer of more importance than in the passive night of the 
spirit. st. John of the Cross defines this as the dark night 
par excellence: 
The night which we have called that of 
sense may and should be called a kind 
of correction and restraint of the desire 
rather than purgation. The reason is that 
all the imperfections and disorders of the 
sensual part have their strength and root 
in the spirit, where all habits, good and 
bad, are brought into subjection, and thus 
until these are purged, the rebellions and 
depravities of sense cannot be purged 
thorou.ghly.l2 
11Dark Night, Book 1, p. 394. 
12nark Night, Book 2, pp. 402-40). 
In four chapters (IV-VIII) of Book 2, in which he examines 
this passive night of the spirit, st. John of the Cross 
describes in detail the nature of this spiritual purgation 
or dark contemplation. Peers characterizes them: 
These chapters are brilliant beyond all 
description; in them we seem to reach 
the culminating point ot their author's 
.m.,ystioal experience; any excerpt trem .. 
them would do them an injustice. It 
must suffice to say that St. John of 
the Cross seldom again touches these 
same heights.l3 · 
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At the risk of this injustice (which st. John of the Cross 
is beyond resenting) we shall briefly recapitulate his 
teaching which elucidates this mystical theology, tor the 
dark night of the spirit is essentially the infused 
contemplation of mystical theology as God secretly teaches 
the soul and instructs it in perteetion of love without its 
doing anything: 
Inasmuch as it is the loving wisdom of 
God, God produces striking effects in 
the soul for, by purging and illumining 
it Bf
4
prepares for the union of love with 
God. 
st. John ot the Cross anticipates a logical question: 
Why is the Divine light which we say 
illumines and purges the soul from its 
ignorances called by the soul a dark night? 
l)Dark NigQt, Introduction, p. 3)8. 
14Dark Night, Book 2, pp. 427-428. 
He answers it: 
Divine taings, the clearer and more manifest 
they are in themselves, are more hidden to 
the soul naturally as a very clear light 
blinds the eye; in dark contemplation the 
soul sutters pain because of its natural, 
moral, and spiritual weakness. Sense and 
spirit are overwhelmed by sOJJle i.aunense and 
dark load that the soul desires death. It 
is call ed dark night because two extremes 
meet, t he Divine and human. The Divine 
strips the human of all the habitual 
affections and attachments ot the old man, 
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and absor~·s it in deep and profound darkness 
where it abides until the spiritual resurrection 
which it hopes tor. In this night the spiritual 
faculties are purified in the emptiness ot their 
apprehensions as gold is in the crucible. 
Finally, it is dark tor the soul because it 
can neither pray nor pay attention to things 
spiritual nor temporal. In a word, the soul 
must be brought into emptiness and poverty 
ot spirit and purged tram all help, consolation, 
and natural apprehension with respect to all 
things both above and below, in order that, 
treed trom the old man and poor in spirit, it 
may live that new and blessed life which is the 
state of union with God.l.S 
The soul experiences the last trial when it believes that all 
good things are over, yet it would rather suffer for God than 
enjoy the sensual delights that formerly satisfied it.16 This 
purgation is explained in metaphorical terms: 
Betore this Divine. tire of contemplative 
love unites and transforms the soul in 
itself, it first purges it ot all its 
contrary accidents. It drives out its 
unsightliness and makes it black and 
dark, so that it seems worse than before ••• 
l.5nark Night, Book 2, pp. 427-428. 
16ibid., PP· 404-408. 
Yor this Divine purgation is removing all 
the evil and vicious humours which the 
seul. has never perceived because they have 
been so deeply rooted and grounded in it; 
it has never realized that it has so much 
evil within itaelf ••• It sees that it is 
not only unfit tor God to see it but that 
it deserves His abhorr,nce and that He 
does indeed abhor it. · 
The soul is afflicted, but the more it sutters the more it 
loves, and concurrent with this love is joy so ample that, 
with David, it says in its abundance, "I shall never be 
moved" (Pa., xxix: 7). But, 
••• even as also in the wood it is the 
most inward part that remains longest 
unkindled, and the ditteranee between 
it and that which has already been 
purged is clearly perceptible; and 
when this purification once more assails 
it most inwardly, it is no wonder it it 
seems to the f§ul once more that all its 
good is gone. 
2l.8 
Although the soul is traveling in the dark, yet it is 
secure in this way because it is treed trom itself, the 
world, and the devil. It is a secret way, and to expound 
the line "By the secret ladder,_ disguised," St. John of the 
-~ · . 
Cross describes the ladder of secret contemplation, according 
to the doctrine ot St. Bernard and St. Thomas. Briet~7 the 
steps are as follows: the firat step ·on the road to God 
finds the soul taking no pleasure in anything whatsoever; 
17nark Night, Book 2, pp. 404-408. 
18Loc. cit. 
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the second step causes the soul to seek God without ceasing; 
the third step enables the soul to work with fervor and 
eagerness; the fourth helps it to sutter habitually, yet 
.without weariness tor the loTe of God; the fifth aakes the 
soul desire and long tor Qo4 t.pat1entl7; the ~lAth tupQl~ 
the soul to run swiftl7 to God because of ita enlarged loTe; 
on the seTenth step the soul,amboldened Yeheaentl7 by the 
charity that belieTes all things, hopes all things, is 
capable of all things, trusts God coapletel7; the eighth 
step unites the soul with God tor a short period of ttme; 
the ninth step tires ·t he soul with sweetness; the tenth and 
last step of the secret ladder of loY1t causes the soul to 
become wholl7 assimilated to God by reason ot the clear and 
inmu~diate Tis ion ot God ~.·.r.h1oh .. 1t possesses. These soul a, · 
and they are few, do not enter purgator7 since the7 have 
hare on earth been completely purified b7 loTe. Yet the soul 
in this state may be aaaailed b7 the daTil, the spirit of 
fornication, as be buffets the lenses with abominable and 
Tiolent temptations, or he li8.Y assume the guise of the 
spirit of blasphUJ.7, or the spirit of perversity who tills 
1' with doubts. St. John remarke on the attitude ot the 
soul when 1t feels the presence ot the en8JD7, 
••• it enters farther 1n.to its own 
interior deptha, feeling that it 1a 
indeed beina set in a aure refuge ••• 
and thus its peace and joy which the 
devil is attem»ting to take from it 
are increased.~9 
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Since the soul in this concealment continues to be strengthened 
in union with God through love, it may say truly, "My house 
being now at rest," for 
••• by means ot that war ot the dark night 
the soul is combatted and purged after 
two manners ••• namely according to its 
sensual and its spiritual part--with its 
senses, faculties, and passions, so like-
wise after two manners--namely according 
to these two parts, the sensual and the 
spiritual--with all its faculties and 
deaires, the soul ~itains to an enjoyment 
ot peace and rest. 
Thus the soul is reformed, ordered, tranquillized, and 
purified. Purity, the price o~ union, is gained only by 
great detachment from every created thing and by sharp 
mortification. Only those souls that go forth in the night 
to seek the Beloved in the iarkness find Him through faith, 
hope, and charity. Dark Night describes the part that the 
theological virtues have in the soul's ascent to God through 
a descent into the passive purgation of the spirit: 
19 
••• taith voids and dar kens the understanding 
as to all its natural illtelligenoe, and herein 
prepares it tor union with Divine Wisdom. 
Hope voids and withdraws the .memory from all. 
c·reature possessions •••• and sets it on that 
Dark Night, .Book 2, . p. 477. 
20 . Ibid. , p. 4.83. 
for w.hioh it hopes ••• chaiity ••• voids 
and annihilates the att.eotions and 
desires of the will tor whatever is 
not God ••• and thus unites it with God 
through love. 21 
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This commentary in Dark Night concludes the last line ot 
the second stanza, and is as far as the Saint goes in his 
philosophical explanation of his poem Dark Nignt. 
Although the remaining five stanzas of this poem 
describe the union of the soul with God, research soholars 
have not found the written commentary on them. However, 
~iot does not move beyond st. John's account ot the passive 
night ot sense and ~pirit, and this brief recapitulation can 
find immediate particularization in the Four Quarte~s. 
Obviously, an extended explanation of each line of the poems 
is beyond the scope of this chapter, for the reason that 
flexibility and substance may be lost through a too rigid 
adherence to stanza and line. A better plan is to take the 
mystical concepts, and some others taat impinge upon them, 
which Eliot introduces in "Burnt Norton• and to trace them 
.... ~ .. 
throughout •East Coker," •Dry Salvages," and "Little Gidding."" 
. -
Gallup's Eliot Bibliography indicates that wsurnt Norton" 
. ~ . 
1f8IS published in 1936 in Collected Poems 1909-1~35, al1Cl that 
it is the only poe.m in this ooll.eotion not previously published.. 2:2 
21nark Ni~t, Book 2, p. 474~ 
2~L -\ia.Ll.up, T. s. Eliot: A B.ibllography, .4)2, p. 27. 
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This means that Rliot may have written "Burnt Norton" ·while 
... " 
he was working on Murder in the Cathedral, the plar that 
dramatizes the active night or the will. Because of the 
symphonic structure of Four Quartets, they lend themselTea 
-
well to this contrapuntal examination. In these poeu 
Eliot works out a theory which is theorized in T~e MUsic or 
Poetry: 
••• I believe that the properties in 
which music concerns the poet most 
nearly are the sense of rhythm and 
the sense of structure ••• The use of 
recurrent themes is as natural to 
poetry as to music •••• there are 
possibilities of contrapuotal arrange-
ments of subject .lll8.tter."'J 
2)T. s. Eliot, "The Musio ot Poetry," Partisan Review, 
Vol. IX, No. 6, Nov • .. Dec. 1942, p. 465. -
Y. o. l48.tthiessen reveals Eliot's concern to get beyond 
poetry as Beethoven strove to get beyond music. Ct. The 
Aohievem.ent ot T. s. Eliot, pp. 90 and 96. . -
Kfion Friar 1i his Introductory notes to "Burnt Norton" 
has traced the influence of Beethoven's The rt,et in A .. 
W.nor! Opus 1(2 ·on Four Quartets. Both are ~ five moTements: 
.4he firs movement usually in fugue for.m, states the 
theme and oountertheme . CJt the subject and usually 
represents an antithesis of some kind; the seoond 
and slower movement extends and develops the 
conflicting themes with the addition or new materials, 
restatements and alterations; the third movement is 
composed of further exposition and variations with 
a deepening of subject matter, the mood is slow, 
meditative and often sad in a key of a relative 
minor which often modulates back to the major key; 
the fourth movement is often a trio m.ovem.ent, a 
short interlude of rest, a lyrical plateau of 
suspension; the fifth movem.ent is a vigorous 
resolution ot a~l themes in an elaborate counter-
point climaxing to final synthesis and statement. 
Modern Poetry: British and American, p. 461. 
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Like any of Eliot's packed poems, Four Quartets may be 
interpreted by other norms,24 and this anagogical analysis does 
not invalidate the studies of other critics. For the majority 
of the critics Four Quartets are meditations characterized by 
spiritual discipline, by concerned precision in the use of 
words, by intense expression of a purely contemplative experience. 
Kimon Friar sums up the latest scholarship: 
Every line of Four Quartets revolves with 
almost monotonous and musical reiteration 
about the centr~l vision of the mystical 
union with God • .5 
24B. Rajan finds unity in Eliot's concern with language. 
Helen Gardner details the for.mal organization, and sets each 
of the poems in its geographical milieu, though she makes 
excursions into the art of the poems and their symbols. Her 
failure to discover mystical overtones in nBurnt Norton" is 
disconcerting as one wonders whether men are the only critics 
sensitive to this introductory poem to the dark night. Kimon 
Friar has an excellent commentary on the mystici~ in this 
poem, showing the influence of St. John of the Cross. Philip 
Wheelwright discovered very early that Elio-t 1 s concern is 
philosophical. ·James Josef?h Sweeney's cogent studies of "Eli:st 
Coker" and "Little Gidding are worthy of close study. Elizabeth 
Drew .finds the "dark night~ the womb of creative activity, and 
1~Li ttle Gidding,." the consummated work of art. This is a partial 
and superficial view of the totality of the ~uartets. Raymond 
Preston indicates what the poems have meant o hilli; .actually he 
is too self-effacing. He has elucidated mapy of the symbols, 
and his essay has the added weight- of a pre-publication reading 
by Eliot, and the addition by him of some "interesting" notes. 
This list includes but a fraction of the many critics who have 
studied Four Quartets. 
As the final draft o.f this study was being prepared, an 
anonymous English publication, with a prefatory note by 
Roy Campbell. emphasizes .the mathematical-philosophical interpre-
tation of , time as the fourth dimension. The writer stresses the 
idea that happiness is achieved here and now through denudation. 
"I have had experiences of the kind the poem deals with, and am 
trying to live by the light they shed on life." Anon., On the 
Four Quarteta of -T.S. Eliot. (London: Vincent .. Stuart, 1953), p.9. 
25Friar, Modern Poetry, p. 461. 
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Four Quartets, then, portray the passive night of sense and 
spirit, the salvation of the soul being worked out in time, 
with occasional gl~erings of· joy through enkindlings ot 
love ot God. The invitation in Four quartets is not tor al1; 
St. John, it will be recalled, insists that this dark night 
may not be accomplished on earth; spiritual giants like giants 
in an intellectual or physical order are few and tar between. 
For the most of mankind a constant, active tight with sensual 
desires and with the importunities ot intellect and will is a 
maximum. task. Yet, these spiritual giants, whom. God nurtures, 
are a potent force in society even though headlines may nGt 
blazon their contribution. 
Four Quartets is replete with anagogical concepts: 
salvation worked out in time; flux in contradistinction to 
"spots of time," or the touch of God upon the soul.; the 
·-
inability ot language to express the weight of God upon the 
soul, or to delineate the burden of self that wants to be tree 
to let God work in the darkness of faith; description of the 
passive night ot sense and spirit which Eliot does not 
differentiate; culmination of this passivity in love. 
Morris Weitz labors a point that Eliot's conception of 
time is the repudiation of the Heraolitean idea with its 
insistence upon the ultimate character ot time as flux or 
pure duree.26 The epicraph has a sicnifieant place, but 
2~orris Weitz, "T. s. Eliot: Tillle as a Mode of Salvation," 
The Sewanee Review, Vol. LX, .Number . l, Winter, 1952, p. 48. 
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Eliet could have qu•ted effectively st. John ot the Cross whe 
says in speakin& of the ladder, or intusea contemplation: 
••• these same communications which secret 
contemplation causes in the soul raise it 
up to God, yet humble it with respect t• 
itself ••• For upon this road to &• dewn is 
to &o up, and to &• up~ te go down, for 
he that humbles himself shall be exalted ••• 
Speakin& now in a natural way the soul 
has to suffer many ups and downs and the 
prosperity it enjoys is follo~td immediately 
by certain storms and trials. -, 
Since Eliot•s concept of time is neither relative nor 
based upon the belief that the temporal is the ultimate . 
reality, it is, 
••• rather that within the flux the choice 
is always the same, either death or God; 
and that, if we deny God, 'Whca is the Timeless, 
the Eternal, all experiences are the same 28 in their value, that is, they are worth nothing. 
It is by design, then, that the opening word of "Burnt Norton" 
.. 
ia "Time," and the openinc line •f "East Coker"reminds us of 
the whence and whither of the human soul. James Sweeney traces 
the opaning line of ''East Coker" throuch a historical stuci.y by 
Maurice Baring of Mary Queen of Scots to the motto embroidered 
on her chair of state, "En ma fin est mon cQil'JDlencement. n29 
In view of the camplete E1iot texture, however, a more 
27Dark Nignt, Book 2, p. 461. 
28Weitz, "Time," p. 52. 
29sweeney, . 11East Coker," p. 399. 
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appositive reference is the text from the Apocalypse: 
"I am Alpha and Omega; the beginning and the end. To him 
that thirsteth, I will give of the fountain of life, freely~ 
(Apocalypse, xxi: 6). "Dry Salvages" deepens thefuought of 
time as a duration during which the protagonist trys to 
evaluate his deeds, the effects of which are eternal: 
We had the experience but missed the meaning ••• 
Now, we come to discover that the moments 
of agony 
••• are likewise permanent 
With such permanence as time has ••• 
Time the destroyer is time the preserver.3° 
"Little Gidding" elaborates this theme, philosophizing upon 
the value of time spent by an individual or a nation "getting 
its house at rest." 
One of the amazing phenomena about St. John of the Cross 
in the Dark Night is his ability to elucidate with concrete 
images the via negativa. Here is no fumbling for words to 
express even seeming-ineffable experiences. St. John of the 
Cross is a poet setting in the denotative terms of philosophy 
what the soul means to God, what God means to the _soul; how 
God makes Himself known to the soul through the Divine mie-
night. St. John of the Cross has taken strict account of the 
referential character of language. He can unite words, ideas, 
and objects into a single amalgam because the Bible and sd001astic 
30nDry Salvages," p. 133. 
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philosophy are proper propaedeutics to this formal 
research into the ways of God in mystical theology. One 
may open Dark Night at random to see how Holy Scripture 
clarifies difficult concepts. This is not to say that 
St. John of the Cross believes that scriptural texts are 
able to exhaust his subject matter, but it is to say 
that for him the Scriptures contain universal symbols; 
that they are revealed truth, and as such, approach mor·e 
nearly the incomprehensible God Who is Truth. Peers 
has documented some nine pages of scriptural references, 
and they add up to seven hundred and ninety-one in the 
three volumes. This number would be increased by one-
third if repeated texts were included in the count. In 
the one hundred and thirty-seven pages ot Dark Night 
he has one hundred thirty-seven references. 
For St. John of the Cross the Scriptures concretize 
abstract phenomena. To flesh the transcendent vehamence 
of love for God that makes one do unusual things, St. John 
of the Cross presents Mary Magdalen on Easter morning 
accosting the "gardener," to tell her if he has taken away 
the body of her Lord, and it so, where he has laid Him. 
Magdalen does not consider: 
••• that such a question according to 
independent judgment and argument was 
toolish •••• It is characteristic of 
power and vehemence of love that all 
things seam possible to it, and it 
believes all men to be of the same mind 
as itself.Jl 
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Like Dante's carved words, the reference leaves nothing mons 
to be said. 
In our modern civilization suoh references have lost 
connotative values. Eliot, in his desire to have men look 
towards the Truth, faces a. problem beyond the ken of St. John 
of the Cross. .st.. John Qf the Cross first wrote his Ascot 
ot Mormt Car.rnel and Dark Night tor a group of oontempla~ives 
who understood his terminology either because they had 
experienced these mystical phenomena described by the Saint 
or bec~use they had learned it speculatively. In ·avery 
religious house a detailed study of prayer is part of ~he 
daily spiritual direction. But Eliot writes tor intelledual 
laymen to 'Whom the vocabulary of mysticism is virtually' a 
closed book, since it is only during the last twenty yeara 
that Saint John's works have become generally available, 
maialy through the authoritative, scholarly translation and 
research of' Professor Peers. 
Eliot's task, then, is actually more difficult than 
that of st. John of the Cross, for the modern poet presents 
ideas foreign to materialistic thinking. When illuminated 
by st. John of the Cross, much of ·Eliot's obscurity in 
31Dark Night, Book 2, p. 443. 
Four guartetw vanishes. In these poems Eliot has caught 
essentially, though tentatively, in twenty-nine pages ot 
poetry what St. John or the Cross comments on in tour 
hundred and eighty-six pages. Any reader or critio who 
oomes . to Four quartets with this knowledge cannot but 
admire the ability of this modern poet who has directed 
the intellectual through the doctrine of St. John ot the 
C:t'oss to a concept that bridges the chaotic flux ot a 
deteriorating waste land of relativism and leads to the 
land of the transcendent Absolute. · 
In his concern about the ineffectuality of language 
Eliot follows a Dante tradition. .Attar Dante states his 
- . 
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inability to express the ineffable, he then illumines thia 
darkness of inadequacy by a brilliant metaphor. For St. John 
of the Cross language is inco.mm.ensurate, and there is nothing 
to do about it but to accept its paucity. There is too much 
ground to cover to spend it worrying about the insuffi~ienoy 
ot words, a faet of which st. John is keenly aware: 
So mruv and · grievous are the at'flictions 
of this night, and so many passages ot 
Scripture are there whioh coul4 be oited 
to this purpose that time and strength 
would tail me to write them for all that 
ean be said the)!ot is certainly less 
than the truth. 
l 2Dark Night, Book 2, p. 413. 
B:ecause of his interest in words, Eliot has given. 
us some of his most substantial, musical, and imagistic 
language. Poetic euphony, indissoluble as it is from 
poetic meaning, is one of Eliot's devices in whioh he 
bewails the lacunae in verbal references: 
••• Words strain, 
Crack and sometimes break, under the 
burden, 
Under the tension, slip; sl14e, perish, 
Deeay with imprecision, will not stay 
in place, 
Will not stay still. Shrieking voices 
Scolding, mocking, ·or merely chattering, 
Always assail them.JJ 
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In •East Cokerw the protagonist wrestles with language to 
express an experience which it cannot do beeause the murky, 
hot smoke of emotions screen the clear, cold light of reason: 
So here I am ••• 
Trying to learn new words ••• 
Because one has only learnt to get the 
better of words ••• 
••• And so each venture 
Is a new beginning, a raid on the 
. inarticulate 
With shabby equipment which is always 
deteriorating 
In the general me§s ot imprecision ot 
. . teeling.J4 
~iot's strong lines in -nr1 Salvagesn reveal no impreeiaion 
when he impugns mass education or mis-eduoation that foeuses 
man's attention on the past and the future to the exclusion 
33-aurnt Norton," pp. 121-122. 
34•East Coker," ~· 128. 
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or working out his salvation 1n th~ present. :e:ecause 
language is vitiated, it has lost its inherent power. Now 
it is no longer the word within the •Word," tor it has 
-become one-dimensional like the lives it titillates or 
debilitates: 
To report the behaviour ot the sea 
monster, ••• 
ObserTe disease in sigaatures ••• 
To explore the womb, or tomb, or dreams: 
all these are the usual 
Pastimes and drugs, and features ot the 
press •••• 
Men's curiosity searches past~and future 
And .clings to that dimension.J' 
The love that permeates "Little Gidding" spills over and 
. . 
baptizes language. When men find that they have a camaon 
Father in God, then they ' can talk the same language; love 
vivifies eOJIUD.unication. 
Closely connected with language is the image the poet 
employs to compress with emotional intensity thoughts that 
are heavy with the weight ot the struggling soul in the 
darkness ot the night ot purgation. Verbal symbols that 
Eliot has stamped with his own image permeate the Quartets. 
The ~hird seotioa ot "Burnt Norton• describes the waste land, 
" -
a place ot •neither daylight investing form with lucid 
3S."Dr.r Salvages," pp. 1.35-1,36. 
stillDess ••• nor darkness to purity the soul•:36 
••• Onlf a flicker 
Over the strained tiae-ridden taees 
Distracted from distraction by distraction 
Filled with taaeies and empty ot meaning 
Tumid apathy with no concentration 
Men and bits ot paper, whirled by the cold 
wind.37 
2:32 
There is a recapitulation ot the active night ot sense and 
spirit: 
Descend lower, descend only 
Into the world ot perpetual s~l1tude ••• 
Internal darkness, deprivation 
And destitution ot all property, 
Desiccation ot the world ot sense, 
ETacuation ot the world of tanoy, 
Iaoperancy ot the world ot spir1t ••• 38 
A jeremiad opens •East Coker•; matter decays; it is only in 
the spirit that there is a seoend spring. The image ot "The 
Waste Land" is reversed in -Dry Salvages , " tor water, not 
-
its lack, is a reminder ot what a machine-ridden people have 
chosen: 
I do not know much about gods; but I 
think that the river 
Is a strong br.own god ••• 
By·~:!o~~:~PP:;:r:~ii!:t::chine.l9 
36"East Coker," p. 120. 
37~urnt Norton," p. 120. 
38ioc. oit. 
'
9
•nry Salvages," p. 1)0. 
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The destruction of the four elements (found also in Dante 
as well as in Heraclitus) symbolizes in "Little Gidding," 
as in all Eliot's poems, the concept of life-in-death as 
each of these by "death" lives on a higher level. The 
garden, the rose, t~e bell, and the church are familiar 
verbal symbols richly connotative in the Eliot texture. 
In "East Coker" Eliot effectively lyricizes at length 
the dark night of the soul as modern symbols fuse with the 
mystical concepts of St. John of the Cross. The opening 
linea of Part III furnish the backdrop: the end of the 
world. With a sudden impact Eliot brings the reader back 
to the "dark afternoon," the time of his meditation on "death 
and dung." The words ., "0 dark dark dark," mournfully set the 
. 
music. Obvious reading of these opening lines is the theme 
spoken centuries ago, "Let them say what they will; they are 
blind men leading the blind, and when one blind man leads 
another, they will fall into the ditch together"(~., XY:l5). 
Modern leadership has failed to bring man to peace. Instead, 
devoid of norma, they are conducting their followers to a · 
futile existence through a world that nurses in its bosom the 
asp of destruction. 
Eliot, however, has always another level to his thought, 
and through the words one ca.u hear the rumble of Job's l8.111eat., 
"Man born ot a woman living tor a short time is filled with 
-
many miseries, who cometh forth like the. flower that is destroyed. 
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The protag~nist sings this dirge as he perceives going into 
the darkness or death, the men or literature, the financiers, 
the Maecenases, the statesmen and rulers, the officials or 
iaportance, the giants of industry, and the hangers-on. All 
must one day face the time when the "sun and the moon shall 
be darkened," that time or judgment when the props that have 
held up a civilization shall be swept away in the confusion 
and the roaring or the waves • . The Almanaoh de Gotha, that 
statistical aooount of war's advance, the record of man's 
buying and selling, the wi~dry of finance that heaped up 
mil~ions--man will have none of these familiar landmarks when 
he goes into the darkness of death. He has decided his judgment 
before, for at death the will is fixed and has no longer a 
motive for action. Then, these leaders of men will know that 
their wealth, their tame, and their power profited nothing 
if they used them for themselves and not _for God. Moreover, 
not only will the great die, but death, the common denominator, 
will claim all men. This is why the protagonist says that the 
funeral is silent; why with ironic finality he adds, "nobody's 
funeral, n: tor there will be none left who oan bury the dead. 
Lest his thoughts become too general, the protagonist 
focuses the reality of death upon himself. "Be atill, ~ soul," 
as it to say, "denude yourself, tor this is the darkness ot 
God, the night of the soul." He bids his soul take stock of 
its living so that death may find its lamps trimmed. The 
2)5 
whole of EliQt's recapitulation of St. John of the Cross may 
/ be packed into the one word, denudate. 
Since "East Coker" particularizes what has been outlined 
in "Burnt Norton," the second poem must be understood to 
say on a mystical level what the protagonist has philosophized 
with meditative exposition in the first Quartet: 
The inner freedom from the practical 
desire, 
The release from action and suttering, 
release from the inner 
And the outer ooapulsion4~et surrounded By a grace of sense ••••• 
In WEast Coker" EliQt depicts the denuding of the spirit 
in the passive night. First, life's petty stage where man 
is wont to act his small part must be sacrificed. When 
self-motivated activity is renounced, work must be God-
orientated. The bare essentials remain: but the "hills and 
the trees," the self-gratification; "the distant panorama," 
the too-anxious solicitude tor the morrow; "the bold imposing 
facade," the excessive occupation that keeps man pacing a 
treadmill--these must go that the protagonist may make room 
tor God. With exterior activity repudiated, man is to silence 
the empty clack, the flood and ebb, ot chatter. The goal is 
mental emptiness, not because there is the "growing terror ot 
nothing to think about," but because the mind must be poised 
to God's alert which speaks in the silanoe ot contempla~ioa. 
~o"Burnt Norton," p. 119. 
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The protagonist 1n "Dry SalTages" agonizes as the core of the 
darkness is reached: 
There is no end of it, the voiceless 
walling, 
No end to the witkering of withered 
flowers 
To the movement of pain that is painless 
and motionless, 
To the drift of the s'! and the drifting 
wreckage ...... 
In enveloping darkness he clings with fingertip~ to the cliff 
ot faith which directs, 
The bone's ~rayer to Death its God •• Only 
.the hardly, barely prayible 
Prayer of the one Annunciation.4 
"Be it done unto me according to Thy word" is the keynote Qf 
-
•the only Annunciation,• so the will of God is the desire ot 
~ 
the protagonist, le.s t self-love prompt anything contrary to 
this will. Love of creatures, out of God, is an insidious 
snare that may hurl him out of the potential-with-light 
darkness of God into the harrowing blackness of self devoid 
of God. 
"Dry SalTages,• however, does not depend entirely upon 
the mystical theology of st. John of the Cross. Eliot 
introduces Krishna, the Hindu philosopher, but interpolates 
41nnry Salvages," p. 1)2. 
42 ·· Ibid. 
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freely and changes the meaning. Philip Wheelwright observes: 
In Eliot's version the emphasis shifts 
away froa the Hindu idea ot a sequence of 
definite incarnations determined by the 
law of Karma ••• Eliot's sure catalytic 
instinct here ••• has been to synthesize 
the Hindu idea ot rebirth through self-
discipline and reverent concentration 
upon 'the Unmanitested beyond the unmani-
fested' (i.e., the Dark that is sought by 
the devoted soul, not merely th~~darkness 
ot the weary round ot time) •••• 4~ 
Part III ot "Dr,-· Salvages" adds nothillg to the poem: "Eliot's 
catalytic instinct" tails when Krishna's message is juxtaposed 
.. 
with Eliot's comment on Hindu mysticism: 
-· 
TWo years spent in the study of Sanscrit ••• 
left me in a state of enlightened JI1'Sti-
fication. A good half of the effort of 
understanding what the Indian philosophers 
were atter--aad their subtleties make most 
ot the great European philosophers lGok 
like schoolboys--lay in "trying to erase 
from 8J.7 .mind all the categories and kinds 
ot distinction common to European philose.phf 
trom the t~e ot the Greeks.44 
.Analysis would only des trey Eliot's metaphysical symbols ot 
the passive night ot sense and spirit that crowd the opening 
lines ot ""Little Gidding." "Midwinter spring," "frost and 
tire," "the windless cold that is the heart's heat" are 
opposites as the "garlic and sapphires" ot "Burnt Norton," 
4lphilip Wheelwright, "Eliot's Philosophical Themes," 
Rajan, pp. 104-105. 
44:EJ.iot, After Strange Gods, pp. 4)-44. 
as the physical death and the spiritual death-to-life of 
"East Coker," opposites that will be reconciled by the 
~entecostal fire in the ~dark time of the year.n 
-
Throughout the ·Quartets nature images clothe the 
sententiae that we now expect from Eliot. He follows 
2)8 
St. John of the Cross closely_ in his delineation of the 
virtues that. one gains during the dark night of sense and 
spirit. Eliot hints at simplicity, childlike confidence in 
God, at the beginning of nEast Coker." In the •leaves that 
... ... 
were full of children" there is a delineation of integrated 
personalities. Eliot's sacramental view of nature, the 
oonTiction with Hopkins that the world is charged with the 
glory of God, governs the choice of images to depict the 
range of prayer: 
What is the l ate November doing 
With the distunbance of the spring ••• 
And hollyhocks that aim too high ••• 
Thunder rolled by the rolling stars 
Simulates triumphal cars .... 
Scorpion fights against the Sun ••• 
••• the plains 
Whirled in a vortex that shall bring 
The world to that destructive fire 45 Which burns before the ice-cap reigns. 
November is the coldness of the prayer of faith that joys 
with consolation given by God to assuage its agony; snowdrops 
are sensible attractions sacrificed for God, and hollyhocks 
4.5"East Coker," pp. 124-125. 
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are the resolutions made during a period of consolation that 
have been geared toa high and so crumble. Satan, like a 
triumphal king, simulates an angel of light and fights 
against Christ, the Son of God, the true King. The soul wai~s 
a prey to harassings that presage the destruction of the world. 
Burning love will purify, and this love, serene and chaste, 
will consume the soul in an intense, white-hot conflagration. 
Eliot's admirers very seldom consider him a nature poet! 
While Nature symbols mark Eliot in the tradition, modern 
symbols indicate him a poet of his tiRe. These images shook 
when they are placed in the midst of philosophic thought: 
The wounded surgeon plies the steel 
That questions the distempered part; 
Beneath the bleeding hands we feel 
The sharp compassion of the healer's art46 Resolving the enigma. of the fever ehart. 
The episode, however, that creates a very intense image is 
between the departure of the last bomber and the "al~ clear" 
in "Little Gidding": 
In the uncertain hour before the morning ••• 
After the dark dove with the flickering 
. tongue 
Had passed below the horizon of his 
· homing ••• 47 
Obviously, this dove symbolizes the Pentecostal fire when the 
intolerable wrestling with words and meanings will cease. 
46"East Coker," p. 127. 
47t!Little Giddlng," p. 140. 
During the dark night the soul grows in spiritual 
humility, the virtue antithetical to spiritual pride -or 
rejoicing in the goods of the spirit: 
For the greater is their tervour ••• as 
they progress in humility, the more do 
they realize how much God deserves ot 
them, and how little is all that they 
do tor His sake ••• Wherefore holding 
themselves as of little worth, they are 
anxious that others should thus hold · 
them. This is a characteristic of the 
spirit which is staple, pure48genu1ne, and very pleasing to God •••• 
These concepts inform ~iot•s lines: 
The only wisdom we can hope to acquire 
Is the wisdom ot humility; humility is 
endless.4'j 
This humility implies "sitting still~ particularly under 
" 
the temptation of the dark night when the soul appears to 
itselt to retrogress rather than to advance. Humility 
strengthens taith: 
I said to my soul, be still, and wait 
without hope ••• 
••• wait without love •• there is yet faith 
But the faith and the love and th8 hope 
are all in the waiting. 5 
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Faith is not in achievement, but in waiting upen God. Though 
he regrets his lack of progress during "twenty years largely 
wasted," the protagonist has this insight: saints have shown 
48nark Night, Book 1, p. 355. 
49"East Coker," p. 126. 
'
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us the way to God, and he is no saint, so there remains tor 
h~ only the trying. 51 But a spark of genuine humility can 
charge the "log" and "L.ittle Gidcling" proves that the soul 
has caught fire. Old age brings the protagonist (here old 
age means growth in virtue) a realization of the impotency 
of rage at human folly, in a word-, spiritual meekness, an 
offshoot of humility. The protagonist's conception of true 
hwnility recalls Thomas Becket: 
And last, the rending pair of re-enactment ••• 
••• the shame 
Of motives late revealed, and the awareness 
Of things ill done and dome to others' harm 
Which once you took tor exercise of virtue. 
Then fools' appro1a1 stings, and honour 
stains.' 
Suffering is another virtue of the dark night that 
transfuses the Quartets. We saw it in Eliot's modern idi~ 
of the surgeon; it is in "Burnt Norton," the black cloud 
hiding the sun of joy in God that brightens the soul of the 
protagonist; "East Coker" has universalized this note: 
The whole world is our hospital ••• 
Wherein, if we do well, we shall 53 
Die of the absolute paternal care ••• 
Aridity, the deprivation of the joy of God, is the greatest 
suffering of the dark night. The soul welcomes it, however, 
5l"East Coker," p. 128. 
52,;Little Gidding," p. 142. 
S·l.tEast Coker," p. 128. 
because it knows how beneficial is this suffering: 
These times of aridity cause the soul 
to journey ia the love of God •••• There 
grows within souls that experience this 
arid night cajg for God and yearning to 
serve Hilll •••• · 
Eliot writes in the same vein: 
The chill ascend from feet to knees, 
The rever sings in mental wires. 
It to be warm, then I must freeze 
And quake in frigid purgatorial fires 
Of which the flame is rose~, and the 
smoke is briars.'' 
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Paradoxically, though the protagonist believes himself to be 
unworthy of God's notice, he attains in this dark night a 
limerty of spirit that marks him a son of God. ·ae wants 
nothing but God's will through love, and so mounts to God: 
By this mystical theology and secret 
love, the soul continues to rise auove 
all things and above itself, and to 
mount up~d to God. For love is like 
fire which ever rises upward with the 
desire to be abgorbed in the centre 
of its sphere.' 
"Faith is the Midnight and God is the Co.ming Day, "S7 
St. John ot the Cross exults. The soul is being prepared !Dr 
wisdom, which is the relish of God; hence, the goal of humility 
is the creature's awareness of the greatness of God. When the 
54nark Night, Book 2, p. 39). 
55
•East Coker," p. 128. 
56nark Night, Book 2, p. 470. 
57Father Bruno, o.o.c., st. John of the Cross. (New York: 
Benziger Brothers, 1932), p. 1?6. 
night of the soul has done its work, God lifts it into union 
with Himself. Then will the gloom of deprivatio~ be broken 
by the sunshine of God's consolation which will tlood the 
soul in the light of love. The soul has discovered, "So. 
. 58 the darkness shall be light, and the stillness the dancing." 
st. John iterates this fact that all do aot reaoh in 
this life the perfection that the dark night demands. 
Poignantly and realistically Eliot echoes him in "-Dry Salv~ges": 
For most of us, this is the. aim 
Never here to be realized; · 
Who are only undefeated 
Bec-ause we have gone on trying; 
We, content at the last 
If our temporal reversion nourish 
(Not too far from the yew-tre'~ 
The life of significant soil. 
Four Quartets, however, is the complete presentation of the 
illuminative way and intimates the beginning of the unitive 
way as St. John of the Cross does in Dark Night. Eliot 
succeeds in eonoretizing the inexpressible by transmuting into 
his poetry the symbols of St. John of the Cross. Peers indexes 
four pages to st. John's principal figures of speech. This 
random selection indicates that Eliot incorporates some ot 
them into the Four Quartets: dove, fire, garden, ladder, log, 
staircase, water, nightingale, rays of darkness, and a ahatt 
of sWllight. 
58 
"East Coker," p. 127. 
59"Dry Salvages," pp. 136-137. 
Stephen Spender evaluates the religious content of ~ 
~uartets60 as he remarks that Eliot writes for an audience 
which looks to poets for social as well as spiritual food. 
These readers must be answered unless they are to believe muoh 
modern poetry is stone. Through his use of the "Eliot law," 
that of including in the texture of his poetry words, phrases, 
and sy.mbols of other poets (in this instance St. John of the 
Cross) Eliot has revivified concepts that would have been lost 
because buried in the mystical doctrine of a man of the 
sixteenth century. Across the modern eacophony of "eat, drink, 
and be merry" Eliot insists that happiness lies in the control 
of desire; that the intellect and the will 1 bound by mundane 
and selfish considerations., prostitute their high destiny; that 
happiness lies not outside self, but within the soul.; that 
suffering, not for itself, but for the work it does to the 
wholie man, pays high dividends in love of God. Because this 
is an age of theosophy and false mysticism, {as was .the age of 
St. John of the c.ross) one acid test proves the soul is 
approaching the imperative of a "son of God." "By their fruits 
. 
ye shall know them."(St. Matt., vii:l6-). The union that 
eulminates the dark night of the soul is not the B.eatific Vision; 
it is not necessarily any kind of vision. It is the enlightening 
6°stephen Spender, "Four Quartets," p. 16. 
-
of the mind and the moving of the will to love God more 
and to prove this love by deeds. "Facta non Terba ... '' insists 
Ignatius of Loyola on any stage of the journey to God. In 
the passive night of the spirit, these "enkindlings" or the 
touches of God upon the soul in love, that make the taota ~ 
so much easier to perform, are of very short duration. Their 
effect is to plunge the soul into greater humility. st. John 
ot the Cross explains this by the similitude of a shaft of 
light catching motes of dust: 
With regard to the spiritual light 
by which the soul is assailed, when 
it has something to strike, however 
small a speck it be, it sees and 
understands much more clearly than 61 before it was in these dark places. 
The protagonist in Four Quartets experiences "inner freedom 
from practical desire" resalting from his contact with the 
"still point." Both the ten stairs at the end of •Burnt 
Norton" and the shaft of light, even though it reveals 
imperfection, symbolize the gradual approach tc God. 
Al.though the dancers in "East Coker" have caused 
considerable trouble to the critic~ and many think that the 
insertion of the lines from Thomas Elyot's The Boke named the 
Gouverneur a pedantic lapse, yet James Zohnson Sweeney 
vindicates the lines with great erudition and eomes to a not-
unlikely conclusion that like his predecessor Eliot is concerned 
6lnark Night, p. 421. 
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with a harmonious pattern far living. The root of the 
symbol, however, is farther back than the sixteenth century. 
As Dante approaches the Beatific Vision in the Paradiso, he 
is amazed at the activity of the inhabitants of the various 
circles. This activity increases in velocity until the speed 
defies description for it is light and love moving centrifugally 
aat the still point where the dance is." Since this sy.mbol is 
stratified in its connotative values, another explanation is 
found in the Canticle of C'anticles which presents in s.exual 
imagery the essence of the love of God for man. The closest 
union posaible for man and woman is that of a true marriage 
in which two individuals merge spiritually and physically 
without annihilating the personality of either, but rather 
c·reating under God another human being, the fruit of their 
love. So the soul united to God must fructify in deeds: the 
highest, a life of prayer which deals immediately with God, 
the Primary Source; or a life of aotion, rooted in prayer, 
which traditionally is described in the words, tradere 
oontamplata allis, which translates freely, the best prayer 
is that which informs love of neighbor. Since zeal endeavors 
to assist the whole man, it is interested in ameliorating his 
condition here and now. Though Spender regrets Eliot's 
att•chment to tradition separates him from participating in 
62swaeney, "East Coker," Selected Critiqua, p. )98. 
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& social (Marxist) revolution, Spender answers critics who 
read in the mysticism of the protagonist of the Four Quartets 
a s:elfishness that precludes others: 
Eliot has been accused of offering a 
kind of JllY'Sticis.m, a drug that one can 
forget the evils of the world. This is 
not so. He gives them truth, a full 
realization of the relationship of that 
moment when the individual called "I" 
relates his moment which he calls ~Nown 
with past and future •••• A reader who 
apprehended the reality of Eliot's 
poettJ would sympathize with his .fellow 
men. 
This union with God arteets man's social life, but it is a 
personal experience so elusive that Eliot encircles it in 
fragile words: 
Whisper ot running streams, and winter 
lightning, 
The wild thyme unseen and the wild 
strawberry, 
The laughter in the garden, echoed 
ecstasy 
Not lost, but requiring, pointing to the 
agony 6 Of death and birth. 4 
The word "agony" in this context may be a directive to those 
who see "escape" literature in Eliot's poems. In "Dry Salvages" 
the protagonist agonizes, but, his understanding is enligh~ened 
as it pierces the meaning ot ·this purgation: 
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64"East Coker," p. 127. 
The wild thyme un5een, er the winter 
lightning 
Or the waterfall, or music heard se 
deeply •••• 
••• These are only hints and guesses ••• 
The hint half guessed, the gift half65 understood, is Incarnation. 
The pr0tagonist emptying his soul is but an infinitely 
far-removed imitation ofthe Ged-Man who, in the words of 
St. Paul, 
••• being in the form of God, thou~ht 
it not robbery to be equal with God; 
but emptied himself, taking the form 
of a servant, ••• he humbled himself, 
becoming obedient unto death, even 
to the death of the cross. (Phil., ii: 6-8). 
With almost the largesse of Donne, Eliot piles image 
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upon image to clarify preparation for the passing from the 
illuminative to the unitive state. In its ma~ificent 
panoramic view of spring, "Little Gidding" typifies the 
growing soul. The prota~onist discovers that God needs no 
seasons in which to work; that NOW aad HERE is where God 
starts; that the most direct road is only apparently circum-
ambulatory. As the life of the spirit deepens, so there grows 
in the soul a deeper insight that all events can be grist 
for the mill of God; that God's creation is good; it is only 
man who perverts it. May was "depraved" because Gerontion 
saw it thus; this same May is now "voluptuary" in its sweetness, 
65nnry Salvages," p. 136. 
but not bad. The protagonist looks at his spiritual life, 
"the garlic and sapphires in the mud," his imperfections as 
well as his virtues. Now he realizes that the struggle 
against the former and the accentuation of the latter are 
the cathode and anode of the magnet of Divine union dra~ ing 
him by the prayer of humble aridity in the dark night: 
You are not here to verify •••• 
You are here to kneel wh~re prayer has 
been valid. 00 
"Little Gidding" gathers in its wide sweep all Eliot's 
poetry, transfigured. Between the last of the bombers and 
the "all clear" signal the protagonist meets an old friend. 
The waste land is far away; its land has been set in order. 
Here there is no recrimination but only the advice to travel 
more quickly to the goal by accepting God's will, as life-
in-itself effects emptiness, but emptiness-in-God is joy. 
One of the climaxes of "Little Giddi ng 11 is the protagonist 1 s 
discovery of the part that sin and evil have in God's crea-
tion. Eliot lets Julian of Norwich describe a mystic's re-
action to man's "non serviam." Julian is an excellent 
choice for, as Dean Inge attests: 
Julian is one of the happy Saints ••• The 
attitude of a mystical writer in the 
presence of the evil that is in the world 
is an important test how far we may re-
gard him as a trustworthy guide •••• Julian 
does not solve the problem of evil for us, 
but her words are true and beautiful. Every 
66"Little Gidding, 11 P• 139. 
stumbling block may be God's grace turned 
into a stepping stone, so that our sins, in 
being conquered, may bring us nearer to God.67 
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Every true mystic faces lite with optimism because lite seen 
through God's eyes has a meaning. Julian's confident words 
teach the protagonist that love is the reason why suttering 
is essential because it burns out the debris in the soUL. 
Julian knows that the dark night is not an endeavor ot the 
human mind to grasp the Divine essence or the ultimate reality 
of things; she knows that the finite cannot encompass the 
Infinite. Julian defines mysticism as the love ot God. Since 
~ove takes two, the giver and the receiver, the flame that 
consumes is love's best symbol. Love descends in flame, and 
Eliot describes it in Dante's verse that honors the Blessed 
Trinity, the te'rza rima: 
The dove descending breaks the air 
With flame ot incandescent terror 
Ot which the tongues declare 
The one discharge trom sin and error. 
The only hope, or else, despair -
Lies in the choice of -pyre or pyr~8-To be redeemed tram tire by tire. 
Eliot clima.x.es Four 9,uartets w1 th the complete resolution 
ot all his themes. Part V is music and poetry joined to bring 
forth symphonic words ot serene assurance and assured serenity: 
67Dean Inge, Studies in En~ish M3!tios, p. 65. JUlian 
has not .been canonized, but the~ean may mean it in the sense 
ot "sanotus," holy.) 
68ttLittie Gidding," p. 143-144. 
••• so while the light fails 
On a winter's afternoon, in a secluded 
chapel 
History is now and Englang9and the voice of this Calling. 
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~ {any place with any person) is the tield of love's 
operation, through the Holy Spirit; ~ is the anceptable time, 
the sacrament of the passing moment, that outward sign of God; 
HERE and NOW, in the ordinary work of the ordinary moment, open 
the gate to the garden of God; now is the opportunity to accept 
with simplicity, by purification of motive, what is God's 
design for us in the duty-shot-with-love of a given day, hour, 
or minute. Attention to the Holy Spirit within the soul is 
the price, "costing not less than everything"; but the price 
is trivial for the value is incommensurable, the knowledge 
ot the Providence and Love ot God: 
When the tongues of flame are enfolded 
Into the crowned knot of fire 70 And the fire and rose are one. 
The last line ot Eliot's "Little Gidding• is the summation 
. -
of mystical theology. The poem, "Dark Night" which St. John 
of the Cress explains, consists or eight stanzas which embraces, 
too, the "ladder." His cOlDDlentary details only the first two 
stanzas and commences the third. Had he completed his prose 
69"Little Gidding," p. 145. 
70ibid., p. 145. 
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work Christ and Mary would have certainly had their rightful 
place in the ascent ot the alone t·o the Alone. st. John does 
not mention either in Dark Night, but Christ is the "hero" 
ot Spiritual Canticle and Living Flame. One of the mos.t . 
important dogmas that st. John pres.upposes in all his works 
is the mediation ot Christ through His Passion. This mediation 
is perpetuated in the Holy Sacrifice ot . the Mass. The members 
ot the Mystical Body join with the Head in offering to God 
"from the rising ot the sun to the going down ot the same ••• 
a olean oblation" (Mal~ohias, i:ll). St. John's emphasis and 
Dante's focus on . the Incarnation could have influenced Eliot.71 
71 . A detailed study ot this, outside the scope ot this 
dissertation, could well form a separate work. A brief' 
summary may suttioe to point out the direction of Eliot. 
The Gryphon in the Purgatorio is symbolic or the God-man 
(Canto mix). The Gryphon causing the bare tree to tlower 
is man's Redemption, while his disappearance into heaven 
symbolizes the Ascension. In the Paradiso Dante is concerned 
vitally with the two natures or Christ (Canto ii) with His 
wisdom in comparison to Solomon's (Canto xiii); with the choice 
ot Christ in the particular mode of redeeming.mankind only to 
discover that God's "greater bounteousDess" caused such l~£esse (Canto vii}; Christ's Ascension is described: 
Over the myriad lamps preeminent 
I saw one Sun which kindled each and all, 
As light :t"rom our sun to the stars is 
lent (Canto xxiii). 
Throughout the Purgatorio the Annunciation is Dante's 
favorite sub;j'ect. Our Lady is depicted on the Mount of' .the 
Proud: 
One would swear he said Ave! f'or there-by 
She was imaged and made manifest 
She turned the key to admit love f'rom on 
high (Canto x). (continued on p. 2·53} 
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The Incarnation is the out-pouring o:r God's love tor 
man. One ot the thousand ends of the Incarnation was God's 
condescending to meet and gratify the weakness ot humani~y 
ferever falling into idolatry, because it is so hard to be 
always looking upward, always fixedly into inaccessible 
furnaces of light. The Word within a word takes His proper 
place in the ascent of the soul to God and the descent of 
God to the soul: 
He came unto his own, and his own 
received him not. But as many as received 
him, he gave them power to be made the sons 
of God ••• And the Word was made flesh and 
dwelt among us (and we saw his glory, the 
glory as it were ot the only begotten of 
the Father) full of grace and truth (St. John, 1:11-14). 
7l(continued) 
Sal?e Regina reechoes throughout the Purgatorio as the Mother 
of God is the Refuge -of Sinners. Though a creature like man, 
she is pure of heart and hence has . quicker access to God's 
mercy. Dante, though he shows her often as the interested 
woman, never lets his reader forget that she is a Queen. The 
Salve Regina takes on a triumphant note in the Paradiso as . the 
Regliia Coal! rings through the court of heaven. Mary Is alwaya 
o].ose to Christ, so Beatrice bids Dante atter he has: l.ooked 
upon the face ot Christ: 
Look now upon the face most like to Christ ••• 
For only its radiance can. so fortify 
Thy gaze as fitteth for beholding Christ •• 
Here is the Rose wherein the Word o:r God 
Made himself flesh ••• (Canto xxxii) 
Dante boasts of his devotion: 
The name ot the fair flower which day and night 
My lips continually invoke ••• 
A fire descended out of heaven trom far 
Shaped in a circle like a coronal 
Which turned and turned as it engirdled -her. (~id) 
She is the Mother of the Whole Christ, the Mystical Body • . ~ 
Dante's prayer in the last canto exults: 
Maiden and Mother, daughter of thine own Son 
Beyond all creatures lowly and lifted high, 
Ot the Eternal Design the corner-stone. 
This is the backdrop against which to read: 
••• But to apprehend 
The point ot intersection of the timeless 
With time, is an occupation tor the saint--
No oooupati9n either, · but something given 
And taken, in a lifetime's death in love, 
Ardour and selflessness and selt-surrender.72 
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Christ is in "Little Gidding" by implication, tor the l.ines, 
Sin is Behovely, but 
All shall be well, and 
All manner of thing shall be well 
If I think again, ot this place, 
And of people, not wholly commendable 
Of no illm.ediate kin or kindness: 
But some of peculiar genius · . 
Ali touehe.d by a common genius ••• 73 
introduce a consideration of historical events and ot the 
participants, the members ot the Mystical Body. People are· 
important because they are brothers of Christ and because 
love ot Him necessitates love of His brethren. Time and 
history are important for the tormer does not bound nor 
does the latter record the lives ot mere animals as dial.eet~al 
materialism would have it. Beoause ot the Incarnation the 
. love of Christ urges us to do the right thing for the righ~ ­
reason; at least this is the •ground of our beseeohing.n74 · 
' 
Our Lady is no stranger in Eliot's poetry. She ia 
the mediatrix of all grace in "Ash Wed&esday": 
72"Dry Salvages," p. 1)6. 
?)"Little Gidding," pp. 142-14). 
74 Ibid.. ' p. 14). 
B:ecause of the goodness of the Lady 
And because ot her loveliness, and because 
She honours the Virgin in~editation, 
We shine w1 th brightness •. ,' 
The protagonist realizes that Christ comes through Mary: 
Who walked between the violet and the 
violet ••• 
Going in white and blue, in Mary's color ••• 
Made cool the dry rook and made firm the 
a and 
In blue ot ltrkspur, blue of Mary's colour, 
Sovegna Vos7 · 
When the dark night or the soul has reached its midnight, 
"Clangs the bell , " which symbolizes the .Angelus, the prayer 
· said three times eaeh day to honor the B~essed Trini~7, and 
to commemorate the Illoarnation dependent, in God's designs, 
upon the fiat, ot a young girl. Because of Mary the 
protagonist can sorrow without despair: 
There is no end ot it ••• 
To the drift ot the sea and the drifting 
wreckage ••• 
••• Only the hardly, barely pra~'le 
Prayer o:r the one Annunciation. 
Eliot's lyrical prayer to Our Lady in Part IV ot "Dry SalTages" 
is perteet integration of idea and symbol. She 'is Stella Maria 
to whom the fishermen pray; mankind, too, is on the sea o:r 
lite. She is Mater Doloross, for she loved and lost. 
?S"Ash Wednesday,"· p. 61. 
76 ' Ibid.' p. 64. 
77 anry Sa1vages," p. 32.· 
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Mary's stainlessness may keep the protagonist far from her; 
but she and he have suffering in· common. The most important 
connotative line, though, comes in the second st8l1za ot this 
variant sestina, "Figlia del tuo figlio," the opening line 
ot the final canto ot the Paradiso where St. Bernard prays 
to Mary tor Dante: 
That he be enabled to uplift even higher 
His eyes, and to the Final Goodness come. 
. (Canto xxxiii) · 
The protagonist wants to see God. Certainly Chris.t Who 
anticipated His first miracle at her request to save a bride 
and groom tram embarrassment (and gave the best!!) will heed 
His Mother again when she asks that the water of the 
protagonist's weak desires be charged with the potency won 
for him through the Incarnation. Then, the protagonist prays 
Mary to obtain mercy for his brothers in Christ who may be 
delaye4 in the tires or the ·Purgatorial Mount, or who may be 
suffering in the dark night of the soul. St. John ot the 
Cross differentiates between these two purgations: 
As spirits are purged in the next lite 
with dark material fire, so in this lite 
they are purged and cleansed with the 
dark spiritual fire or love. The difference 
is that in the next life they are cleansed 
with fire, while here below t~IY are cleansed 
and illumined with love only.7 
78nark Night, Book 2, p. 4)6. 
Love sounds the last note of "Little Gidding": 
Alld all shall be well and 
All manner of thing shall be well 
When the tongues of flame are infoldea 
Into the crowned knot of fire 
And the tire and the rose are one.79 
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The last two lines pose a problem in interpretation. "All 
shall. be well" when the soul burns with love as the knot of 
wood is purified by the flame as in st. John of the Cross' 
symbol. It can refer to the Incarnation, to the Holy Spirit 
Who is ftFons vivus, ignis caritas,n80 the living Foun~ain 
and the loving Fire, and to Mary, the Rose: 
The Holy Ghost shall came upon thee, 
and the power ot the most high shall 
over-shadow thee. And therefore also 
the Holy that shall be born of thee 
shall be called the Son or God {Luke, 1:35). 
There is another meaning that teases. In Dante the Rose is 
Our Lady, but the vast cuplike theatre ot heaven is called 
the "rose": 
In form, then, of a radiant white rose 
That sacred soldiery before mine eyes 
Appeared, which in His blood Christ made 
His Spouse (Canto xxxi). 
The lines then may mean "all shall be well" when the tl.ame 
of lo.ve reaches not the masses , but individuals; when 
assistance to others is the "Word" or selfless interest, 
not the stone ot expedient armaments. 
79
"Little Gidding," p. 145. 
so ·· Hymn for Vespers, Pentecost; St. Andrew's Roman Miss~ 
p. 709. 
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Because of the echoes of the Paradiso, "Little Gidding"· 
closes on the note of Easter peace, the confident peace Mary 
felt on Easter morn . She did not go te f ind the empty tomb , 
for she knew He would o0me. He~s was not the vehement, 
active love of Mary Magdalen who could not rec.ognize Him 
because she was not expecting Him. Mary knew that faith is 
the midnight; God is the coming day. So, the soUl believes 
God will came, and that it will taste Him here on earth for 
a brief joy which Dante lyricizes: 
Light of the understanding, full. of love, 
Love of the true good, full of joy within, 
Joy that transcends all the heart eonceiveth 
ot (Canto :ax.). 
In Four Quartets the epigraph from The Hollow Men has 
taken on a different connotation, because essential evil is 
no longer paramount in Eliot's thinking. The heart of light 
glimpsed in the opening line of "Burnt Norton" is antithetieal 
to Kurtz• heart of darkness . sinoe the spiritual release 
towards which Eliot's poetry tends is a closer contact with 
the God of light through St. John of the Cross' heart of 
darkness. 
Four Quartets is a symphony that elaborates identical 
themes progressively in aesthetic and ideational patterna: . 
renunciation, humility, recognition of the true Reality 
behind appearance, acknowledgment of the Timeless outside 
the temporal, conformity to God's will, themes that sound 
strange in our atomic era. "Little Gidding" resolves all 
the themes in carefully wrought counterpoint, climaxing to 
final synthesis and statement. G. Rostrevor Hamilton writes 
of "Little Gidding, " and so of all the Quartets: 
Reading these lines a final conviction 
is left that goes deeper than intelleet. 
It pierces to the human spirit in one 
of its approaches to God, however the 
discursive intelligence with its 
inadequate machinery may attempt to 
define it in a setting of time and 
eternity. The notion that human lives · 
are as an "infinite flicker of small 
veleiites• .can noslonger be entertained 
with complacency. 
St. John of the Cross wrote his commentary on mystical 
theology in his Ascent of Mount Carmel and Dark Night at a 
time when historically the Christian world was rocking in 
trepidation of disruption. Yet no hint of the threatening 
cataclysm disturbs his pages as his answer to any world-
revolution is self-revolution. st. John of the Cross, whoet 
doctrine T. s. Eliot has followed $0 closely, advises 
simplicity, a stripping of the "old man." Because Adam was 
naked he talked familiarly with God in Paradise. His physical 
nakedness was of little import in this communion; what 
mattered was his spiritual being, unhampered by the impediments 
of disordered lusts, and untouched by the civil war of sense 
versus spirit. When a flaming sword barred Adam from the 
garden of pleasure, his life of toil was eased by the 
81G. Rostrevor Hamilton, "Tradition and the Sense of 
Man's Greatness," The Tell-Tale Article. (New York: OXford 
University Press, 195o), p. 87. 
remembrance of the poignant Voice that had sought him, ffWhere 
-
art thou?" To his progeny Adam bequeathed what William James 
has called "the mystical germ," that yearning, actual or 
potential, which attunes man to God's Voice, or makes him 
respond to the message of those with whom GGd has talked 
familiarly. Mystics, be they men or women, are key individuals 
in the history of mankind. When a mystic ascends to that 
encounter with Divine Reality, which is his threugh God's 
grace, he is not a spiritual individual; he goes as the 
ambassador of humanity. Some on their return give their 
report as tar as language will hold the divine burden. 
st. John of the Cross is one bf these ambassadors. Professor 
Peers remarks that st. John of the Cross, despite the objective 
value of his observationsconeerning the dark night, betrays 
the sublimity ot his own mystical experiences. 82 
Eliot's incorporation of the mystical theology of the 
Saint culminates to date in Four guartets. st. John ot the 
Cross writes not a work of art, but a philosophical treatise 
explaining in discursive language how the soul may prepare 
itself tor union with God by means of asceticism, and then 
how God prepares the soul through the passive purification 
of the whole man. St. John of the Cross has but one aim; 
he would make men better, by the purification of their 
82nark Night, Introduction, p. 337. 
affections, the enlightening ot their judgments, and the 
fortifying of their wills. On the other ' hand, Eliot, the 
artist, purposes to give men beauty; Eliot does not ask 
his reader to be a better man, but he tries to lead him 
on to prefer better things. In his endeavor to achieve 
his aesthetic goal, Eliot profits by his speculative use 
of the mystical theology of st. John of the Cross. Since 
Eliot is an artist who looms large on our intellectual 
horizon, he is a foroe to counteract a facile pseudo-
mysticism, a noxious root of a scientifio-torested 
civilization. Chesterton, reacting against this type of 
mysticism, finds Blake on the side of the angels: 
There are two types of mysticism--that ot 
Christendom and that of Orientalism. 
Blake shows that positiTe .magnet, and 
he who has wandered far from Christ is 
drawn into8the magnet of Buddha--negativism, pessimism. 3 
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Eliot realized early in his career the deep neeCl.:. of man tor 
transcendental security. Four Quartets is the positive 
magnet: spiritual experiences aEe born of self-renunciation; 
God is not ~ightly wooed! All who read Four Q.uartets grasp 
the general theme, but they miss many of the symbols and 
concepts that enrich the details. With the influence of 
st. John of the Cross established and explained, more may 
83 G. K. Chesterton, William Blake. (London, 1910), p. 208. 
avail themselves of the implicit advice of Eliot: 
••• And just as those who should be the 
intellectuals regard theology as a 
special study, like numismatics or 
heraldry, with which they need not 
concern themselves, and theologians 
observe the same indifference to 
literature and art, as special studies 
that do not concern them, so our 
political classes regard both fields 
as territories of which they have no 
. r eason to be ashamed of remaining ·in 
complete ignorance. Accordingly the 
more serious authors have a limited, 
even a provincial audience, and the 
more popular h&V:.e an illiterate and 
uncritical mob. 84 · 
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The "mob" will know and appreciate all the beauty of ~ 
~uartets when intellectuals learn who and what intorm these 
poems and all of Eliot's poetry from "Ash Wednesday." 
Theology and literature merge in Four Quartets; to eomprehend 
them fully requires empathy as Eliot comments: 
. ' 
While the practice of poetry need not 
in itself confer wisdom or accumulate 
knowledge, it ought at least to train 
the mind in one habit of universal value, 
that of analysing the meanings of words; 
of those one employs8oneself, as well as the words of others. ' 
A study of the "words" of' st. John of' the Cross will reap 
a rich harvest, in giving to modern poetry what i s s o sadly 
lacking, universal symbols. 
84T. s. Eliot, The Idea of a Christian Sooie~. (New York: 
Harcourt Brace and Company, 1940), p. 40. 
85Ibid·~ , p. 4 . 
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In 1940 David Daiches thus prognosticated the literea-y 
funeral of T. s. Eliot : 
As a force in English poetry he is 
spent; his contribution has been absorbed 
by younger poets to whom he has nothing 
more to give •••• an ecclesiastical glow 
spread over _all his work. The younger 
English poets ceJQ.e to regard him. with 
that respect which i~ generally reserved 
for the great dead.So 
The past tense is ironic. Eliot is like "Old Deuteron~" 
the oat, that he characterizes,-
Old Deuteronomy's lived a long time; 
He's -a cat who has lived many lives in 
succession. 
He was famous in p~~verb and famous in 
rhyme •••• 
. . 
Eliot's reputation among thoughtful readers did not need in 
1943 ~he publication of Four Quartets to substantiate. his 
claim. to ' a poet of rank. In these poems he has synthesized 
mystical theology and art, as a philosopher-poet who he 
does not think can exist without thorough schizophrenia; b~ 
so are Dante and St. John of the Cross. Dante, however, 
lyricizes the summa Theologioa with never a false note. 
st. John of the Cross is the philosopher and the poet .. whose 
lyrical notes reach a high pitch in the Spiritual Canticle 
Sh_ . 
-oaiches , . Poetry, .P. 127. 
87•0ld Deuteronomy," p. 157. 
which 
••• is one of the loveliest poems that 
the humaa heart has ever eonoeived, or 
the human mind expressed. No man has 
known more of love than this Carmelite 
friar; taw have known as much; and 
nowhere, certainly, outside Holy Soripture, 
is such a knowledge expressed with greater 
profundity and eloq~~noe than in this poem. 
and its exposition. 8 
To some readers, it is suggested, the protagonist in ~ 
Quartets exemplit'ies the prudent approach ot the cautious 
citizen who knows that "faith is the Midnight." In the 
innermost part of his being he has not tully grasped the 
overwhelming truth, "G~d is the Coming Day." 
Despite this flaw, troa "Ash Wednesday" the mystical 
theology of st. John of the Cross becomes more evident until 
in Four Quartets Eliot has "inspected" the purgative concepts 
of the Saint and has given his readers the supernatural lite 
on a very high level. Few sustain the spiritual phenomena of 
the Quartets, but to understand them vicariously is tor the 
intellectual and discriminating reader an aesthetic experience 
that satisfies the Horatian definition ot literature: dulce 
et utile. 
88 Introduction , Spi ritual Canticle , p. 8. 
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CHAPTER VI 
IN MY END IS MY BEG INNING 
Malco1m Cowley in 1949 evaluated the criticism or 
T. s. Eliot and found that very few essays have a high level 
ot ratiocination because most critics have not met the 
challenge of the "excessive denseness or difficulty of Eliot's 
poetry." Cowley thinks: 
The search in Eliot•s books for references 
to other books has proved a fascination for 
doctors of philosophy. ·rt is difficult, yes, 
but it allows them to exercise their special 
skills and it involves no untidy connections 
with life •••• The fact is that it fever tempts 
them to step outside the library. 
The search for Eliot's allusions is comparatively simple, 
for the poet himself has charted the way: 
••• the historical sense involves a perception 
not only or the pastness or the past, but or 
its presence; and the historical sense compels 
a man to write not merely with his own 
generation in his bones, but with a feeling 
that the whole or the literature of Europe 
from Homer and within it the whole of the 
.literature of his own country has a 
simultaneous existe~ce and composes a 
simultaneous order. 
lMalcolm. Cowley, "T. s. Eliot•s Ardent Critics--and 
Mr. Eliot," New York Herald-Tribune Weekly Book Review, 
Vol.2$, No. JO, Mirch 13, 1949, p.l. 
2Eliot; "Tradition and the Individual Talent,~ Selected 
Essays, p.4. 
'rlle Eliot sources discovered to date are noted by Douglas 
Bush: 
Some of the formative influences on this 
thought and technique were Irving Babbitt, 
T. E. Hulme , and Mr. Pound, . Dante and 
Shakespeare •••• There have been many others 
of importance such as "The Golden Boagh," 
and Bhagavad-Gita, the .Bible and the 
lltu:rgy, Lancelot Andrewes and St. John of 
the Cross.J 
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Same of the "others" include too the Greek myths, the Jacob~an 
d2a,matists, the metaphysical poets, and the French aymbolis'ts. 
Dante's influence is greater than even erudite critics 
and Ph.D.'s haTe ascertained. Eliot acknowledges reversion 
to Greek symbols so many times that many critics remain in 
the era B.C. forgetting that the increment of tradition 
sometimes alters the characteristics of the symbols or widens 
their implications. Future Ph.D. • s may investigate John Dryden 
as a potential source of Eliot thought, particularly of 
Dryden's belief in a "sense of transcending order and tradition, 
but an order worked out only in time and through progressing 
civilization •••• n4 The illpact of the liturgy on the poetry 
of EJ.iot otters, too,;a r ich and untouched field tor investip.-
tion. For example, the interpretation of The Waste Land,in 
the l~ght of the .blessing of the baptism&! font on Holy 
3:oouglas Bush, En~ish Poetry. (New York: O:d."ord 
University Press, 1952~ p. 2oj. 
4white, et al., Seventeenth Century Verse and Prose, 
Vol. 2, p. 208. 
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Saturday~ would add to the depth of the poem. 
To study the anagogical mirrors of Eliot necessitates 
the establishment of a nexus between Eliot's poetry and lite 
as it is in the fifth decade of the twentieth century. This 
nexus is the mystical theology of st. John of the Cross. I 
have shown that Eliot's poetry is philosophical, that St. John 
of the Cross has been a great influence on Eliot's poetic 
revelations of the concept of the soul and its relations with 
God. The need for explicating this important source is patent, 
since many excellent critics have by-passed it, and hence have 
a fore-shortened view of the Eliot corpus in terms of living. 
The work of Eliot prior to "Ash Wednesday" flowers in 
a waste land, in appropriate, sterile soil. Autonomous man 
who lives here hates himself because he is not able to 
resolve existential tensions. Obviously, this early poetry 
is not a picture of the first two decades of the twentieth 
eentury; it is any civilization undermined by what Eliot 
has defined as Secularism, mirrored in modern literature: 
••• it is simply unaware of, simply cannot 
understand the meaning of, the primacy o~ 
the supernatural over the natural life: ot 
something which I assume to be our primary 
concern.5 
5T. s. Eliot, "Religion and Litera.ttu-e," Oxford Anthology 
of American Literature, William Rose Bentft and Borman HoiDies: 
Pearson, elltors, (New York: Oxford University Press), p. 1487. 
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Eliot's poetry from "Pruf'rook" has posited this truth: God 
exists; therefore I am. This statement contradicts the 
Cartesian formula, "Cogito, ergo awn." The first posits a 
world of order; the second fathered at the dawn of the 
Renaissance modern man, who, awakening to the concept that 
he had new worlds to conquer, accepted eagerl.y the current 
philosophy which divided matter and "unknowable" spirit. 
- -Since, according to Descartes, spirit was unattainable by 
man's finite mind, emphasis shifted to matter and ita conques't. 
As the centuries progressed, the determination to find 
happiness in material values has yolked directives to this 
goai as disp~ate as the Nietzschean formula that might 
makes right and the subjective norm of Irving Babbitt's 
inner cheek. 
More, discerning spirits, however, were able through the 
years to escape the Scylla ot mind for mind's sake and the 
, 
Charybdis ot matter t .or the sake of matter, and to raise 
their voices, particularly, against an all.-engulfing mat.erialiam. 
Their force was attenuated by the first decade of the twentieth 
century. Since Arnold had equated art and religion, men, 
whose belief in the spiritual was destroyed, looked to art 
for "religious experience." Yeats satisfied those whc 
wanted sublimation without the trouble ot discriminating 
between good and evil; who were hungry for any form ot 
transcendent experience, or what offered itself as such. 
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Like Yeats Eliot was interested in Eastern mysticism, 
so he studied but repudiated Hindu philosophy and strengthened 
his poetry with mystical theology based on st. John of the 
Cross. Eliot did not need st. John of the Cross to ~each 
him this theology; it is his Christian heritage. However, 
Eliot cut across his age in his use of mystical theology; 
it is not decorative, but the core of his poetry. To read 
this poetry in any other way is to miss iw integration; al1 
of its many aspects have their roots there. Eliot's 
influence is qualitative as he satis,ies the spiritual man 
or challenges the materialistic in man, not quantitative 
dependent upon the bulk of his output. He is a generation 
leader because he has a goal in sight, while many of. his 
contemporaries have stayed in the waste land, or have become 
absorbea in Nirvana. What, then, does St. John of the Cross' 
mystical theology do for the poetry of Eliot? Eliot suggests 
that poetry can in some sense be philosophic when it deals 
with philosophic ideas, not as a matter of argument, but as 
a matter ot inspection. He feels rightly: 
6 
It we divorced poetry and philosoph 
altogether, we should bring a serious 
impeachment not only against Dante, but6 
against most of Dante's contemporaries. 
T. s. Eliot, The Sacred Wood. (London: Methuen and 
Company, Ltd., seventh edition, 1950}, p. 163. 
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And against Eliot 1 one may add. The mystical symbols of 
St. John of the Cross have interested Eliot intensely, so 
also have his excursions into Dante's Paradiso. Both Dante 
and St. John of the Cross have what Eliot praised in Hopkins: 
Hopkins has the dignity of the Church 
behind him, and is consequently in 
closer contact with reality.7 
Eliot's interest in st. J·obn of the Cross was stimu-
lated by a number of secondary reasons: the interest of an 
artist who ''inspects" st. John of the Cross' e.xplicat ion of 
poetry so as to transfigure the philosophy into poetic form; 
the interest of the psychologist who, examining materiali stic 
man, finds what naturali3m has done to man, and discovers in 
st. John the psychologist who builds ~n nature and shows its 
perfection in grace. In addition, t~e psychological inves-
tigation of manta spirituality presented to Eliot a new field 
for poetry. Whereas Fraser, Freud, and Jung, menMorking in 
different areas, and often hostile to Christianity, have 
proved with all the resources of science at their command that 
the subconscious is to man like the boiler of a ship; st. John 
or the Cross in his psychology grounds his concept in the 
theological belief that man is a free being and hence is re-
sponsible for the course of his life in a way that the boiler 
7T. s. Eliot , After Strange Gods. (New York: Harcourt 
Brace and Company, 1934), P• 53. 
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-o~ a ship can never be. A ~urther reason ~or Eliot's 
attraction is st. John's explanation 0~ mystical phenomena 
in the passive soul, ~or catalytic passivity in the artist 
is a cardinal belief o~ the Eliot poetic creed. 
Be~ore discussing how Eliot works out his idea o~ pas-
sivity and how this concept is related to mysticism, it is 
necessary to examine according to Thomism the affinities 
and di~ferences between mysticism and art. Inspiration in 
the supernatural order comes to the true mystic through the 
gifts of the Holy Spirit. Because these gifts presuppose 
love, they raise the soul to a super-human mode o~ acting 
which makes up the mystical life. In the natural order there 
is a special inspiration which is above the delibera tions of 
reason. Jacques Maritain explains Aristotle on this point: 
The principle o~ reason is not reason but 
something superion to it. What is superior 
to reason and intelligence i~ not God? ••• a 
When the mystic attempts to describe the touch of God upon 
his soul, he stammers because the Absolute Good cannot be 
caught in words. The artist stands between the philosopher 
who is in search of truth and the saint whose goa~ is good-
ness. The artist seeks for beauty and works out his inspiration 
8Jacques Maritain, Art and Faith; Exchange o~ Letters 
between Jac ues Maritain and Jean Cocteau. (New York: 
Philosophical Library, 19 , PP• 1 • 
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aa a man, so that work is stamped with the character ot a 
rational being. He works over his art, ponders it, prepares 
it ~ong before it emerges into matter and t"or.m. Words and 
rhythms are his media, the molds to form his idea. Because 
words are not spiritually flexible, the artist, like the 
mystic, knows that they will never express completely the 
beauty he has glimpsed. Though many mystics have written 
about their experiences, usually they write only when 
commanded by their spiritual director, or for the good that 
their words may do for souls. The mystic would rather not 
write, and in this respect he differs from the poet who must 
write to communicate. The artist attempts to .make invisibla 
things clear by visible; the mystic knows that this is futile. 
Absolute Goodness is the unique Love of the mystic; Beauty, 
as a transcendent, that of the poet. Goodness and Beauty, 
however, are for both essentially the object of the intelligenc.e. 
Maritain in Art and Scholasticism stresses t he importance ~ 
the intelligence and the senses in the enjoyment of beauty: 
In man only .knowledge deri:Yed through 
the senses possesses fu1ly the intuivity 
necessary for the perception of the beautiful. 
So also man can certainly enjoy purely 
intelligible beauty, but the beautiful 
which is connatural to ma.t1 is that which 
comes to delight tlie mind through the senses 
and their intuition. Such also is the 
peculiar beauty of our art which works upon 
·a sensible .matter for the joy of the spirit •••• 
It has a savour of the terrestrial 
paradise, because it restores for a 
brief' moment the simultaneous peace 9 and delight of' the mind ·and the senses. 
In "Tradition and the Individual Talent" Eliot has 
designated the poet as a catalytic agent, w.hieh statement 
simply repeats an old truth. The poet is not responsible 
for the initial thought or germ of the poem; in f~ct, he 
is tree to accept or reject it. He has lain passive: 
The mind of the poet is a shred of' 
platinum. It may partly or exclusively 
operate upon the experience of the man 
himself; but, the more perfect the artist, 
the more comp~etely separate in him will 
be the ma·n who sutf'ers and the mind that 
creates •••• The poet's mind is in tact a 
receptacle tor seizing and storing up 
numberless feelings, phrases, images, 
which remain there until all the particles 
which can unite tp form a new compound are 
present together.~O 
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The work of art born in this passivity is characterized in 
Eliot by emotional emphasis, which evidences the influence 
ot the French symbolists. Eliot's w.ork ·is primarily" a 
poetry of the logic ot the imagination, the rhetoric of' 
symbolism, and the grammar of rhythm; so he conveys not 
ideas, but a sensibility. Through the objective correlative 
9Jaeques Maritain, "Art and Beauty," Art and Soholastioism;, 
Translator, J. F. Scanlon. (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons , 
1947), p. 19. 
10T. s. Eliot, "Tradition and the I ndividual Talent," 
Selected Essays, pp • . ?-8. 
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he fuses opposites, associates similarities3 and differences, 
modifies statement by allusion, glosses allusion by ironyr, 
tempers irony by reticence, and soothes reticence by a kind 
of incantation. Eliot states that art is impersonal and its 
laws are governed by the work itself and its good. Does 
Eliot forget that art is essentially human, and as such it 
exhibits man in his active and passive entirety? Unlike 
St. John of the Cross, Eliot is somewhat an oblique poet of 
J 
the mental process, not of the mental grasp. His meanings 
are at times inconclusive and verge on a symphonic pattern. 
He mutes at times the idea by attempting to fuse music and 
poetry, two separate arts. Eliot is partly responsible for 
modern poets ; being interested in passivity; in their being 
observers of their own observations; in thinking that 
experience or sensibility is at war with understanding, in 
losing sight of the f act that experience is incomplete 
without understanding. 
, Because of ~liot' s concern with sensibility, posterity 
may classify him as a romanticist. This would be an ironic 
evaluation, . fJor by open profession Eliot claims himself a 
classicist. Despite Eliot's poetic creed that art is an 
escape from emotion, his forte .is the conscious crystalliza-
tion of the subconscious. Interest in "far-away" plaoes 
makes st. John of the Cross more interesting to Eliot than 
the English mystics, Richard Rolle or Walter Hilton. 
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Experimentation is another aspect of the romantic. The poetry 
of Eliot proves his interest in the new and the untried. Eliot 
has rarely repeated a st:ructural success; he pushes on te> 
other fields and "pastures new" once the poetic form has 
been conquered. Eliotese has become an integral part of 
our poetic vocabulary and creative manner. But emotional 
repetitions, incantations, prose-poetry in lesser hands 
have shown to what low levels poetry can be pushed. 
Fragmentary tor.m, born of emotionalism, has been individual-
iz.ed by Eliot and imitated by many who repudiate him now. 
Kimon Friar characterizes the civilization that give,s rise 
to this form: 
Life is nowhere seen steadily and whole, 
but under a number of perspectives 
relative to nothingcentral. Never has 
the interpenetration of cultures been so 11 worldwide, or disintegration so universal. 
The romantic imagination, as Wordsworth and c.oleridge 
understood it, has become in Eliot's terminology the objective 
correlative, the isolation of a pure moment of passionate 
conception rendered by something visible. The romantic 
believes that there is a link between the world of ignoranca, 
evil, squalor, and wretchedness and the world or ideal truth. 
For Eliot this link is the Incarnation. In his interest in 
the transcendental Eliot is in tradition, and he is the heir 
1~riar, Modern Poetry, p. 425. 
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ot Blake, Wordsworth, Shelley, and Coleridge. 
When literary posterity weigh Eliot's dicta about 
tradition, that a man must write with the whole of Europe 
in his bones, they will wonder why contemporary writers and 
critics find this such a startling statement. Every age is 
the heir ot .many schools and traditions; every true poet is 
a student who learns at the knees of the masters ot his art, 
a literary travell.er who climbs to Parnassus upon the 
shoulders ot his mighty ancestors. 
While it is too early to settle definitely the final 
status of Eliot, it is safe to say that it will defy 
categories. Those who praise the classical Eliot will 
underscore the restraint, the objectivity, and the belief 
in form; proponents of the romantic Eliot will stress the 
emotional intensity, the experimentation, the subjectivity, 
and the transeendentaliam. A single, descriptive adjective 
that may help to pinpoint him now, in view of his influence 
on his contemporaries and upon the younger poetic generation, 
is metaphysical-symbolist. Through his use ot the objective 
correlative, through the mystical symbols of st. John of the 
Cross, through his use of the liturgy, Eliot has made verbal 
magic. The symbol should be the poet's "gear and tackl.e," 
but today the symbol has become chameleon-like. In Ezra Pound 
it is conglomerate, in Edith Sitwell, artificial; in 
Aldou·s,·; Huxley, mocking; in James Joyce and Dylan Thomas, 
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· eompl.ex; in Virginia Woolf', deliquescent. 
Through Eliot's example,rational ·sequence, however, has 
almost ceased in mod~rn poetry; private emotion has taken 
over, until William Empson can discuss and praise not 
obscurity but ambiguity. Surrealism is the logical outcome 
or emotions Wll.eashed rrom reason; automatic writing (a: 
peripheral e-£:f'ect of Dali) is no farther away from us than 
the early poems of' Dylan Thomas. Reaction to surrealism has 
been speared by the Apocalyptic School which refuses the 
surrealistic creed that writing is the result of pure, payohie: 
auto.mism uncontrolled by reason. and outside all aesthetic or 
moral preoccupation. This Apocalyptic School owes more to 
Eliot than its adherents acknowledge • . J. F. Hendry, 
George Barker, and Henry Treece are in the vanguard ot the 
nnewM poetry and posit as their literary belief that the 
poet has a right to use the dream, fantasy, and myth, but 
any ereatiom must be controlled by reason. In a word, they 
want the conscious exploration ot · the subconscious, what 
Eliot has done from the publication of' "Pr"Urrock." Since 
the sources of' their symbols are the Bible, New Thomiam, 
a:nd Freud, areas opened to them by Eliot, in ten years time, 
perhaps, they will be quarrying the gold of st. John .of' the 
Cross~ Typical of' this school is Dylan Thomas, though he 
died too soon to resolve the conflict within his art 
between surrealism and reason. Though they do not see it 
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in the light of the Unchanging, they learned from Eliot the 
relativist flux and the value of myth and history as two 
ways of expla~ning life. Most of the themes of the new 
poets, variants of theaqan~e of spirit in a waste of pain, 
are the early themes of Eliot. However, they have not 
moved out of the waste land; and in their search for the 
"a til~ point," the poets or today have not Eliot's "credo 
in unum Deum.," hesitating as the poetic assertion of Eliot 
is. On the contrary, the poet of the last decade is driven 
to vituperation as he castigates the God he wants and cann~ 
believe in. With confusion worse confounded he cries in a 
death agony that man is separat ed from God. Semantic and 
ethical chaot2eharges his soul and shook poetry becomes 
blasphemous: 
Incubus . Anaesthetist with glory in a 
bag, 
Foreman with a sweatbox and a whip. 
Asphyxiator 
Ot the ecstatic. Sergeant with a grudge 
Against the lost lovers in the par~ of 
creation, 
Fiend behind the fiend behind the fiend 
· behind the 
Friend. Mastodon with mastery, monster 
with an ache 
At the tooth of the ego, the dead drunk 
judge: 
12Friar, Modern Poetry, p. 440. 
Wheresoever Thou art our agony will find 
Thee 
Enthroned on the darkest altar of our 
heartbreak 
Perfect. Beast, 1~rute, bastard. 0 dog my God. 
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The Apocalyptic School decrees, "Truth must out harder than 
diamond," and this is an Eliot overtone. In breaking away 
from tradition its members carry part of it with them • . They 
want . to lead poetry from the arid waste land of literary and 
sociological allusions, from the will o' the wisp of 
metaphysical wit. Here they are arraigning Eliot only on one 
.count, his literary allusions. On all other scores the 
indictments are against the poets of the thirties, Auden, 
MacNeice, D. Lewis, Spender t Reed. The poets of the 
Apocalyptic School continue Eliot's ende vor to purify 
poet~y . Whe , ho rever , they demand f or poetry a natural 
lyric ism, a singing note , and a sensuous imagery, they have 
moved away from Eliot. It is to Christopher Fry and Dylan 
Thomas they must turn. sidney Keyes, killed in action at 
Tuni sia at the age of nineteen, voiced poignantly the long, 
long thoughts of the young poets: 
I might have been a good pastoral poet 
(it I had been born in the R~u period) 
instead of an uncomfortable metaphys ical 
without roots. The trouble is that a 
l3George Barker, "Sacred Elegy V, Part IV," Modern 
Poetry, p. 356. 
thing of beauty is not a joy forever 
to me; nor am I content to imagine 
beauty in truth. All I know is that 
everything in a vague sort of way means 
something else, aDd I want desperately 
to find out what.~~ . 
In the final analysis, the poets of the 1950's discover in 
Eliot what they stress as a primary duty ot the poet: to 
give his audience an inkling of the fusion ot the finite 
with the infinite. Eliot has done this in his poetry, 
because he has absorbed a great tradition, Dante and 
St. John of the Cross. 
In his belief that the artist and the man can be 
separated, Eliot, however, is not in the tradition o:f 
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st. John ot the Cross.. The artist who composes the lyric 
poems, unique in Spanish literature, the philosopher who 
expounds them, the occasional "I" that reveals the personal. 
note in the explanation are no trinity of persons; artist, 
philosopher, man are all st. John of the Cross who believes 
identically as an artist, and as a philosopher, and as a man. 
Eliot's comment in this essay on Dante that there is a 
dichotomy between the belief of the man and the poet has 
evoked much criticism, and his lack of cogency in his 
argument is responsible for misunderstanding. He asserts of 
Dante: 
~Geoffrey Bullough, The Trend of Modern Poetry. {London: 
Oliver & Boyd, 1949), p. 252. 
•.• you cannot afford to i'nore Dante's 
philosophical and theolog cal beliefs, 
or to skip the passages which express 
them most clearly •.•• We make a 
distinction between what Dante believed 
as a poet and what he believed as a 
man ...• His private belief becomes a15 different thing. in becoming poetry. 
John Crowe Ransom answers the contention of Eliot that 
it does not matter to the reader· whether or not he has 
poetic assent to the writer's beliefs: 
Eliot believes in believing the religious 
dogmas, not the affirmations of poetry. 
I can see no necessity for waiving the 
intellectual standards on behalf of poets. 
If Dante's beliefs cannot be accepted by 
his reader, it is worse for Dante with 16 that reader, not a matter of indifference. 
One of the earliest critical dicta of Eliot was that the 
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experience of the man is not necessarily caught in the 
work of the artist, and many critics are guided by this 
statement in their interpretation of the poetry of Eliot. 
When Friar examines the beliefs of Eliot, he finds them 
different fro• those of the protagonist in "Ash Wednasday," 
who in humility seeks God. Friar's comment proves to 
what lengths a competent critic can go when an author has 
15 
Eliot, 1tl)ante," Selected Essays, pp. 218-219. 
16Ransom, "T. s. Eliot," Selected Critique, p. 74. 
depersonalized his art: 
Unable to identify. the myths and precepts 
or Christianity with an integral faith, 
Eliot, like many whom he has influenced, 
has submitted htmself to Christian dogma 
and ideology, as it~ humility and patient 
dedication to faith and myths no longer 
consubstantial, he might :la!lvoke a lost · 
unity and receive tor a brief moment 
the grace of revelation •••• Such dedica-
tion has giyan Eliot a strong center of 
evaluation. I · 
To suppose the religious conversion of Eliot was caused 
by an artistic dilemma seems to rob~.hi.a or what most 
men value highly, sincerity. Eliot himself senses this, 
for in a critical analysis of Yeat's poetry, he thinks 
through this idea or impersonality: 
17 
I have, in early essays, extolled what 
I called impersonality in art, and it 
may seem that, in giving as a reason 
for the superiority of Yeats's later 
work the greater expression of personality 
in it, I am contradi~ting myself. It may 
be that I expressed myself badly, or that 
I had only an adolescent grasp of that 
idea--as I can never bear to re-read my 
own prose .writings, I am willing to leave 
the point unsettled--but I think now, at 
least, that the truth ot the matter is 
this. There are two forms ot impersonality: 
that which is natural to the mere skilful 
craftsman, and that which is more and more 
achieved by the maturing artist •••• The 
seo·ond impersonality is that ot the poet 
who, out ot intense and personal experience 
is able to express a general truth; retains 
all the particularity ot his1axperience, to make of it a general symbol. 
Friar, Modern Poetry, p. 426. 
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1ST. s. El l bt , "The ·Poetry of W. B. Yeats," Southern 
Review, Vol. 7, Winter, 1941-1942, p. 446. 
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These words co.me .many years too late, for the impersonal.ity 
of the artist, as expounded by Eliot, is a locus classicus 
of .modern criticism. Eliot's poetic tone, moreover, is 
responsible for t 'he practical solution of critics to his 
artistic problem. Assurance is one of his salient 
characteristics when he paints his Inferno; his turning away 
from the waste land is a question, "Shall I set my lands in 
order?" The lands are ordered in succeeding poems, but the 
corresponding spiritual joy that eo.mes fro.m. doing the right 
thing for the right reason is not so impelling as the 
spiritual dearth of the waste land. 
In using st. John of the Cross, Eliot has a source book 
for saints as the As;oent of Mount Car.m.el and Dark Night are 
studies of a soul set under a spiritual microscope. That 
soul did not exist as a pure spirit; it inhabited a body. 
The nuns for whom he wrote these works were able to see 
incarnated in st. John of the Cross himself the joy of 
holiness that over-flows and is manifested in love-punctuated 
deeds. Eliot has described graphically and unrelentinglT the 
cost of denigration to its last farthing. Spender exemplifies 
those who refuse to acdept such denial; 19 he finds Rilke•s 
natural joy the answer to modern needs. Once again Eliot is 
not free from blame. Throughout his poetry of asoetioiam there 
19 ' Stephen Spender, "Rilke and Eliot," The Sewanee Review, 
Autumn, 1953, PP• 579-581. 
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is no triumphant assertion of the only reason for that which 
"costs not less than everything": 
Many waters cannot quench love, neither 
oan floods drown it; if a man should 
give all the substance of his house for 
love, he shall despise it as nothing 
(Canticle of Canticles, 8:7). 
St. John of the Cross presents his asoetioal and mystical 
doctrine with such assurance that it is to be regretted Eliot 
does not sing it more positively. This is not to minimize 
Eliot's achievement. He has seared materialist philosophy 
with an irony that burns away its alluring trappings; he has 
alerted the intellectual to spiritual cognitions. · Eliot has 
succeeded better than most of his contemporaries in approaching 
Dante who sang not of the justification of God's ways to man, 
but of the place of free man in the creation of a loving God. 
Dante was not forced to dissipate his artistic energy in 
forming religious or philosophical molds towards which to 
direct the white-hot flame of his poetry, for he exploited 
the heritage of the ages synthesized by the genius o~ 
St. Thomas Aquinas. Eliot, too, found in St. John of the 
c,ross the heritage of Christian mysticism, built on dogmat.io 
theology. 
This study of the reflections of the doctrine of st. John 
of the Cross in the work of T. s. Eliot proves that the Asaent 
of Mount Carmel and the Dark Night of the Soul, the firs~ 
volume of the Complete Works of st. John o~ the Cross, base' 
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negatively and positively Eliot's poetry of asceticism and 
passivity Whether it is read asthetically or ideationally. 
Eliot•s poetry has many meanings. The aspect which emerges 
from this study includes concepts a secular age finds 
difficult to accept: that the Son of God is the light and 
splendor of the mind, "the perfect Word, lacking nothing, 
and, so to speak, the art of Almighty God"; 20 that asceticism, 
a pattern of living foreign to people "distracted from 
distraction by distraction," is necessary for happiness; that 
mysticism, built on the rock of denudation, and not on the 
sand of self-escape, is a challenge few are brave enough to 
aecept. Eliot has awakened the intellectual world to the 
need for thinking through such ideas, not only as aesthetic 
or philosophical exercises, but also as positive guides to 
the art of living. If his emp~asis is stronger in his 
castigation of a waste land sterile because of its lack of 
penance, this truth, none the less is a modern imperative. 
If his note is philosophical rather than lyrical in 
his presentation of the intense suffering during the 
dark night of the soul, he has caught, however, in a 
fragile web of words, the wonder of Divine love that 
works ceaselessly in the soul of man When he has ceased 
to idolize self. Since most or Eliot•s readers are 
incapable of the sublime encounter with God that is the 
20 ' 
Jaeq-q.es Maritain, Art and Scholasticism in which he 
quotes St. Augustine's De Doctrlna dhrlstl, 1:5, p. 2.5 
life of a mystic like St. John of the Cross, we .ay study 
the poetry of T. s. ~liot which mirrors the anagogioal 
stratum of the Mystical Doctor to experience in terms 
of art and examine in terms of lite the dual character of 
. asceticism and mysticism which is the way to freedom, 
reality, and peace. 
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The anagogioal interpretation of his poetry and 
drama, pursued in this study, substantiates the 
acknowledgment of Eliot to the writer: "My opinion is that 
f'or the ordinary person like myself', some acquaintance 
with the work of such a great mystic of' the spiritual life 
as st. John is desirable, if only to acquire the highest 
criteria." 
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Questions asked T. s. Eliot in a letter t him, July 12, 1952 
1. How did you become acquainted with 
st. John of the Cross? 
2. Had you read him before yQu wrote 11 The 
Perfect Critic" in The Sacred Wood? 
(The end ef poetry is pure contemplation 
fram which all the accidents of personal 
emotion are removed •••• And without a 
labour which is lar&ely a labour of the 
intelligence, we are unable tG attain 
that stage of vision, "amor intellectualis 
Dei.") _ · 
3. Had you read him before you reviewed 
"The Mystical Doctrine of St. John of the 
Cross" in Criterion., 1934? 
.. 4. Have you any observations that you care 
to make anent this subject as a contri-
bution towards wideninc the spiritual 
knowled~e of men so pitifully narrow 
in this age of specialization~ 
Geoffrev Faber. Cha1rman Richard de Ia Mare,Vice Chairman 
MoTley Kennerley !USA).T.S.Eliot,WJ.Crawley. PF.du Sautoy 
FABER A-ND F.ABER LIMITED 
PUBLISHERS 
24 Russell Square London W. C.l 
Fabbaf-Westcent London Museum 9543 
15th August, 1952. 
Sister Anne Cyril, S.N.D., 
Convent- o·f Notre Dame, 
25 Granby Street, 
:Boston, 
Massachusetts, 
U. S. A. 
Reverend Sister, 
I have your letter of July 12th.. I receive many such 
letters, and do not ordinarily answer them, because they are 
for the most part unanswerable, and I cannot devote the time 
to explaining why questions cannot be answered. But I was 
pleased by your remark that I had attempted "to catch in 
words an experience within the scope of any sincere man". 
In reply to your questions:-
!) I think I first read some of the work of St. John 
of the Cross about thirty years ago, in a volume 
of translations into French of selected passages. 
2) I had not read any of St. John of the Cross befqre 
I wrote "The Perfect Critic". 
3) The short notice of "The Mystical Doctrine of St. 
John of the Cross" in The Criterion of July 1934, 
was not by myself, but by Mr. Thomas McGreevey. 
4) I do not know how to answer this question, because 
I do not see that anything short o£ an essay on the 
subject would provide the answer. My opinion is that 
for the ordinary person like myself, some acquaint-
ance with the work of such a great mystic of the 
spiritual life as St. John is desirable, if only to 
acquire the highest criteria, but that for actual 
devotional practice for those no further advanced 
P. T. O. 
than myself, such a master is so far advanced as to be even 
dangerous. Lesser writers can be more helpful and safer for 
the ordinary rr,an. 
I might add that while I have read "The Spiritual Canti-
cles" of St. John of the Cross in Spanish, li am not a master 
of this language, and have depended on the translation of his 
complete works by Professor Allison Peers. 
Yours sincerely, 
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ABSTRACT 
Although literary scholars have investigated 
minutely the multiple sources of T. s. Eliot, they have 
examined only cursorily the influence of St. John 
of the Cross. The first reference of Eliot to st. 
John of the Cross is the second epigraph of "Fragment 
- . 
of a Prologue." written for The Criterion in 1926 
and published with "Fragment of an Agon" under the 
title, Sweeney Agonistes, in 1932. In the twenty-
eight years since this epigraph of Eliot, there have 
been no consistent studies of st. John of the Cross, 
nor have critics ventured beyond the "dark night . of 
the soul." Moreover, they classify as the dark night 
of the soul all the mystical elements in the poetry 
and drama of Eliot, despite the fact that the dark 
night is only one phase of the mystical doctrine of 
St. John of the Cross. 
The aim of this study, then, is the examination 
of the informing influence of St. John of the Cross 
in the ideational and symbolic patterns of Eliot. 
It traces the progress of the life of the soul, as 
described by St. John of the Cross, through the 
ascetical, mystical, and unitive ways, and shows this 
development in the poetry and drama of T. s. Eliot. 
The mysticism which in£or.ms this poetry and drama 
derives principally from the Ascent of Mount Car.mel 
and the Dark Night of the Soul, philosophical 
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explanations of Dark Night, one of st. John's lyrics. 
These are included in the first volume of E. Allison 
Peers' definitive three volume edition of the Complete 
works of st. John of the cross. In the idiom of st. 
John the ascetic approach to God, expounded in the three 
books of the Ascent of Mount Carmel, is called the active 
night of sense and spirit. During this stage of the 
spiritual life, St. John counsels him who would reach 
God "by the most direct way possible" to control his 
sensual desires and to eradicate from the memory, 
intellect, and will any de-ordinations rooted in self-
love. In the two books of Dark Night of the Soul, 
st. John of the Cross clarifies the psychological and 
mystical phenomena which characte~ize the passive 
night of sense and spirit during which the soul "sits 
still" because God acts directly upon it. While the 
active night of spirit in the drama, the passive 
night of sense and spirit is the theme of the Four 
Quartets. 
This mystical doctrine of St. John of the Cross 
has little influence on the poetry of Eliot up to Ash 
Wednesday, yet to exclude a consideration of this poetry 
is to obscure a very important aspect of the Eliot that 
is "all of a piece." Although this poetry is concerned 
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with modern sterility, when the protagonist of The Waste 
Land hears and heeds t he message of the thunder, and 
queries, "Shall I at least set my lands in order?" his 
emphasis shifts from ironic preoccupation with the moral 
desiccation of other men to an acute interest in the 
impotency of his own spiritual life. Since the Shadow 
is the only reality among chimeras, The Hollow Men marks 
the transition from The Waste Land to Ash Wednesday. As 
the protagonist is awakened to the true relationship 
between God and himself, Ash Wednesday adds a new dimension, 
spiritual depth, to the two-dimensional early poetry. 
Because of the sensible joy he experiences at the repudia-
tion of sin, the protagonist believes that this rejection 
is a matter of a single volition. Moreover, he thinks 
that the three Leopards, his memory, understanding, and 
wil~ are purified, and that he is prepared to participate 
in a very high degree of prayer, when actually he only 
reports the joys of infused contemplation described in 
the lyric, "Lady of Silences." While Ash Wednesday is 
characterized as a poem of conversion, in the complete 
Eliot texture it is the initial step into the active 
night of sense. 
In the Ariel Poems Eliot concretizes this active 
night of sense, as the four poems suggest that sanctity 
is not the once-made, easy renunciation of sin, but 
the slow, imperceptible boring . away of sinful habits 
riveted to self with bolts of steel. The Magus is 
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the objective correlative of the difficulty of holiness 
when the sensible joy of Ash Wednesday has evaporated. 
Simeon exemplifies Christian weariness in well-doing, 
while both he and the Magus show that faith, not 
sensible jo~is the way to God. Animula delineates 
tne soul that wants the consolations of God instead of the 
God of consolations as it tries to distract itself 
either by the fascination of sensuous trifles or by the 
narcotization of the insatiable intellect. When it 
discovers that it cannot dictate to God, this soul be-
gins the Purgatorial Mount. In Marina, unlike Ash 
Wednesday, there is no facile humility, but a deeper 
self-knowledge. Since the protagonist, conscious of 
his own insufficiency and of the potency of God's grace, 
enters with confidence the dark night of faith, Marina 
marks the transition to the active night of spirit, 
dramatized by Eliot. 
While the influence of St. John of the Cross is 
slightly evident in the early plays, Sweeney AgOnistes and 
The Rock, his doctrine of the active purgation of the 
will ; j oined with the liturgy, integrates Murder in the 
Cathedral. Eliot finds his source for the tragic flaw 
of Thomas Becket in the third book of the Ascent of Mount 
Car.mel where St. John examines the effect upon the 
will of inorQinate joy 1n moral good, or spiritual 
pride. Thomas is tempted to exploit the possibility 
of martyrdom for the glory of Thomas and not for the 
glory of God. When he reje~ts this temptation, his will 
is purged f spiritual pride through his cietermination 
to unite it with the will of God. The Family Reunion 
fails aesthetically because Eliot juxtaposes theological 
and psychological matter instead of fusin& them. On the 
ne hand, Harry•s "mystical" election and his excursion 
into the desert are meloaramatic; on the other hand, 
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the Eumenides are inaciequate both on religious ana 
dramatic levels. In Murder Ln the Cathedral Eliot 
capitalized on St. Jobn•s explanatiGn of misdirected joy. 
However, St. John does not expound the emotion of fear 
so Eliot has no guide in the religious ana psychological 
divisions of this emetion. Harry, instead of rejecting 
the projections of his guilt, rationali~es this &uilt, 
and leaves his uncierstanding and will unpur~ed. In 
The Cocktail Party Eliot succeeds in correcting some 
of the errors of The Family Reunion. The Cocktail Party 
is a carefully wrought stratification of four levels 
f spirituality; Peter, the wastelander, on the way te 
conversion; Edward ana Lavinia, beginners in the spiritual 
life; Reilly, Julia, and Alex, progressives; an4 finally, 
Celia, the per~ect. Although much criticism has been 
levelled at this drama ~or its mystical implications, 
this criticism tends to confuse dogmatic with mystical 
theology since sorrow ~or sin, confession, and atonement 
are not the exclusive prerogatives o~ mys~icism. Yet 
mystical concepts are patent: the prayer-toast of Reilly, 
Julia, and Alex, recapitulates the . active night of sense, 
dramatized in the lives of Edward, Lavinia, and Peter; 
and the active night of spirit is exemplified in the lives 
of Reilly, Julia, and Alex; Reilly's announcement of the . 
death of Celia includes a brief description of the passive 
night of sense and spirit which she experienced before 
her martyrdom. 
Before writing The Cocktail Party Eliot had lyricized 
in the Four Qu&rtets the passive night of sense and spirit 
-
during which the protagonist realizes empirically the 
ramifications of the petitions prayed in Ash Wednesday, 
"Teach us to sit still," "In His will is our peace." 
-·. 
Since the Four Quartets are symphonic in structure, each 
poem marks a progress in the ascent to the symbolic mount 
of sanctity as Eliot follows the mystical doctrine of 
St. John of the Cross. "Burnt Norton" and "East Coker" 
indicate the entrance of the protagonist into the passive 
night of sense where God works directly on his soul through 
the prayer of infused contemplation. · In "Dry Salvages" 
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he reaches the dark night o£ spirit, the core o£ 
mysticism, during which the protagonist thinks he is 
regressing rather than progressing towards union with 
God. This is the true dark night, the privilege o£ a 
£ew according to st. John o£ the Cross and Eliot. In 
this passive night o£ spirit the protagonist comprehends 
£ully in the maturity o£ his £aith what he knew in his 
innocence that the approach to God is through Christ, the 
Mediator, and through Mary, the MOther of the Incarnate 
Word. She teaches in the "Fiat" o£ her Annunciation the 
most direct path to her Son Who came to do the will of 
His Father. The closing lines of "Little Gidding11 hint 
- -
at the unitive way as with enlightened vision the pro-
tagonist realizes that all men will be one when world-
revolution originates in self-revolution rooted in the 
love . of God. 
In the Ascent o£ Mount carmel and the Dark Night of 
the Soul, Eliot has a source book £or saints, potential 
and actual. st. John of the Cross presents hi~ ascetical 
·and mystical doctrine with such assurance that one may 
regret Eliot does not sing it more positively. This is 
not to minimize the achievement o£ Eliot, for he has 
seared materialistic philosophy with an irony that 
cauterizes. He succeeds better than many o£ his con-
temporaries in approaching Dante who sang not of the 
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justi£ication o£ God's ways to man, but o£ the place 
o£ a £ree man in the creation o£ a loving God. As 
Dante did not have to dissipate his artistic energy 
either in creating concepts or symbols but lyricized 
the Summa ~eolosica or St. Thomas Aquinas, so Eliot 
£inds his ideational and symbolic patterns in the 
Christian mysticism o£ St. John o£ the Cross. 
Since the Horatian £ormula, dulce !1 utile, 
characterizes Eliot•s poetry and drama, he has awakened 
the intellectual world to the imperative or thinking 
through concepts of humility, asceticism,and mysticism, 
not only as aesthetic or philosophical exp~riences, 
but as potent guides in the art or living. This 
anagogical interpretation o£ Eliot•s poetry and drama 
substantiates what Eliot acknowledges in a letter to the 
writer: "My opinion is for the ordinary person like 
myself, some acquaintance with the work of so great a 
mystic of the spiritual life as st. John of the Cross is 
desirable, if only to acquire the highest criteria." 
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